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 1             P R O C E E D I N G S


 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Meeting come to order.
 3            Call the roll, please.


 4            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 5  Alexander?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Here.


 7            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?


 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Here.


 9            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?


10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Here.
11            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?


12            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Here.
13            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?


14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Here.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
16  Spangler?


17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Here.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: I want to approve the


19  minutes of 3/23/09.  Do I get a motion?
20            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So moved.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?


22            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Second.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.


24            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
25  Alexander?
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.


 2            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?


 3            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.


 4            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?


 5            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
 6            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?


 7            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
 8            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?


 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
10            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
11  Spangler?


12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: 4/20/09.  Do I have a


14  motion?  Minutes for 4/20/09.
15            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: So moved.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?


17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Second.


18            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.


19            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
20  Alexander?
21            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.


22            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?


23            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.


24            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?


25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
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 1            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?


 2            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
 3            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?


 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
 5            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 6  Spangler?


 7            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  The millage rate


 9  hearing, we're going to delay that probably one
10  to two weeks, probably till next meeting,
11  because Dekalb County is reevaluating all the


12  property in Dekalb County.  We don't know if
13  that will mean the property will go up.  I would


14  say that the property values will go down.  But
15  we have to set the millage rate, and we're going
16  to delay that at least two weeks, which will be


17  at the next Council meeting we'll have the first
18  opening of the millage rate hearings.


19            Something has come up about our
20  insurance, and under my comments I'm going to
21  bring Mr. Jones up.


22            Come on up to the microphone.
23            Blue Cross/Blue Shield is going up


24  17-1/2, and Mr. Jones has already got it, I
25  believe he said, down to 15.  So I wanted the
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 1  Council to decide what to do on this.  Mr. Jones


 2  will tell us about it.
 3            MR. JONES: Let me give each Council


 4  member a copy of this (presenting).
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Just hand it to
 6  her.  She'll pass it.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I think we may


 8  already have a copy.


 9            MR. JONES: You may have a copy of the
10  old ones.  These reflect the new ones.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: They got one.


12            MR. JONES: Have they got one?  They
13  don't have the new one.


14            MAYOR JENKINS: Oh, the new one?  Oh,
15  okay.
16            MR. JONES: That's just a preliminary,


17  and we are working on maybe a further reduction
18  but we can't be sure.  They've already come off


19  the 17-1/2 percent down to 15 percent, and we
20  just wanted y'all to be informed as to what we
21  were doing.  And it's just a matter of just


22  getting y'all's approval or not approval, maybe
23  not tonight, but just look at it and see what


24  you really think or what we should do, or any
25  suggestions you give us, we'll take them and
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 1  work on it.


 2            THE REPORTER: Mr. Jones, could I get
 3  your full name, please?


 4            MR. JONES: C.R. Jones.
 5            So if there's any quick questions, I
 6  appreciate the Mayor giving me this few minutes.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: When was the last


 8  time we fully bid our health insurance out?


 9            MR. JONES: Last year, Blue Cross did
10  not -- Is that what you meant?
11            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: No.  When did we


12  bid it out for multiple companies?
13            MR. JONES: We didn't do it last year


14  because Blue Cross did not increase our rates at
15  all last year.  And we are in the process, if
16  y'all so direct us to, to get it out for bid.


17  And we can do that.  We have time.
18            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Is there, from


19  your perspective, an industry-standard rate
20  increase that's been applied?
21            MR. JONES: I feel that that's really a


22  low rate increase.  We had one employee who run
23  up $160,000 this year.  We've had four/five/six


24  new babies and a couple heart cases.  But we're
25  doing okay with the rates, these rates here.
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 1            So we figure that this rate here will


 2  be less than what anyone can beat or give us
 3  like Kaiser or anyone else.  But at y'all's


 4  direction, we'll be glad to get it.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: When was the last


 6  time we did get competing numbers?


 7            MR. JONES: Last year we did it.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: You got competing


 9  numbers from different carriers?
10            MR. JONES: We didn't get to because
11  y'all decided that we would just go with what we


12  had.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: He wants to know when


14  the last time it was put out to different
15  companies.
16            MR. JONES: Oh.  A year, year-and-a-


17  half ago we had four companies bid and you-all
18  decided to stay with Blue Cross.


19            MAYOR JENKINS: So we have until when,
20  Mr. Jones, to let you know for sure whether we
21  want to go out for RFPs or --


22            Mr. Jones always goes to the different
23  companies and gets the best prices, and he's


24  always done that for us but --
25            MR. JONES: I work for Doraville, not
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 1  Blue Cross.


 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Right.
 3            MR. JONES: I do, but you know what I


 4  mean.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: So what did you say?
 6  How long?


 7            MR. JONES: If we could get it in the
 8  next two weeks, we'll be all right.


 9            MAYOR JENKINS: If they'll let you know
10  within the next two weeks?
11            MR. JONES: Yes, sir.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: And these are


14  monthly premiums that you're showing on this
15  report?
16            MR. JONES: Yes, ma'am.


17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I just want to
18  make sure I understand.  I've got four columns


19  here.  It says present premiums, and then I've
20  got 306 dollars and three eighty-four.  I just
21  want to make sure I understand what these --


22            MR. JONES: That's for the individual.
23  And then you'll see under there, the old rates


24  and then the new rates.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: The renewal
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 1  premiums are the new rates?


 2            MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So currently, the


 4  employee only -- for the regular HMO it's 306
 5  dollars, the PPO is 385 dollars per month.
 6            MR. JONES: Let me just say this on the


 7  PPO: the City will not pay for any PPO that
 8  exceeds the HMO rate.  So if they want the HMO -


 9  - I mean the PPO, they have to pay for it extra.
10  We only have a few; three or four, I think,
11  maybe five.


12            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.  So right


13  now we're paying 800 -- well, 900 dollars a


14  month for an employee and their family.
15            MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And that will go


17  up to $1,033 a month.
18            MR. JONES: Yes, that's right.


19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And then for an


20  employee only, that's $353 per month.
21            MR. JONES: The employee at this time


22  pays $30 a month for their family.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I under-


24  stand that, but what I'm saying is what we pay.
25            MR. JONES: Yes.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Currently, the


 2  employee -- if I understand, it's $15 per
 3  employee, and if it's a family, it's $30.


 4            MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Regardless of how


 6  many people in the family.


 7            MR. JONES: That's right.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So do we pay the


 9  same rate -- it says employee and family.  Is
10  that the same rate regardless of the number of
11  people in the family?


12            MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.


14            MR. JONES: They get a bargain, some of
15  them do.
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Well, I would be


17  in favor of us going out for competitive bidding
18  on this.


19            MR. JONES: It's all right.  We can do
20  that.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, Brian, be sure to


22  explain to him.  If you want it to go out for
23  RFPs, it'll go out by virtue of sealed bids or


24  whatever.  He's referring to he will do that if
25  we care to.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes, sir.


 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Is that what you're
 3  saying?


 4            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes, sir.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Very good.  Very good.
 6            MR. JONES: Thank you.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Exactly what


 8  did you just say?


 9            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Well, I didn't
10  make a motion or anything.  I was just merely
11  making an observation that I would be in favor


12  of us going out for bids on the health
13  insurance.


14            MAYOR JENKINS: He's saying he'll --
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I would --


16            MAYOR JENKINS: -- take it out for


17  bids.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- be in favor of


19  seconding that.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Is that what you want?
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I will make it in


22  the form of a motion to have C.R. Jones put our
23  health insurance out for bid.


24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I'll second


25  it.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Good.  Anymore


 2  discussion?
 3                      - - -


 4                  (No response)
 5                      - - -
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.


 7            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 8  Alexander?


 9            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
10            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?


11            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.


12            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?


13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.


14            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?


15            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
16            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?


17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
18            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember


19  Spangler?
20            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Thank you,


22  Mr. Jones.  Appreciate that.
23            Item number 4, I believe that's


24  Ms. Fleming.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.  I wanted
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 1  to address Ordinance 5-40 which is Driveway


 2  Limitations.  Everyone's had this little packet
 3  for a while.


 4            Back in I believe it was 2005, the
 5  ordinance was changed in that gravel would no
 6  longer be acceptable as part of a driveway or as


 7  a secondary driveway.  And I believe the
 8  ordinance indicated that it had to be within six


 9  years, so that would make it 2011.
10            I know that I might be jumping it a
11  little bit, but I do believe ecology-wise it's


12  better to have porous surfaces such as brick or
13  gravel or some type of porous surface rather


14  than an impervious surface for driveways, and it
15  will cut down on heat.  It's also better for,
16  like I said, the ecology, whereas the water is


17  going to be retained and be able to absorb into
18  the ground rather than having a wash-off


19  scenario and having problems with stormwater and
20  so forth.
21            So my proposal in Section 5-40 is


22  basically to delete at the words "such driveway
23  may extend" -- I believe all of you may have


24  that -- delete that area all the way down
25  through item number D.  And that is part of the
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 1  City Code, so it doesn't have to go to the


 2  Planning Commission.
 3            But when we get into Section 608, which


 4  is Parking, Storage or Use of Major Recreational
 5  Equipment, there's a lot of homes that do have
 6  gravel driveways as secondary driveways for


 7  their recreational equipment.  I personally
 8  don't see any harm in that.  As a matter of


 9  fact, we go back into there's less of a runoff
10  for rain and water and so forth.
11            So I would like to take that issue out


12  of the Zoning Code in regards to the driveway
13  has to be four-inch asphalt or four-inch


14  concrete.  I think we see enough asphalt and
15  concrete in Doraville and I think we need to see
16  more green or more eco-friendly type parking and


17  driveways, and so that's what my proposal is.
18            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I have to


19  agree with Ms. Fleming because, you know, we did
20  pass the green ordinance, and this is something
21  that I really feel that we need to look at a lot


22  more closely.  I think the stormwater manager
23  would agree also about the runoff with the


24  gravel driveway or the brick.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I think as far
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 1  as existing driveways, we should allow the


 2  gravel.  If it's going to be new construction or
 3  a primary driveway, I'd be concerned about that


 4  and I'd like Mr. Haeberlin's opinion on new
 5  construction, new construction for, for
 6  instance, gravel, not necessarily porous surface


 7  but gravel surface for new construction.
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: It's definitely


 9  something that we need to review in more detail
10  because a lot of this is new technology.
11            I'll let you know that the section of


12  the driveway that's in the public right-of-way -
13  - and that's sometimes very deceptive because we


14  have lots of right-of-way but small roads --
15  would have to be concrete.  And then of course
16  the area on the lot that you're talking about


17  could be a pervious surface, some sort of
18  alternative.


19            I've kind of looked at this in the
20  context of rewriting the residential districts
21  because right now you don't have any limitations


22  on impervious, and so we're going to have to set
23  some numbers for each residential district.  And


24  that's probably something I'll probably look at
25  in bringing to you with the R-1 amendments is a
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 1  realistic outlook on how much impervious we're


 2  going to allow on each lot in the city of
 3  Doraville that's residentially zoned.


 4            So it's something that I know you're
 5  adamant about.  We've had a lot of customers
 6  inquire about it.  We're really going to have to


 7  think this thing through within the context of
 8  code enforcement as well and look at some


 9  different scenarios.  But we definitely are
10  going to need to run impervious amounts.  We may
11  be really shocked by how much an impervious


12  ratio we may have to have just to allow the lots
13  in the city to continue to be buildable.  So we


14  have a bunch of different factors that I will
15  look at for you.
16            On the Section 608, I have looked at


17  this previously as well.  I had some concerns
18  similar to yours as well.  This is something we


19  need to look at in terms of each residential
20  district because it's certainly not applicable
21  across every residential district.  So we've got


22  some further study to do.
23            New construction would be an excellent


24  place for the implementation of pervious items
25  probably better than existing residential, but
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 1  we'll look at both scenarios for you.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.  I


 3  appreciate that.


 4            I just don't want to have our current
 5  residents being forced to remove their gravel
 6  driveways and have to put four-inch asphalt or


 7  four-inch concrete down within the next couple
 8  years, so that was my purpose for the 5-40.  And


 9  I'd like to just allow Mr. Haeberlin to continue
10  looking into using it as subsection on the
11  residential as he mentioned.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: You don't want to put
13  it to a vote?  You want to let him bring it back


14  at another time for a vote?
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I think that
16  would probably be fine because he is working


17  diligently on our Zoning Code, so that will be
18  fine.  But I did want to address it, so thank


19  you.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Very good.
21            Number 5.


22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: This is me.
23  Number 5 is Employee Political Activity.


24            MR. ANDERSON: I signed up for that.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Oh, excuse me.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Oh.  I'm sorry.


 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Excuse me.  I
 3  apologize.  Stuart Anderson, speak on that item.


 4  I apologize.
 5            MR. ANDERSON: You don't have to
 6  apologize, Mr. Jenkins.  Thank you.


 7            Stuart Anderson.
 8            Just want to hold up a picture of Tiger


 9  Woods walking, and his fine Buick, in his fine
10  suit, in his fine driveway (indicating).  I've
11  been carrying that around for awhile.  Ever


12  since 2005 when this thing was passed, I've been
13  against the paving of the city.


14            In reference to Ms. Fleming, the four-
15  inch concrete everywhere is, I think, bad for
16  the environment.


17            Under 608, Parking Storage, the thing
18  that was added to 608 was, however, that such


19  equipment may not be parked anywhere on resi-
20  dential premises for a period of not to exceed
21  24 hours.


22            Quality of Life recently brought a -- I
23  think six months ago or a year ago, brought a


24  couldn't-see-it house trailer -- not house
25  trailer but --
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Motor home?


 2            MR. ANDERSON: -- mobile home thing out
 3  from the back yard of a neighbor of mine, and


 4  now it's kind of an eyesore in the side yard.
 5  Couldn't see it in the first place, and now it's
 6  a pain in the neck for them.


 7            Visible weeds shall not be allowed to
 8  grow through such driveway.  Once again, that's


 9  in A.  And C is treat, and visible grass and
10  weeds shall not be allowed to grow through . . .
11  Just means we have to poison the grass in the


12  gravel driveways and stuff to keep somebody's
13  visible appreciation.


14            Parking.  Equipment shouldn't have to
15  be just left there for 24 hours.  It should be
16  allowed to be beside the building and on


17  pervious surface, in my opinion.
18            And once again, reference to


19  Ms. Fleming, the 5-40 driveway limitations, you
20  should hopefully get rid of the must pave
21  everything.  Thank you.


22            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
23            Tom Hart?


24            MR. HART: I appreciate Ms. Fleming's
25  comments.  As an owner of a brick driveway that
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 1  I spent a lot of time putting in, and it seemed


 2  to be -- when I went to this reception in
 3  Buckhead the other day in Garden Hills, there


 4  seems to be a lot of brick driveways which would
 5  be illegal in Doraville.  So we've set the
 6  standard here pretty low compared to the rest of


 7  the metro area in terms of quality construction.
 8  You know, pea gravel driveways like Tiger Woods'


 9  or brick driveways or more modern, you know,
10  other than four inches of concrete and four
11  inches of asphalt, limits the type of houses


12  that are going to be built in Doraville and the
13  type of people who want to buy houses here.


14            And as far as the concrete in the
15  right-of-way, we usually go with about eight
16  inches when you first enter the driveway and


17  then it tapers down to six and then four inches
18  of concrete, but that's just to come off the


19  street.
20            To have the first 20 feet of the drive-
21  way have to be concrete and transition into like


22  brick or environmental brick or something else
23  is a bit of a problem, too.  There's no real


24  need for it other than somebody just wants it
25  that way.
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 1            As far as grass growing through the


 2  bricks, that's what grass does.  It's a pervious
 3  surface between the bricks, and that's where the


 4  -- you know, the grass that's in your yard grows
 5  into the bricks itself.  But here you'll get a
 6  ticket for it.  It's not the fact that it's a


 7  problem.  It's just a problem in the city of
 8  Doraville.


 9            So I just think that the ordinances
10  here limit the population, it limits the
11  customers that want to buy and build homes here,


12  and I think it's for no other reason than
13  because of limited thought.  Thank you.


14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Item number 5?
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.  That's me.


17  Employee Political Activity.
18            The current version of the employee


19  manual allows employees during like political
20  seasons or whatever, you can wear like a button,
21  but it has a word in it that says "partisan


22  button."  I guess my concern is that we're going
23  to end up with a situation where, you know, you


24  come up here to pay your water bill or -- not
25  your water bill -- come up here to pay your
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 1  sanitation bill and you're greeted by, you know,


 2  a room full of employees all wearing "Vote for
 3  Bob Roche" or something, you know.


 4            And I just don't feel that that's
 5  appropriate, and I want to find a way to see if
 6  we can somehow limit that, because what it does


 7  is it tends to politicize our -- further
 8  politicize our employees.  When you have


 9  employees that are more interested and that
10  involve themselves in politics, you end up with
11  situations of, you know, what if their person


12  wins, what if they lose, et cetera, et cetera.
13  So that's the problem that I'm bringing to the


14  Council I'm looking for a solution to.
15            If nothing else -- I haven't heard
16  anything about bringing up the new version of


17  the employee manual, but if nothing else, I'd
18  would like to at least restore that word in


19  there so that -- It's one thing if you say, you
20  know, vote for a Democrat or Republican or a
21  bumper sticker out in the parking lot or


22  something like that, but I think it would be
23  very easy to get carried away with this.


24            And again I'm going to ask, you know,
25  the Council or Attorney Weed if he has any ideas
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 1  as to how we could, if not limit it -- and I'm


 2  not trying to shut down anyone's freedom of
 3  speech or anything like that, but at least not


 4  turn the city of Doraville into an extension of
 5  someone's political campaign.
 6            ATTORNEY WEED: A lot of these


 7  questions are answered in part by the Hatch Act,
 8  which is Federal law, and short of giving kind


 9  of a laundry list of what you can and can't do,
10  I'm going to focus primarily right now on what
11  you can't do.


12            A local government employee cannot be a
13  candidate for public office in a partisan


14  election.  They can't use their official
15  authority to influence for the purpose of
16  interfering or affecting the results of an


17  election or a nomination for office and they
18  cannot directly or indirectly coerce contri-


19  butions from subordinates in support of a
20  political party or candidate.
21            However, there's a lot of things that


22  folks can do.  They can be a candidate in a
23  nonpartisan election.  They can campaign for and


24  they can hold elective office in political clubs
25  or organizations.  They can actively campaign
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 1  for candidates for public office in partisan and


 2  nonpartisan elections.  They can contribute
 3  money to political organizations and attend


 4  political fundraising events and they can
 5  participate in any activity that isn't otherwise
 6  prohibited by Federal law or regulation.


 7            So it's not an entirely crystal clear
 8  answer to the Councilman's concern, but I think


 9  the general rule of thumb would be is the
10  campaigning benign or active and does it
11  otherwise cause a disruption in the work place.


12            The government and any employer has got
13  a legal right to control the place of employment


14  so that safety is maintained, so that order is
15  maintained and so that the business conducted
16  there can be conducted in a legal method.  So if


17  someone shows up in something that is completely
18  outrageous where the general reasonable man or


19  woman would be offended by it, then the employer
20  and even the government has a right to do
21  something about it.


22            If someone is simply wearing a campaign
23  button, particularly if it's in a nonpartisan


24  election, it's probably going to be allowed
25  underneath the person's free-speech rights.
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 1  Where it gets a little dicey would be if there


 2  were certain wording on the button that was
 3  generally offensive -- it had some pornographic


 4  imagery on it, it had some, you know, offensive
 5  language that would otherwise be something you
 6  could prosecute them underneath the fighting


 7  words statute.
 8            But outside of that, people have got


 9  their free-speech rights, and I would be very
10  nervous about advising you to try to curb that.
11  We'd have to be really, really careful about how


12  we went about doing it.
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: With that said,


14  Mr. Weed, what would then prohibit them from
15  wearing any type of slogan button on their
16  person?


17            ATTORNEY WEED: Not much.  I mean as
18  long as it wasn't -- if there were pornographic


19  imagery or some, you know -- even underneath the
20  person's free-speech rights, you could find some
21  highly controversial/pornographic/fighting-words


22  elements in a campaign button or otherwise that
23  would be offensive to, you know, a person of


24  just a reasonable -- applying the reasonable
25  community standard.  So that can be controlled.
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 1            But if it's a standard, you know, I-


 2  Like-Ike button, you know, they probably could
 3  do that.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Did I under-


 5  stand you correctly in saying that all the
 6  employees of the City could participate in any


 7  kind of rally or any kind of political meetings
 8  or anything like that nature, make any kind of


 9  donations on their employee time or City time?
10            ATTORNEY WEED: They can certainly do
11  it on their own time.


12            What they couldn't do on City time
13  would be let's assume that we have a regular


14  eight-hour day, and a regular administrative
15  employee has got a 15-minute break in the
16  morning and a 15-minute break in the afternoon


17  but ordinarily they are prohibited from using
18  the phone for personal calls.  If you caught


19  them using the phone for personal calls, whether
20  it's for a political reason or for any other
21  reason, then you could do something about that


22  because they'd violated a reasonable work rule.
23            However, during their 15-minute break,


24  if they want to campaign, you know, for somebody
25  to all heck and back, they can essentially do
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 1  that.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: So can they


 3  use the City property and City phone or a City


 4  computer?
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: Generally, no.  But it
 6  isn't they can't do it not -- they can't do it


 7  because they are campaigning.  They can't do it
 8  because it's personal use.  That's a different


 9  thing.  But you're not combating the campaigning
10  and their free-speech rights.  You're combating
11  the fact that they ought to be at work, doing


12  work, and that's okay.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: But even in


14  their 15-minute break.
15            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, during their 15-
16  minute break, if you allow personal use of the


17  phones during that time frame -- you know, if
18  you allow it for one thing, you've got to allow


19  it for everything.  But if you don't allow it
20  for anything personal, then it doesn't matter if
21  it was political or not political, because you


22  are controlling the workplace, it's objective,
23  it's reasonable.  It isn't singling out any


24  party or person.  It is just saying that while
25  you're here, we expect you to be working and not
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 1  making any type of phone call -- personal phone


 2  call.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: So whether an


 4  employee is on break or not, if they're sending
 5  jokes through e-mail, is that allowed or is that
 6  disallowed regardless of whether it has a sexual


 7  --
 8            ATTORNEY WEED: My understanding is, as


 9  a general policy underneath your electronic
10  media policy, that's generally prohibited.
11            However, I will say this.  If a person


12  is doing it -- you've got the legal right to
13  control your property, so you could pull


14  everybody's computer in the building and check
15  what they've been sending and what they've been
16  receiving.  There's nothing they can do about


17  that.  It's your property.  And if you find out
18  they spend the entirety of their day looking at


19  and responding to joke messages from their
20  uncle, can you terminate them for that?  My
21  opinion is yes, you can, or discipline them, and


22  maybe you should.
23            On the flip side, however, you know, if


24  somebody gets the joke of the day from their
25  uncle, most employers kind of turn a blind eye
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 1  to that.  That's just an ordinary, natural thing


 2  that human beings do.  You know, my secretary
 3  sent me a couple of jokes, and I finally said,


 4  "Look, you got to quit doing that," you know,
 5  because I like to err on the side of caution.
 6            But you know, some of these things you


 7  can't have a black-and-white policy on as much
 8  as you have to exercise some reason and common


 9  sense.  And there's a natural threshold where
10  you can ordinarily feel that the scale is
11  tipping one way or the other in my opinion, and


12  you know it when you see it.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I guess by


14  extension, I guess I can envision a situation
15  where a City employee may decide to wear, you
16  know, Vote-for-So-and-So-for-Mayor and then that


17  person loses.  We're an employment-at-will
18  organization, and that person loses their job.


19  Would there be any --
20            ATTORNEY WEED: Entirely possible.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: It's entirely


22  possible.
23            ATTORNEY WEED: There are lots of


24  deputy sheriff cases out there for counties --
25            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right, I
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 1  remember.


 2            ATTORNEY WEED: -- where the chief
 3  deputy has run against the sheriff, and the


 4  sheriff sure doesn't keep them on, and that's
 5  been litigated and defended a dozen times.  You
 6  know, to the victor goes the spoils.


 7            With regard to city governments, I
 8  certainly wouldn't recommend that, you know, I,


 9  you know, want Joe Smith for Mayor -- and I hope
10  there's not a Joe Smith out in the audience that
11  I'm offending.  But if someone's wearing that


12  button, and that person doesn't win, I mean I
13  would never advise you to fire that person


14  because they were voting for Joe Smith.  Hope-
15  fully, there would be some other adequate reason
16  for firing them, or if you're truly at-will, you


17  just let him go because you let him go.
18            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: But by allowing


19  -- by the City of Doraville putting that comment
20  in that book at all -- I mean if it were not
21  there, this wouldn't be an issue.  Because


22  allowing buttons for nonpartisan or partisan
23  activity then opens up for other I-Support-


24  Whatever on their buttons, and I can see a
25  myriad of things that --
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 1            ATTORNEY WEED: Well --


 2            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- could be
 3  going on.  And if we just eliminated that


 4  section of the personnel manual stating that
 5  we're going to let you put on buttons, then we
 6  wouldn't be going through this issue right now.


 7            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, yes and no.  If
 8  it's not in there, that doesn't mean that the


 9  Hatch Act wouldn't still apply to them.  So they
10  could still show up with a button, you know,
11  either way whether it was in the policy or not.


12            The policies are really there to try to
13  kind of help govern behavior but only to the


14  extent that the work gets done.  You know, you
15  want to cover a safe environment, you want to
16  cover people showing up for work; what happens


17  to them when they don't show up for work; if
18  they come to work, you want them to be working;


19  and that you don't want their personal lives to
20  bleed over into the work environment in such a
21  way that they aren't really getting the job


22  done.
23            But the Hatch Act is still going to be


24  out there whether we've got a local policy or
25  not.  Do we have to have a local policy?  My
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 1  opinion would be no, we could leave it


 2  completely blank, but the Hatch Act would still
 3  be out there and would still apply.


 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Have we ever run into
 5  that?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I don't


 7  know.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I don't think


 9  in the past --
10            MAYOR JENKINS: We never have.  I don't
11  think any --


12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- employees


13  of the City have been allowed to wear buttons or


14  express any kind of opinions in the elections.
15            ATTORNEY WEED: And I would still hope
16  that common sense would prevail.  I mean there


17  is a certain element of you hope that people,
18  you know, don't behave foolishly.  And you know,


19  if someone puts themselves out there and they --
20  you know, they put themselves out there, there's
21  always some element of risk because even though


22  no one may ever say that the reason for the
23  termination is XYZ, particularly in that one


24  environment where you don't even have to give a
25  reason, you know, the individual employee
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 1  certainly has to use their common sense and just


 2  try to govern their behavior appropriately.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So is the current


 4  version of the employee manual that says you're
 5  allowed to wear a partisan button -- which I
 6  assume means, you know, vote Republican or vote


 7  Democrat or whatever -- that's legal, then?
 8  Because when it says partisan, I mean we're all


 9  nonpartisan races here, so you could interpret
10  that as saying that you couldn't wear a button
11  for a nonpartisan race, which is what we have


12  here.
13            ATTORNEY WEED: I think it allows you


14  to do both.  Well, the Hatch Act allows you to
15  do both whether it's partisan or nonpartisan.
16            What it doesn't allow you to do would


17  be if you yourself are running in a partisan
18  race, you can't wear your own button, which is


19  kind of interesting.  But with regard to
20  somebody else's button, Hatch Act says it's
21  okay, in my opinion.


22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: At first I was
23  somewhat confused.  Now I'm really confused.


24            ATTORNEY WEED: I agree with you it's
25  not a good idea but --
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah.  Well --


 2            ATTORNEY WEED: But it doesn't mean
 3  that they can't do it, though.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I just noticed
 5  that there is a modification that we're looking
 6  at for the new employee manual, and I just


 7  wanted to make sure everybody was very clear
 8  about that.


 9            The second -- sorry.  That was all I
10  had.
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Was there


12  anybody signed up for that one?
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Go ahead.


14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Number 6, Open


15  Meetings, Emails, Attorney-Client Privilege.
16  I've been a little bit concerned about that.


17            One of the first things I learned about
18  being a city councilman, you go to these


19  training classes or whatever, and they said,
20  "Everyone has to work together.  You're just not
21  allowed to talk to each other."  We have Open


22  Meetings laws that basically makes sure that
23  City Council or some group of the City Council


24  or whatever don't go behind closed doors and
25  deliberate and make decisions and just come out
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 1  and say, "Ta da, this is what's going on."


 2            There are a couple of exceptions.
 3  There's also an exception called attorney/client


 4  privilege.  And I had a long discussion with a
 5  citizen about this, actually, who could not make
 6  it tonight.  But I've done a little bit of


 7  research, and I'm far from an expert on this.
 8  I'm concerned about it enough to where I put in


 9  a call to the attorney general for Georgia and
10  I'm going to get some answers from them.
11            First of all, I'll say that any e-mail


12  I've sent to anyone on the Council or to the
13  Council at large or to City Hall or whatever, I


14  have nothing to hide.  As far as I'm concerned,
15  they can be quite available.
16            What we do know, though, is if I want


17  to send an e-mail to someone else on the Council
18  or within the City, it would end up on the City


19  servers.  And if I don't want them available for
20  Open Records, all I have to do is to copy the
21  City Attorney and it magically becomes protected


22  under client/attorney privilege.  I could say,
23  "Today's a nice day."  As long as I copy the


24  City Attorney, basically, if you submit an Open
25  Records request, you can't get to it.
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 1            The other thing that happens,


 2  occasionally the Council would get into these
 3  e-mail discussions, and because the City


 4  Attorney is copied on it, magically -- voila --
 5  not available for Open Records.
 6            I feel very uncomfortable about that,


 7  I've always felt very uncomfortable about that,
 8  and I've gotten to where I just don't do it


 9  anymore.
10            We passed an ordinance recently about
11  being able to delete e-mails.  And again, I


12  believe very strongly in the concept of open
13  government.  I think the more we find out about


14  what's going on in government, well, what is it
15  they say?  Sunshine's a great disinfectant.
16            So anyway, I wanted to bring this up.


17  I feel like we -- I don't know if we fix this
18  with an ordinance or maybe get some clarifi-


19  cation or whatever, because apparently right now
20  we're working on the opinion of our City
21  Attorney, and that's fine.  But I'm told that


22  there are other opinions out there.  And if
23  nothing else, I'd like to at least get a


24  different opinion or a second opinion or a third
25  opinion on this.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: I've always wondered


 2  why preferably you always referred on your
 3  e-mails to the City Attorney.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I also put


 5  on the bottom that just because I copied the
 6  City Attorney doesn't mean I'm claiming client/


 7  attorney privilege.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, I mean why do you


 9  do it?
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, sometimes


11  it has something to do with the City Attorney.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: But not always.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Sometimes,


14  though, the attorney --
15            MAYOR JENKINS: But not always.  You do
16  it whether it has anything to do with that or


17  not; is that correct?
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No, it's not


19  correct.  Several times I don't include the City
20  Attorney for that specific reason.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: I'm not arguing with


22  you.  I'm just --
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah.


24            MAYOR JENKINS: -- saying that most of
25  them, that I notice you do refer to the attorney.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Sometimes,


 2  sometimes not.  Depends on the e-mail.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Because again, I


 5  personally have nothing to hide.  As far as I'm
 6  concerned, any e-mail that I've sent that's on


 7  the City server right now that went to the
 8  Mayor, Council at large, City employees or


 9  whatever, that's fine with me.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Bob, did anybody accuse
11  you of trying to hide anything?


12            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No, of course
13  not.  That's not the issue.


14            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, what is the
15  issue?
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: The issue is that


17  people come here and they file Open Records
18  requests and they're told no, you can't have


19  these records because they're subject to client/
20  attorney privilege.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay, Murray, time for


22  you to say something.  I can't answer that.
23            ATTORNEY WEED: Let me try to answer


24  the question this way.  I'm going to make a very
25  short speech.
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 1            I've sworn three oaths to defend the


 2  Constitution of the United States -- when I
 3  became a lawyer, when I joined the army, and


 4  when I graduated from the police academy.  I
 5  cannot be bought because there's not enough
 6  money to buy the island I'd need to be bought.


 7  I don't have to lie, and I can always get
 8  another job.  As long as I'm a member of the Bar


 9  of the state of Georgia, I'll find something
10  else to do with my life.
11            Now, with that context and since I have


12  no motivation to do anything but help my client,
13  I think the answer really comes into the


14  question of who is my client.  The client is the
15  City of Doraville.
16            Who is the City of Doraville?  The


17  Council is the living physical embodiment of the
18  City of Doraville, but it isn't even all of the


19  Council.  It is sometimes, but, at a minimum,
20  it's four of you at any given moment -- a
21  majority.  You are the living embodiment of the


22  City of Doraville.  And no offense to the
23  citizenry, but the citizenry is not the living


24  embodiment of the City.  In a democracy of the
25  type we have, it isn't a one-for-one democracy;
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 1  it's a representative democracy.  Good, bad or


 2  indifferent, they voted for the Council and
 3  you're it, and at any given time, any four of


 4  you are it.
 5            Bear in mind the lawyer doesn't control
 6  the privilege.  At any moment, four of you could


 7  agree to waive the privilege, and anything I've
 8  ever sent you, anything you've ever sent me is


 9  waived.  The privilege is waived.  You could do
10  it right tonight, and anything you wanted to
11  could go out into the public.  I would never


12  encourage you to do that, and no decent lawyer
13  on the planet would ever encourage you to do


14  that.
15            The real question is why do you even
16  have an attorney-client privilege.  And it's the


17  same reason that, you know, you have a priest-
18  penitent privilege or a doctor-patient privilege


19  or a psychiatrist/psychologist-patient
20  privilege.  You have to have someone you can
21  talk to when things are as bad as they can ever


22  be, to try to get a light at the end of the
23  tunnel and have some objective, rational advice


24  when everything hits the fan and maybe you don't
25  want the entire world to know about it or at
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 1  least not yet.  And the entire concept of the


 2  Constitution and the jurisprudence of the United
 3  States of America, which is based before that on


 4  English jurisprudence and the Magna Carta, has
 5  recognized the privilege for hundreds of years.
 6  Hundreds of years.  Why?  Because it works.


 7            I will not be at all offended and I
 8  will always stand by my advice.  And if my


 9  advice, you know, is not perfect, it's not
10  perfect.  Lots of attorneys have got different
11  opinions.


12            All I can promise you is that I will do
13  the best I can to be right, and I'm right about


14  90 percent of the time because I bother to look
15  up the law.  That's why.  Not that I'm
16  brilliant, but I'm going to do the research on


17  it.  I can promise you that.
18            So with that, you know, if it is


19  offensive to any individual, I have every
20  respect for your conscientiousness.  You can
21  cease communicating with each other by e-mail.


22  You could leave me out of it and never CC
23  anything to me.  But most of the time when you


24  CC me, at least one of you wants me to weigh in
25  on it from the legal aspect or you wouldn't have
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 1  involved me to begin with.


 2            But I'm perfectly content not to be
 3  CC'ed on any of your communications.  I would


 4  prefer you not do that, because sooner or later
 5  something's going to happen that I wish I would
 6  have known about and that maybe I could have


 7  helped you in the legal sense beforehand.  But
 8  that's a Council decision, not a lawyer


 9  decision.
10            So that's pretty much all I've got to
11  say about it.  I love working for you.  You hold


12  the privilege.  If you want to vote to waive it
13  tonight, waive it.  It has nothing to do with


14  me.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Again, I just
16  want to make clear that, you know, I have


17  different opinions than other people in my line
18  of work too.  It's not necessarily a complaint


19  against the City Attorney.
20            ATTORNEY WEED: Oh, I didn't take it as
21  such.


22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Good.
23            ATTORNEY WEED: Not at all.


24            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: In a sense,


25  though, I agree with Mr. Roche, Mr. Weed.  It
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 1  does seem like that in doing this the way that


 2  it's being done with the attorney/client
 3  privilege, that we are keeping information from


 4  our clients, which are the residents, on some
 5  issues.
 6            ATTORNEY WEED: Mr. Spangler, all I can


 7  tell you is you can all agree not to CC me on
 8  anything.  That would resolve that issue as far


 9  as electronic communications.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, right now,


11  the default stance is that any time we CC you,


12  then it's automatically everything having to do
13  with that is client/attorney privilege.


14            Could we make the default the other way
15  around, that if four people for some reason felt
16  like, you know, if we're talking about the draft


17  of the garden ordinance, that, you know, it's
18  not going to be client/attorney privilege?


19            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, the difficulty is
20  the way the Open Meetings Act laws are currently
21  formed, they very, very specifically do not


22  eliminate the attorney/client privilege.  In
23  fact they have left it in there very


24  purposefully.  It's 50-14-2, 50-18-72(e),
25  50-18-72(e)(2).
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 1            I am a little reticent to try to create


 2  a local policy on our own that would vary from
 3  the standard rules about attorney-client


 4  privilege.  I'm a little hesitant to do that.
 5            Can we explore that?  Sure.  At any
 6  moment, if there's a controversial issue that


 7  you want to go public, bring it up on an agenda,
 8  vote to have a meeting, then four of you can


 9  elect to turn everything over to the public at
10  that time.  You can always do that.  You can do
11  that right now.  That's the ultimate solution.


12  Or not CC me in on things.  That works, too.  Or
13  have a gentlemen-and ladies agreement not to


14  communicate with each other by e-mail.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Well, one of


16  the questions that I have sort of in regards to


17  this is the ordinances that we're working on
18  that you're sending us drafts on, these do


19  involve us as making decisions.  But to get
20  feedback also from our constituents, you know, I
21  never even thought that it was attorney/client


22  privilege, personally, because some of the
23  residents would like to know about the


24  ordinances so that they can form an opinion.
25  And of course when they come here and see it as
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 1  an agenda item, they don't have a clue what the


 2  ordinance reads, to be able to give an opinion.
 3            So are the ordinances considered


 4  attorney/client privileges as well?
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: I'm going to give you a
 6  lawyerly answer:  It depends.


 7            And the reason why it depends is when
 8  I'm drafting the document, it's clearly


 9  attorney/client work product.  It's on my desk.
10  No one from the public's got the right to come
11  in our office and take it from me.  You know,


12  they would rue the day if they tried.
13            When it's sent out into the world, I


14  think it's out there for public consumption and
15  comment.  But here's the caveat to that:  When
16  it's sent to the Council, the privilege probably


17  still applies.  When it's put on an agenda, I
18  don't think the privilege necessarily applies


19  anymore at that point.  It's on a public agenda.
20            And the way that the Code is written,
21  we have a two-reading rule.  So if it's on an


22  agenda for first reading, that's the opportunity
23  for the public to read it, make comments about


24  it, because, you know, unless you waive first
25  reading, it shouldn't be passed until the next
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 1  agenda.  And that's the appropriate time for


 2  them to read it and comment on it.  They've got
 3  time between then and the next agenda.  So that


 4  system is built into the plumbing right now
 5  already.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Is there any
 8  reason why we couldn't put the draft ordinance


 9  on the Web site at the same time that we get our
10  packets?  That would be like a couple days
11  before the meeting.


12            ATTORNEY WEED: Councilman, you know,
13  my attitude about that is that's fine with me.


14  I'm perfectly content with that.  Always have
15  been.
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I mean can we do


17  that?  Because again, people come and they don't
18  now what -- and as Councilwoman Fleming said,


19  you know, how can you comment on something when


20  you have no idea what it says?  And it's not
21  like we stand here and pass out copies at the


22  beginning of the meeting, either.
23            ATTORNEY WEED: And I'm not trying to


24  throw my colleague under the bus, but, you know,
25  I know that Rhonda does packets for the Council.
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 1  And I don't think she should have to make a


 2  packet for every individual in the city.  I
 3  don't think that's appropriate.  But you know,


 4  the documents, obviously if they're sent to her
 5  for the packet, the ones that aren't otherwise,
 6  you know, Executive-Session items, you know,


 7  they're generally out in the public domain at
 8  that point in my opinion.  It's on the agenda.


 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: As far as I'm
10  concerned, the whole packet should just be on
11  the Web site --


12            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, I --
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- except for,


14  like you said, if there's something for
15  Executive Session or a personnel issue --
16            ATTORNEY WEED: As your lawyer --


17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- or pending
18  litigation.


19            ATTORNEY WEED: -- I think that's a
20  great idea, and many communities do that.  I
21  have absolutely no objection to that whatsoever,


22  never have.
23            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Howe, how


24  quickly or easily would we be able to -- because
25  I actually agree with Mr. Roche on this.  How
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 1  easy would it be to scan the packets and get


 2  them up on the Web site on the Friday before a
 3  Council meeting?


 4            MR. HOWE: Very easy.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Roche, I'd be


 6  in favor of seconding a motion to do that if


 7  you'd be so inclined.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I make a motion


 9  that we take whatever we can out of the packet
10  and put them on the Web site either the Thursday
11  or the Friday before the Monday meeting.


12            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: And I'll second
13  that.


14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Except of course


15  anything that's, you know, pending litigation,
16  the exceptions.


17            CLERK BLACKMON: I just want to note
18  that the packets, I don't usually have all the


19  information till late on Friday, so that may not
20  be possible till late Friday night/Saturday
21  morning.


22            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, you can


23  give the information you have available up until


24  that time.  You can go ahead and put that on --
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: And just make a
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 1  comment --


 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- and then


 3  when you get the other information --


 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- on the
 5  agenda, items not available at time of --
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Posting.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- posting.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah.


 9            Because if we get them out there -- I
10  mean frankly, if we can get them on the Web
11  site, you don't even have to give me this


12  (indicating) anymore because I can look it up
13  here just as easily as looking on a piece of


14  paper.
15            Anyway, that's my motion.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?


17                      - - -
18                  (No response)


19                      - - -
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
21            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember


22  Alexander?
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.


24            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?


25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
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 1            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?


 2            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
 3            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?


 4            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
 5            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?


 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.


 7            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 8  Spangler?


 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I think for


11  the moment we'll just leave it there, and that's


12  progress.  So thank you.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Tom, did you want to


14  comment on it?
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Oh, sorry.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: That's all right.


17            MR. HART: It's almost like a subject
18  for a John Gresham novel called Parallel


19  Governments.  We run one on the internet and one
20  in public, and then people say, gee, I don't
21  know what's going on at City Hall.  That's


22  because it's all on the Internet.  It's
23  attorney/client privilege.  To get any infor-


24  mation about this government, you have to pierce
25  that veil, the secrecy code they have.
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 1            That didn't happen when we had Rick


 2  Powell as the attorney for the City.  We could
 3  get virtually any document.  You had to pay for


 4  it.  You could ask the Police Department for
 5  copies of records and you would get them, but
 6  all that's stopped now.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Now, you say


 8  you had to pay for it.  Don't you mean the


 9  citizens had to pay for it but the Council never
10  did have to pay for any documents?
11            MR. HART: Exactly.


12            But now we've gone onto this thing
13  where we can't tell you about that, we can't


14  give you a copy of what happened.  You ask the
15  Clerk, and she can't tell you.  Everything's a
16  big, big, bad secret now because it's attorney-


17  client privilege.  That means virtually
18  everything's a source of litigation?


19            I'm a little confused here.  It
20  certainly has been a problem when we're doing
21  this -- some activities I'm involved in, trying


22  to get the information.  You can see it.  You
23  know it's there.  You can see copies of it.  You


24  just can't talk about it.
25            So it's one of those things that it
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 1  turns into a big balloon and it starts blowing


 2  up and then it explodes and people get upset
 3  about it.  And they get upset about it because


 4  their government is not being truthful to the
 5  people that live here.  And so you can hide it
 6  all you want to and play all the games you want


 7  to, and eventually there's a problem.
 8            And the problem always comes in a


 9  strange way, and it has to do with the money
10  being kept at the Police Department.  You know,
11  that should be open.  There should be a check-


12  book at City Hall, should be open to the
13  citizens to take a look at it.  They should know


14  what's going on in the government.  They should
15  know how much their parks cost to rebuild these
16  parks.  They should know what the costs are for


17  running this government, what it costs to run
18  the jail over here.  Those are things the


19  citizens here need to know, but they can't
20  because you got this wall of secrecy.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Not true, Tom.


22            MR. HART: You could --
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Are you through?


24            MR. HART: Yes.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Number 7, Murray?
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 1            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes, Mr. Mayor, Members


 2  of the Council.  Item number 7 is the Johns
 3  Creek jail contract.  This is, I think, the


 4  fourth or fifth time that it's appeared on the
 5  agenda before you.  This matter actually comes
 6  from 2008.


 7            The draft contract which you have
 8  before you is essentially the same version of


 9  the contract that was adopted in Sandy Springs.
10  The only remaining concern I have deals with the
11  indemnification paragraph.


12            The lawyers for Sandy Springs are the
13  same lawyers who represent the City of Johns


14  Creek, and essentially they've put forward the
15  same agreement.  They actually had their Council
16  in Johns Creek adopt this agreement.  They


17  adopted it around about 3/3/09.
18            And what I'm concerned about, the


19  remaining concern that I have, as I said, is the
20  indemnification part of the agreement.  In the
21  draft agreement, there's a mutual


22  indemnification clause that essentially says the
23  two governments will hold each other harmless,


24  they will not sue each other if anything bad
25  happens, and ordinarily I'm okay with that
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 1  language.  However, this is a situation where


 2  we're actually providing a service to another
 3  government.  We're acting in a service-rendering


 4  capacity where we've got something they want,
 5  and we're essentially selling it to them.  It
 6  isn't like a mutual-aid agreement or some other


 7  joint, you know, if-there-is-a-problem-we'll-
 8  mutually-help-one-another type of agreement.


 9            The same issue came up with the Sandy
10  Springs contracts; however, we were able to
11  resolve it in that case because both entities


12  were GIRMA-insured governments.  Therefore, I
13  essentially became convinced after much debate


14  that because both entities were covered by GIRMA
15  insurance, it would be sort of like the left
16  hand watching what the right hand was doing and


17  therefore we could live with the indemnification
18  clause the way it was.


19            By the way, there is a case out there
20  involving a railroad and there's a
21  constitutional provision that deals with state


22  government that essentially says the State
23  cannot indemnify anybody, and the CSX case


24  indicates to me that local governments probably
25  can't indemnity anyone either underneath the
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 1  same theory of the constitution.


 2            So I think the clause is essentially
 3  meaningless, and what I proposed to my


 4  compatriots in Johns Creek was the same thing I
 5  proposed in Sandy Springs with some sort of
 6  letter of credit and/or bond or something of


 7  that nature that would essentially cover us for
 8  our risk.


 9            During the same time frame, I had done
10  some research.  I talked to GIRMA at length, and
11  they referred me to one of their risk managers


12  who wasn't able to give me a good answer, but we
13  essentially came to the question of what would


14  be the right amount underneath the contract to
15  charge to cover all of the attendant risk, which
16  is the natural question.  My response from GIRMA


17  was, "Well, Murray, that's a very good question.
18  We don't really know what the figure would be,"


19  but they essentially indicated perhaps maybe
20  $2.00, you know, per prisoner more would cover
21  the associated risk.


22            So where we left this before Chief King
23  left to go in-country, we had essentially


24  decided that he would do some further research
25  with regard to risk, with regard to whether we
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 1  frankly needed this contract.  We have a jail


 2  facility, and the jail facility needs to have
 3  prisoners in it to make the jail facility


 4  viable.  And that's pretty much where we left it
 5  with regard to any further information that was
 6  needed.  It wasn't really legal information.  It


 7  now came down to practical information about was
 8  the contract worth any risks that were attendant


 9  to it.
10            So that's a pretty good synopsis of
11  where we are with the contract and the questions


12  that you all certainly have to resolve.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: How much money


14  are we actually making on this?  What is our
15  bottom-line profit?
16            I understand that we're going in the


17  hole housing these prisoners.
18            ATTORNEY WEED: As your lawyer, I do


19  not know.  I would turn it over to the Acting
20  Chief to answer those type of questions.
21            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: We've never


22  gotten a concrete -- true concrete answer on
23  that.  We've asked for information numerous


24  times, and we've never really fully received
25  anything in writing, any proof other than a
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 1  verbal.


 2            CHIEF ATKINSON: I can give you the
 3  figures that Captain Brinkley provided me that


 4  we have collected -- or that we have billed out.
 5  We haven't collected all of them yet because
 6  they weren't billed properly to the agencies.


 7  But I can give you the figures on what we should
 8  have for 2008 --


 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, I'm not


10  talking about --
11            CHIEF ATKINSON: -- and up to January,


12  February and March.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I'm not


14  talking about total dollars we've taken in from
15  Johns Creek or Sandy Springs.
16            What is the cost of housing one


17  prisoner per day in our facility?
18            CHIEF ATKINSON: Sir, I can't give you


19  a hard figure because there's too many variables
20  that I don't have access to to be able to figure
21  that up.


22            We've contacted Carl Vinson Institute
23  and they sent us back a formula that takes


24  operating costs divided by bed days divided by
25  365.  Operating costs deal with indirect costs
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 1  that we won't have -- we don't know, such as,


 2  you know, medical costs.  Meals, we know what
 3  meals are because the meals have gone down from


 4  what they were.  GL Health Foods has decreased
 5  the meal cost.  But as far as a hard-line
 6  figure, I can't give it to you because it has


 7  figures that I don't know what they are.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: So what I'm


 9  saying is if we approve this contract tonight --
10            And I think it was what?  Fifty?  What
11  was it, Mr. Weed?  How many dollars --


12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: $50.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- were they


14  giving us?  How many?
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: $50.
16            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: $50 per --


17            ATTORNEY WEED: Per prisoner.
18            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- per


19  prisoner.  And if it's costing us $60 per
20  prisoner to retain them in our facility, then --
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: But that's a


22  per-day figure.  That is a per-day figure.
23            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, if it's


24  costing us $60 per day to house that person in
25  our facility, then we're losing $10 per day per
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 1  prisoner or whatever you want to call it.


 2            So we have no way of knowing whether
 3  we're breaking even, whether we're making money


 4  or it's an expense.
 5            CHIEF ATKINSON: Sir, I don't have a
 6  figure.


 7            MAYOR JENKINS: How about Sandy
 8  Springs?  Have you got any figure on Sandy


 9  Springs?
10            CHIEF ATKINSON: I know how much money


11  we've collected.


12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: It's not a
13  matter of what you've collected.  It's a matter


14  of what it costs per prisoner per day, and
15  that's what we've got to go by.
16            I'm not putting you on the spot,


17  Mr. Atkinson.  This is information we asked
18  about before you were in the position you're in


19  now, and we've never got a true figure of what
20  it costs per day per prisoner to house them in
21  our facility.


22            So if we vote on this tonight for $50 a
23  person, we may be going in the hole $10 a


24  person.
25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Captain, let me
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 1  ask you this question.


 2            Have we had a need to increase any of
 3  our staff as a result of either the Sandy


 4  Springs or the Johns Creek contracts?
 5            CHIEF ATKINSON: No.  We have the same.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So therefore,


 7  it's going to cost us the same to operate the
 8  jail whether we've got no Sandy Springs, no


 9  Johns Creek prisoners or whether we have 30 of
10  each.
11            CHIEF ATKINSON: Correct.


12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Okay.  Can I


13  have something in writing stating that?  I want


14  to see some figures, because from what I can
15  understand, we are having to pay overtime for
16  these prisoners.


17            CHIEF ATKINSON: Sir, I'm not sure who
18  told you that information but we haven't paid


19  overtime in months.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Police Department had
21  no overtime --


22            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: No overtime at


23  all throughout the whole Police Department, jail


24  or 911 or --
25            CHIEF ATKINSON: Only for metal
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 1  detector.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Only for the


 3  metal detector?


 4            MAYOR JENKINS: In City Hall.
 5            CHIEF ATKINSON: Metal detector duties
 6  here and the courthouse.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Courthouse.


 8            CHIEF ATKINSON: Overtime's been cut


 9  out, sir.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, back on
11  March 16th, there was an article about Atlanta,


12  because they do essentially the same thing.  And
13  they had some people come in and do an audit,


14  and what they discovered was I think Atlanta
15  charges $68 per day.  That's a full day.  And
16  they were finding out that it was costing them


17  $88 per day, so they're actually losing $20 per
18  day per prisoner.


19            I'm very concerned about the same
20  things that Councilman Spangler is, but we don't
21  have any hard figures.  We don't know actually


22  what it costs.  Plus when we talk about $50 a
23  day, we're not necessarily talking about $50 a


24  day because it's broken up into four-hour
25  segments, I guess, at $8.33.
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 1            So very easily Johns Creek could bring


 2  someone over there.  We in-process them, we feed
 3  them, we do the fingerprints.  Maybe they get


 4  sick and they need a ride to the hospital which
 5  means we have to pull a policeman off of patrol
 6  to do that, because that's what the contract


 7  says we're going to do, and then drop them at
 8  the hospital or go to the hospital and wait till


 9  Johns Creek shows up to provide security.  We
10  bring them all back, we do all this processing,
11  and then of course we have to do the processing


12  surrounding billing, et cetera, et cetera, and
13  for this we receive $8.33.


14            There's no way in the world I think
15  that we could be making any kind of money off of
16  $8.33.  And to me, the kicker is that when they


17  bond out eventually, I believe according to the
18  contract, we provide like a drop safe or


19  whatever.  So if they somehow bond out or they
20  got a phone call or whatever, Johns Creek
21  doesn't come pick them up and take them back to


22  Johns Creek.  They basically come out our front
23  door here.


24            Isn't that the case?
25            CHIEF ATKINSON: Yeah.  That's if they
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 1  go to court.  If they bond out, then they get


 2  released here.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.  So


 4  basically we're transferring the prisoners to
 5  here, we hold them for four hours, we get $8.33
 6  and we turn them loose right in the middle of


 7  Doraville.
 8            I'm sorry.  I just -- until someone can


 9  show where we're making any kind of real money
10  off of this thing, I can't see how we could
11  responsibly vote for it.


12            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I have a


13  couple questions.  One of the things that


14  concerns me is Mayor Bodker signed this
15  agreement on February 23rd.  I have concerns
16  that we have a municipality that is under the


17  impression they have a valid agreement with us,
18  and if we don't approve it, all of a sudden two


19  months later we're thumbing our nose at them.
20            Furthermore, it's my understanding --
21  City Hall sent us an e-mail on March the 20th


22  that we have two additional -- I believe this is
23  correct -- two additional contracts with Johns


24  Creek that generate $2800 a month income.  It
25  looks like two different contracts.  One says a
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 1  warrant contract from the police department, and


 2  I believe the other one's a warrant contract
 3  from the court?


 4            CHIEF ATKINSON: The courts.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So that's two


 6  separate ones.


 7            And we're billing them a flat fee per
 8  month no matter what activity?


 9            CHIEF ATKINSON: We have not started
10  the court one.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But you have


12  the police department --
13            CHIEF ATKINSON: I believe, yes.


14            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: -- the police


15  one, because he's got the number of warrants
16  here.


17            CHIEF ATKINSON: Yes.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So if it's


19  one warrant, we get $1400 for that one entry
20  because it's based on a flat monthly fee.
21            CHIEF ATKINSON: That's what I'm --


22  that's my -- that's what I take of it.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I do have


24  concerns, and I've mentioned this to you
25  previously and the Chief, I don't think it would
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 1  be that difficult to come up with cost formulas.


 2  I contacted the U.S. Marshall's department and
 3  I've gotten copies of their actuarial documen-


 4  tation and the forms that they use to calculate
 5  their fees.  I've not gotten a response back
 6  from the Marshall's department yet.


 7            I also sent you guys an article.  I
 8  think Sheriff Brown has his dollar amount on his


 9  per cost.  But he includes 24/7 medical care,
10  and we do not have that our facility, and our
11  costs would be less.


12            It's my understanding that the City of
13  Johns Creek is insured by the Travelers -- I


14  believe that's who they use instead of GIRMA --
15  which I consider a reputable company.  But I do
16  believe that we need to consider adding an


17  additional fee to a city that is non-GIRMA.
18            And I want us to be more proactive in


19  contracts and us not receiving them after the
20  fact.  If we're going to continue doing this,
21  then we need to be on the ball, and if a


22  contract expires January 1, then we need to
23  start working on it in November.  And by that


24  time, we should know if they're a GIRMA city or
25  not.  There would be a different rate for a
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 1  GIRMA city, and that could be totally explained


 2  out in a set of fees.
 3            I know that we included in the Sandy


 4  Springs contract and in the Johns Creek contract
 5  about releasing our officers sitting down at
 6  Grady, because they're busy.  That's something


 7  I've got a problem with, and I think an issue
 8  has come up with that before.


 9            CHIEF ATKINSON: I think that was --
10  that was decided, I think.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Correct.  But


12  I believe there was some miscommunication
13  perhaps with one of the municipalities.


14            It's extremely important.  These are
15  their prisoners.  If we have to transport them
16  for medical care, it's extremely important for


17  them to get down there and relieve our officers
18  as soon as possible.  If that is something, an


19  additional charge that we need to look at adding
20  to the fee schedule for that in the future, then
21  I think we need to do so, I mean, because we're


22  paying our officers to do their job, and that's
23  not suitable to me.


24            CHIEF ATKINSON: They're aware of that
25  issue.  We have spoke with their command staff,
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 1  and they are aware if we have to transport them,


 2  then they are to immediately relieve us with no
 3  questions asked.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: And in the


 5  future regarding the cost, in my opinion, your
 6  main cost is going to be upon intake and upon


 7  release.  If someone is sitting in a cell,
 8  you're checking on them every 15 minutes, to me,


 9  that cost is almost diminimus.  But your main
10  cost is going to be as soon as they hit our door
11  and as soon as they're being processed to


12  release.  So I almost would like to see a
13  different pro rata system set up instead of just


14  the $8.33 for every four-hour period because
15  your up-front cost is going to be when you're
16  processing and fingerprinting them, doing the


17  intoxilyzer or whatever else.  So I'd like to
18  see somehow that that block of time in the


19  charge for the other municipalities is managed a
20  little bit better.
21            CHIEF ATKINSON: That's certainly -- I


22  mean certainly we can do that.  We can do
23  whatever --


24            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: And I'll be


25  glad to --
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 1            CHIEF ATKINSON: -- Council would like.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: -- contact


 3  the Marshall's department further and see if I


 4  can get some more information, if they'll be
 5  willing to give us a user-friendly kind of
 6  formula because theirs is pretty complicated


 7  because it's not -- it's based on what I see as
 8  a stand-alone jail and not a common building


 9  like we have that houses offices and things of
10  that nature.
11            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And what does


12  Sheriff Brown charge, Ms. Alexander?
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I believe it


14  was -- I think his article -- I'll have to look
15  at that.  I think it was fifty -- They didn't
16  send me the charge.  It had his cost in it.  It


17  didn't say what he charged.
18            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: But his cost


19  was above --
20            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: It was above


21  ours because he has full-time medical staff.


22            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, I don't


23  really see that that would make that much of a


24  difference, but we do need a lot more
25  information.
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 1            And as far as us giving Johns Creek the


 2  impression that we have okayed this contract, we
 3  have not through Mr. Weed.


 4            ATTORNEY WEED: Yeah.  The three things
 5  the Councilman brought up that are relevant to
 6  me, I have clearly communicated to my counter-


 7  parts at Johns Creek that this is not a binding
 8  contract on the City of Doraville.


 9            How that works is it's Contracts 101.
10  You have offer, acceptance, consideration.  And
11  if you make an offer to somebody and they don't


12  take your offer but make you a counteroffer,
13  that kills the original offer.  The version we


14  sent didn't have their indemnity clause in it,
15  therefore, killed the original offer.  Tech-
16  nically, we've got no contract with regard to


17  the new contract.
18            Now, we are still operating purely


19  technically underneath the other contract is a
20  50-year term, and there are some issues with
21  that, which is why we're renegotiating and doing


22  this thing over again.  The original term of the
23  original contract was '07 -- from May 21st of


24  '07 to July 2nd of 2008.
25            This of course came to my attention
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 1  when I became City Attorney in late May, and


 2  frankly, to be honest with you, I've brought the
 3  City Council's attention for some considerable


 4  months now.  For a lot of reasons beyond the
 5  Council's control, this item has been carried on
 6  to multiple agendas.


 7            And the third thing I wanted to mention
 8  would be the real difference between the two


 9  contracts is the period of time frame that the
10  contract is good for, and also we did win a
11  major concession from both Sandy Springs and


12  Johns Creek in that they now have to come
13  babysit their people and we don't have to spend


14  our money to do that.
15            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: You're talking


16  about if they go to the hospital.


17            ATTORNEY WEED: Correct.  That is
18  correct.


19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Okay.  But we


20  still -- are we being compensated in the $50.00
21  that we're charging for one or two of our police


22  officers to take that person to Grady?
23            ATTORNEY WEED: I think that is the


24  question.  I think it's an excellent question.
25            As your lawyer, I have no idea.  And
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 1  what I've tried to determine for you as best I


 2  could was, you know, from my end, what is the
 3  risk and how much do we have to charge them to


 4  cover the risk?
 5            What I tried to do originally was get
 6  them to include us as a lesser-included insured


 7  underneath their Travelers policy, and that
 8  would have made me happy and would have taken


 9  care of it.  From the legal end, apparently or
10  allegedly they did talk to Travelers and
11  Travelers wouldn't do that.  So their


12  alternative to that was to give us back that
13  indemnity clause, which I think is completely


14  meaningless; hence, I think my best advice would
15  be to charge them whatever it takes to cover the
16  risk.  Unfortunately, I can't give you a great


17  answer to that because apparently the people you
18  talk to at GIRMA, our risk managers, don't know.


19            So, then, with regard to whether we are
20  actually making money or losing money on the
21  contract, I genuinely don't know because that's


22  out of my line of country.
23            And then the other thing I will point


24  out, though, I suppose having some prisoners in
25  the jail is better than having no prisoners in
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 1  the jail other than our own.  But I don't know


 2  that as a fact, either, but that's something I
 3  think should be determined.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Is there a
 5  particular reason why they cannot -- obviously
 6  if it's an emergency, you're going to call 911


 7  anyway -- that they cannot come and pick up
 8  their own prisoners?  Because even at Dekalb


 9  County when I was there, if we have a prisoner
10  that is being kept there for another agency,
11  they are transported by that agency to the


12  hospital unless it's an emergency if they need
13  it, our medical -- their medical staff could not


14  handle it, they transported.
15            Is there a reason why they cannot come?
16  You know, they come in with toothaches and "My


17  stomach hurts," and this and that, that they
18  cannot come pick up their own and transport them


19  to Grady?
20            ATTORNEY WEED: There's no reason, and
21  we could certainly negotiate that.  I mean once


22  again, I wasn't party to the original negotia-
23  tions on this contract.  It's literally that


24  old.  So I don't know what happened with regard
25  to that.
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 1            I assume the Chief -- I know he


 2  obviously won the concession with regard to
 3  being in the hospital with the prisoners.  And


 4  I'm sure what they would point out to us is the
 5  fact that Sandy Springs has got the same deal,
 6  essentially, so why are you treating Johns Creek


 7  differently?, but that'll be a political matter
 8  that their Council will bring up to the Mayor.


 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Well, I agree


10  with Ms. Alexander in regards to the -- I'll
11  call it a processing fee, though you didn't use


12  those terms.  I really feel that the amount of
13  dollars that we spend on processing is much


14  greater than $8.33 per four hours, and maybe
15  there should be a set fee for processing each
16  prisoner plus the $8.33 per four hours.  And


17  then if we, for whatever reason, need to take
18  them to the hospital, then there should be an


19  additional fee on top of that.
20            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: How long does


21  it take you guys to process someone or to book


22  them out -- book them in and book them out?
23            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: It's not just


24  process.  We're talking about normal booking
25  procedures includes fingerprinting, photograph
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 1  and --


 2            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Right.  I
 3  understand that.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- and all the


 5  arrest data and GCIC.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: I understand


 7  that.  I'm just asking him how long.
 8            CHIEF ATKINSON: I daresay that if


 9  they're not busy and someone comes in and they
10  don't have anyone else, I'd say book in 30
11  minutes.  However, it takes longer than that to


12  get their fingerprints back --
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Right.


14            CHIEF ATKINSON: -- on the Livescan.
15  But you know, if they're not busy, you know, 30
16  minutes I'd say.


17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And I'd like


18  to ask, not meaning to interrupt, but how much


19  do we pay that person that's processing in per
20  hour?
21            CHIEF ATKINSON: I'm not sure of the


22  pay scale so I'd have to check with City Hall.
23            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, would it


24  be more than 16/17 dollars an hour?
25            CHIEF ATKINSON: I mean I don't know
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 1  what our jailers make.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Well, aren't
 3  they going to be there whether we're booking


 4  somebody in or not?
 5            CHIEF ATKINSON: Yeah.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: It's not like


 7  you call them in to book them in.
 8            CHIEF ATKINSON: Right.  I mean they're


 9  going to be there two shifts, so, whether they
10  have or not.
11            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: But this


12  doesn't -- when they book someone in, it doesn't
13  take away from their normal duties?


14            CHIEF ATKINSON: No, sir.  That's their
15  normal duties is to handle the jail.
16            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, I'm


17  having trouble understanding, you know.  And I
18  can understand what Ms. Fleming was talking


19  about, an additional charge for processing in.
20  You know, if we just do it for the $8.33 for
21  four hours, we process them in, and we've paid


22  our employee -- and I understand they have to be
23  there anyway.  But we look at that as something


24  they could have been doing -- something else
25  they could have been doing in the P.D. or
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 1  working with another client or whatever.


 2            You know, I can't see that we're making
 3  any money at $50.00 on these contracts, and we


 4  certainly aren't doing anything better for the
 5  City of Sandy Springs.  And the only reason I
 6  agreed to vote on the Sandy Springs contract was


 7  because we as a council, we as a city, had
 8  agreed to their contract, not knowing, you know,


 9  what kind of moneys we were making.  We already
10  agreed on that prior to it coming before Council
11  for a vote.


12            This one, we haven't agreed on, and it
13  just seems like we can't get the information


14  that we need to make an honest -- to honestly
15  vote on it, to see if we are making money.  I
16  mean, you know, you can say whatever.  We can


17  put 50 prisoners in there.  And if we put 50
18  prisoners in there, if the jail even holds that


19  many, then I can't see how our present employees
20  in that position can maintain the level of
21  security, the level of whatever you want to call


22  it in order to ensure that these prisoners are
23  safe and they're getting proper care.


24            CHIEF ATKINSON: Sir, our prisoners are
25  locked, are locked up.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: We still --


 2            CHIEF ATKINSON: They don't go outside,
 3  they don't have any status.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Oh, I
 5  understand that, but we still have to have
 6  personnel there to ensure their safety and all


 7  that, so I'm just --
 8            CHIEF ATKINSON: And we do that.  We do


 9  that hourly; if not hourly, more frequently than
10  that.
11            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And the more


12  prisoners you have, you don't have to increase
13  your staff in the jail?


14            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: There's 175 per


15  floor at Dekalb County and you have two officers
16  -- most of the time one in the tower -- one that


17  walks and one in the tower because they're --
18            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Okay.  We're


19  talking about --
20            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: -- locked down.


21            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- something --


22            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: And I'm trying


23  to compare that because you only have 50.


24            And how many do you have back there
25  usually?  Two or three?
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 1            CHIEF ATKINSON: I would say roughly 10


 2  or 15.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: No.  I'm


 4  talking about employees.
 5            CHIEF ATKINSON: Oh, employees?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Jailers.


 7            CHIEF ATKINSON: Two or three, yes.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yeah.  So I'm


 9  saying if you can have two or three that handle
10  50.
11            CHIEF ATKINSON: Right.


12            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: I was com-
13  paring.


14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, they're not


15  in-processing and out-processing all those 50.
16  That's all they're doing is just going up and


17  down.
18            Clearly what Atlanta did was a smart


19  thing.  They said let's find out what this
20  costs, so they did an internal audit.
21            I mean is there some problem with


22  finding out the truth about this?  Is there some
23  problem with finding out what it really costs


24  us, to find out whether we're, you know,
25  subsidizing Sandy Springs or whatever?  You
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 1  know, are we going to cover up our eyes and our


 2  ears and say, "Oh, no.  We don't want to know
 3  what this costs"?


 4            You know, I'd be even prepared to make
 5  a motion that we, you know, hire someone to come
 6  in and do an internal audit and find out what it


 7  costs.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: How long would it take


 9  you to do this, Mr. Atkinson, to figure out how
10  much it's costing by virtue of we have the
11  people there anyway but the --


12            CHIEF ATKINSON: I would have to get
13  with City Hall staff because there's costs that


14  I don't know what they are, and --
15            MAYOR JENKINS: I don't see any reason
16  to hire anybody from the outside to do it.  Our


17  Police Department can do it through City Hall as
18  he said.


19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: All due respect,


20  Mayor, when I asked for numbers on the drive-
21  home cars, they told me half the cost and it was


22  actually -- they used only half the mileage and
23  it was only half the cost.  So the numbers that


24  were provided -- I mean I'm assuming it was
25  mistaken -- was only about 25 percent of the
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 1  actual cost of the drive-home car program.


 2            And I think that that's why we use
 3  auditors to come in.  They know how to answer


 4  these questions.  They understand things like
 5  fixed costs and variable costs and direct cost
 6  and indirect cost.  I can't see where it would


 7  be that expensive.  Here we are.  We're getting
 8  ready to potentially throw away a whole lot of


 9  money.
10            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Why don't we


11  give the Police Department -- and maybe like


12  Ms. Alexander said, if she could provide some
13  type of formula.  Let's give them the oppor-


14  tunity to at least try to come up with some
15  figures before we spend money on something that
16  possibly we can get done by them.


17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I was given a


18  figure for Sandy Springs, and I've still got it


19  written down on the back of a Council meeting
20  paper, I think the Chief -- and this was
21  sometime last year -- said it was like twenty-


22  four seventy-one, I believe it was?
23            CHIEF ATKINSON: I'm not sure exactly


24  what he told you.
25            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I can't see
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 1  how we can do that for a prisoner.  I mean the


 2  meals alone, if we were feeding them three meals
 3  a day, that would take up most of that.


 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I have a
 5  question in regards to item number 3 about
 6  receiving, and it indicates also that we're


 7  going to be taking in Georgia State Patrol
 8  detainees --


 9            ATTORNEY WEED: Right.
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- in this
11  contract as well as Johns Creek's?


12            ATTORNEY WEED: That's how the State
13  Patrol works essentially.  If they're working --


14  if they make a case in Johns Creek, they're
15  usually considered to be a Johns Creek prisoner;
16  if they make a case in Timbuktu, you know,


17  that's how it works.  That language is also in
18  the Sandy Springs contract.


19            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So if Georgia


20  State Patrol arrested someone on 285 in our
21  jurisdiction, they would bring them to us?


22            CHIEF ATKINSON: Absolutely, yes.
23            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Could we also


24  check -- I mean I know we have not done that for
25  Sandy Springs -- about them transporting their
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 1  own prisoners to Grady versus us doing it?


 2            ATTORNEY WEED: Sure.
 3            You know, what I would recommend you do


 4  is I think the scientific part of this, the
 5  analysis part of it probably needs to come
 6  before the legal part of it.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Right.
 8            ATTORNEY WEED: I mean I'm happy to


 9  negotiate out whatever you want.  Whatever dings
10  and whistles you want, I'll try to go get.  But
11  we don't know that yet.  So until that part's


12  done, I mean my advice for you is to wait.
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: After that.


14            ATTORNEY WEED: Yeah.
15            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: That's fine.
16            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I think Sandy


17  Springs contract's up, what?  Some time June/
18  July?


19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Actually, it's
20  December 30th.
21            ATTORNEY WEED: Yeah.


22            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Is it
23  December?


24            ATTORNEY WEED: It's December 31 with
25  X-amount of notice.  We have to give them a
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 1  certain amount of notice beforehand.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And this is


 3  because we didn't approve the new contract until


 4  December, because it was ending I think in July.
 5  So we carried them without a contract for --
 6            ATTORNEY WEED: That's correct.  And


 7  also it's just a general rule since I've been
 8  doing your contracts, I try to make all of them


 9  end on December 31st to help avoid issues like
10  this.  We know they all end about the same time.
11  And there's a State law that indicates that's a


12  better way of doing it, anyway.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Actually when this


14  first started mainly with Sandy Springs, we were
15  asked to help a sister city, and we did.  And I
16  personally don't believe we're losing a lot of


17  money.  But on the Johns Creek, yes, we need to
18  research this a lot.


19            With Sandy Springs, we did that to help
20  a sister city get started, and they eventually
21  will have their own jail.  And I really don't


22  know why we can't help them out.
23            I'm not talking about we should go in


24  the hole, no.  But I don't really believe we're
25  losing all that money, much money, because we've
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 1  got people over there that's doing the job.


 2  They got their surveillance cameras.  They don't
 3  have to run up there for a citizen holler.  They


 4  can look in the camera and see if there's
 5  anything wrong.  If there is, they go up there;
 6  otherwise, they don't bother with them.


 7            But that's just my opinion.  I think
 8  that we need to help these people.  And yeah, we


 9  need to know how much it's going to cost, yes.
10  And I think the Police Department with Maria and
11  her expertise can do that.


12            CHIEF ATKINSON: Please understand.
13  We'll go with whatever you decide --


14            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah, I understand.
15            CHIEF ATKINSON: -- absolutely.  And
16  whatever the attorney can get them to agree to,


17  we'll go with that.
18            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Weed, have


19  you had an opportunity to look at the two
20  additional contracts that Ms. Alexander was
21  talking about?


22            ATTORNEY WEED: I have not.
23            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I think that


24  might be necessary as well.
25            ATTORNEY WEED: I'll certainly do that.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I mean for


 3  everybody's standpoint, I mean those are


 4  separate things, anyway, from the jail.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But obviously


 6  they would pull that business away also if they


 7  didn't have the jail business.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And maybe, maybe


 9  not.  Who knows?  That's an assumption.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I don't think


11  they would want us entering any warrants for


12  prisoners we haven't handled.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, apparently


14  we don't enter warrants now, so.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes, we do.


16            CLERK BLACKMON: Yes, we do.


17            CHIEF ATKINSON: Yes, we do.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Or not many of


19  them.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yeah.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Anything else, Bob?


22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No; other than,


23  as I said, we need to find out if we're losing


24  money on this.  I wish people would help me out
25  and give me money all the time.  I kind of have
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 1  to live on my own.


 2            Thank you.  I'm done.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Murray, I believe this


 4  -- I don't have a --
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: I believe 8, Mr. Mayor,
 6  is Mr. Haeberlin's.


 7            MR. HAEBERLIN: I want to discuss with
 8  the Council the consensus on writing an


 9  ordinance for parking lot islands, landscape
10  islands.  So this would be a non-zoning
11  ordinance, a development regulation.


12            Basically what we have throughout the
13  city right now, as people have illuminated


14  earlier, is great masses of impervious surface,
15  and that's because we have no requirements that
16  landscape islands, basically areas that are


17  approximately the size of a parking space, 9 by
18  20, be inserted into parking lots so that we


19  have some greenery within the city, that we have
20  some shading and cooling effects, we have some
21  aesthetic features in the city.  And essentially


22  we're dealing with a post-development situation
23  here with the exception of a couple new develop-


24  ments.
25            So my proposal is general within C-1/
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 1  C-2, O-I/O-W, M-1/M-2, and in limited appli-


 2  cation, apartments, is to write an ordinance
 3  requiring these islands to be placed throughout


 4  the parking areas in order to achieve these
 5  objectives of having canopy trees or at least
 6  some sort of foliage in the nonresidential


 7  developments.
 8            The reason why I'd like it to be a non-


 9  zoning or a development regulation, it's more
10  malleable.  Like I said, we are in a different
11  situation than most communities.  We're dealing


12  with a lot of post-development situations so
13  there would have to be thresholds put in place


14  to require individuals to start doing this.
15  Certainly there are a few new developments who
16  have done it of their own volition because they


17  would like their development to look more
18  attractive.  Until we passed the ordinances


19  beginning in 2008 into 2009, you had no
20  impervious limits whatsoever in this city.  So
21  now we have thresholds already in place.  So


22  we're going to give these individuals an oppor-
23  tunity to take this greenspace area and, in


24  certain applications, allow the parking lot
25  islands to count for this pervious area, and we
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 1  would set some guidelines on the type of trees,


 2  the type of island construction, et cetera, that
 3  we would do.


 4            I think that this is an objective that
 5  is part and parcel with us being a Tree City
 6  USA, that we improve the overall looks of the


 7  city.  As you drive up and down Buford Highway
 8  and particularly if you go into other commu-


 9  nities who are doing redevelopment, you see a
10  greening effect occurring.  And right now we
11  have nothing in the Code to help us or to assist


12  us in that matter.
13            And so the reason I put forth -- I did


14  not have a package for tonight, I do want to say
15  for the record -- is to get a consensus from the
16  Council for the expenditure of not only my time


17  but Mr. Weed's time on drafting an ordinance for
18  you and then bringing it back to this Council


19  perhaps as a workshop item.  And then because
20  it's non-zoning, it would come back to you one
21  more time for an actual vote.  So like I said,


22  at this time, just looking for a consensus from
23  the Council on the idea.


24            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.  I see one nod.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I have some


 2  questions about it, though.
 3            First of all, I know we're in the


 4  process or will be in the process of putting
 5  together architectural standards.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, sir.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Wouldn't that be


 8  part of that?  Why would we do this separately?


 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: The reason why I
10  probably don't want to lump this into the
11  architectural standards is because the more that


12  I thought about it, it really is not an
13  architectural standard.  It would be like


14  putting signage in with architecture.
15            I certainly want to put street
16  furniture like street lights and benches and


17  things like that in with architecture, but I
18  think that the parking lot island is best


19  reserved for just a general development
20  regulation.  I mean there are going to be
21  situations where people will need variances from


22  the Code from this, and since it's not part of
23  the Zoning Ordinance, it will be a little easier


24  for us to process.  And there are going to be
25  situations.  We'll have a location that has all
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 1  overhead power lines and we will not be able to


 2  put a canopy tree in.  So I think it's more
 3  malleable as a general development regulation


 4  versus an architectural requirement.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So we're
 6  envisioning --


 7            And first of all, I mean I love trees.
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: Sure.


 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I mean if it was


10  up to me, there would be more and all that.
11            So we're envisioning an ordinance that


12  we would pass this ordinance; and then if you
13  happen to own a parking lot, then at some point


14  you would have to go out and put in trees.
15            MR. HAEBERLIN: We would have
16  thresholds to establish for redevelopment


17  situations.  Basically most communities put like
18  a re-striping plan or re-blacktopping the lot


19  would generate this ordinance, or there's other
20  provisions you can put in -- certificate of
21  occupancies, et cetera -- to effectuate it.


22            It would be simple -- on brand new
23  construction, it's completely simple because


24  you'll have this threshold --
25            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.
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 1            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- and we'll do it.


 2  But that's not most of our situations here.
 3            If you go look at these lots, we have a


 4  lot of surface area that's excess.  I mean I sat
 5  down and looked and calculated some of these
 6  numbers.  We are at excess.  I mean I saw the


 7  areas that people simply just stripe off.  I
 8  mean I certainly hate to see a lot, every end


 9  space has a striped area adjacent to it, which
10  is a dead zone.  There's nothing there, when it
11  could be an island.


12            So that is my approach.  I think that
13  the architectural ordinance itself is going to


14  be extremely complicated.  This is a timely
15  situation.  In other words, this is something we
16  really need to move on sooner than later because


17  every day we are dealing with individuals who
18  purchase properties that have no greenspace at


19  all, and we need something in place to implement
20  that.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: To clarify my


22  question, when would it take effect?  Would it
23  take effect if I bought a piece of property?  If


24  I just had a piece of property and I wasn't
25  planning on doing anything, would I suddenly
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 1  have to go out and build one of these?


 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: No.  Of course we can
 3  artfully craft the thresholds, how they take


 4  place.  Obviously, it would be effective upon
 5  the passing of the ordinance.  But like I said,
 6  we'll establish different thresholds, and we


 7  need to be reasonable.  We're primarily looking
 8  at these huge shopping centers that essentially


 9  have no islands whatsoever.  And we're talking
10  about parking lots not with five parking spaces;
11  we're talking about parking lots in the city


12  that have 50/100 spaces.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.


14            MR. HAEBERLIN: Of course this would
15  not apply for parking garages.  There are some
16  exemptions that would be put forth in there.  We


17  don't want to discourage that, as modern
18  construction is building parking garages.


19            But I think this is something that the
20  time is ripe.  We've had our Arbor Day celebra-
21  tion and we've demonstrated our commitment to


22  planting some trees, and I think we need to move
23  on with the nonresidential districts and then


24  have a commitment from them as well, and it
25  needs to be part of the City Code.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Thank you.


 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: So just as a straw
 3  poll, is there a general consensus to move on


 4  with this?  It would involve the expenditure of
 5  Mr. Weed's funds as well.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I would actually


 7  prefer if you were to draft it and tweak it here
 8  before we send it off to Mr. Weed.


 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.
10            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I think
11  somebody wants to speak on that also.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.  Okay.  Stuart
13  Anderson.  Stuart?


14            MR. ANDERSON: I'll waive.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Very good.  Thank you.
16            We're going to take a five-minute


17  break.
18                      - - -


19                 (Brief recess)
20                      - - -
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Meeting come to order.


22            Pam?
23            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.  For


24  Halpern Park, it's myself and Ms. Pittman.
25  Ms. Pittman's been actively pursuing the
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 1  renovation of Halpern Park for the last several


 2  years.
 3            And we did have the funds in our budget


 4  for the renovation of Halpern Park in the 2009
 5  budget, and I would like to pursue putting that
 6  amount of money back into the budget for 2010 so


 7  that we can pursue Halpern Park renovation.
 8            And I'd like Ms. Stephens to come


 9  forward now.  What you have in front of you is
10  the Halpern Park request for professional
11  design, and I'll let her talk to you a little


12  bit about it.
13            MS. STEPHENS: Well, talking about


14  Halpern, of course it's in desperate need of
15  repair.  Every time you drive by, you can see
16  that.  It's unsafe in some area.  I was just


17  talking to Mr. Holloway.  He said the fence by
18  his house is going to fall in.  It's going to


19  fall on somebody.
20            So what we need to do first is put out
21  RFPs for engineers to do construction documents


22  for us.  That's the first step.  And I'm here to
23  talk to the Council about getting approval to do


24  that.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: You mentioned you
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 1  wanted it on the next budget; is that correct?


 2            MS. STEPHENS: Well, this will set us
 3  up.  It'll take us 30 days to post it, then


 4  we'll have to come and talk about it with the
 5  engineer so it'll be in the 2009/2010 budget.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I really feel


 7  that we should go ahead and send out the RFP for
 8  construction documents because, like


 9  Ms. Stephens says, it's going to take 30 to 60
10  days for us to get any answers back or for us to
11  make a decision on who we're going to use.


12            And I believe an artist's rendition has
13  already been done.


14            MS. STEPHENS: Right.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: You've already


16  done the --


17            MS. STEPHENS: Public hearing.
18            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- community


19  public hearings on it, and Ms. Pittman's been
20  actively involved in that.  And I just really
21  think it's -- District 1 is a very quiet


22  district, lots of wonderful residents, as well
23  as District 2 and 3.  But it's time for us to do


24  something in Halpern.
25            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: We had the
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 1  money in our budget to take care of our parks.


 2  I strongly agreed and voted to take that money
 3  and set it aside for the parks simply because


 4  our parks are deteriorating.  And what did we do
 5  with the money?
 6            MS. STEPHENS: Well, as far as the 1.2


 7  million, I didn't really have a choice.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: No, ma'am, you


 9  didn't, but we did as a Council.  And I voted
10  strictly against that because I --
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Bob --


12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- felt like
13  the money should have stayed --


14            MAYOR JENKINS: We're doing it as we
15  get to them.  What's wrong with doing it the way
16  we're doing it?


17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, the
18  longer we put it off -- and like I said, when we


19  agreed to the 1.2 million to be set aside for
20  the parks was, the deterioration is pretty rapid
21  and if we don't start pretty quickly --


22            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, I agree with
23  doing it.  But what I said, she said it'll take


24  30 to 60 days, which will be in the next budget.
25            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, this --
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: And we don't need to


 2  work on but one park at a time.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, that is


 4  possibly true, but some things are an emergency.
 5  I mean we worked and got Autumn Park to a point
 6  where we could put it off.


 7            Halpern, if there's any kind of
 8  deterioration problems, it's going to come back


 9  and cost us some lawsuits or some serious
10  property damage, you know.  We don't need to put
11  it off.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: We're going to have to
13  do something about it now because they're


14  digging the hole deeper, and that's all I'll
15  say.  We've got to do something about it, and we
16  should have started on it quite some back, which


17  could have been done on any budget --
18  Maintenance could have done it -- to stop the


19  deterioration that you're talking about.
20            I'm not talking about redoing the whole
21  park.


22            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: No, sir.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: We need to do one park


24  at a time.  But this could have been done months
25  ago.  I suggested it, and I got quite a bit of
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 1  criticism to stop them from digging a hole out


 2  there.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I don't recall


 4  that, Mayor.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: That's why
 6  we're here tonight is to move forward with it


 7  and let's make something positive happen.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Do you understand what


 9  I'm talking about?
10            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes, sir, I do.


11  And that's why --


12            MAYOR JENKINS: Comment on it, then.
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: That's why


14  we're here tonight is to try to make it move
15  forward and let's progress with it, and I think
16  we have some citizens here that wanted to make


17  comment about the park.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah, we got a list --


19            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yeah, and so --


20            MAYOR JENKINS: -- and I'll get to it.
21            MS. STEPHENS: The RFP will help us


22  with budgeting that.  It'll give us an idea of
23  what --


24            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Right.
25            MS. STEPHENS: -- we're going to have
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 1  to pay.


 2            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: There's no cost


 3  for the RFP; is that correct?


 4            MS. STEPHENS: No cost for the RFP to
 5  put it out for bid; that's correct.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And when I


 7  said I'm in agreement to this, this is something
 8  we should have already done.  Okay?  The parks


 9  are something that's very important, near and
10  dear to all of us, and we shouldn't let them go
11  like we have.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: That's right.  We --
13            MS. STEPHENS: Well, technically --


14            MAYOR JENKINS: -- got English Oak Park
15  --
16            MS. STEPHENS: -- this should have been


17  done 15/20 years ago.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: We got English Oak Park


19  finished?
20            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
21            MS. STEPHENS: No, sir.  Planning --


22            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  We've about got
23  it finished.  Let's get it finished.


24            MS. STEPHENS: Yes, sir.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Then we'll go into
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 1  Halpern.


 2            I have no problem with RFPs.  I'm just
 3  saying that we can get it on the next budget and


 4  go ahead with it.  I want it done.  Halpern
 5  wants it done because it's an eyesore to his
 6  family.


 7            MS. STEPHENS: Well, the RFP at this
 8  time is not going to cost us any money.


 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Right.
10            MS. STEPHENS: So with your permission
11  and if you-all would let me --


12            MAYOR JENKINS: That's fine.  I have no
13  problem.


14            MS. STEPHENS: -- I will go ahead and
15  pursue this.
16            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: You have my


17  permission.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.


19            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So this RFP


20  is just for drawings.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Right.


22            MS. STEPHENS: Construction drawings.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Okay.  The


24  artist's rendering, Mr. Haeberlin, and the
25  master plan, is that the property of the City so
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 1  we can get drawings from other companies?


 2  Because on English Oak, MacTec did the
 3  construction drawings for their park design.


 4            ATTORNEY WEED: I'm going to answer
 5  that question instead of Scott, actually.
 6            It all depends on what you put in the


 7  agreement.  This is why I never encourage -- And
 8  I hope there's no architects -- I'm not trying


 9  to hurt their feelings -- that are already in
10  the audience, but you never sign a standard-form
11  architectural agreement because in it they own


12  all the drawings and they have to grant you
13  permission for reuse if you wanted to build the


14  same building elsewhere, et cetera, et cetera.
15  So that's a negotiable point.  If you want to
16  have the ownership of the drawings, you need to


17  work that out.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So if we just


19  have an artist's rendering now and then this
20  master plan, I guess my question is can we
21  release that information to whomever to do the


22  construction drawings other than MacTec?
23            ATTORNEY WEED: It depends on how you


24  acquired those documents or those drawings, I
25  mean whatever the agreement was.  And if I
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 1  didn't review the agreement -- and I don't think


 2  I did; I think that was before my time -- I
 3  would suspect that MacTec owns those.  I don't


 4  know that but I wouldn't be surprised to learn
 5  that.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I don't know


 7  that I've ever seen the documents.
 8            ATTORNEY WEED: If they aren't speci-


 9  fied somewhere, then arguably you own them or at
10  least you can wait until they put up a fuss.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: We do have a drawing.


12            MS. STEPHENS: Yes, sir.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Already.


14            MS. STEPHENS: Yes, sir.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Already laid out and
16  beautiful.


17            MS. STEPHENS: And that came out of the
18  public hearing with the citizens.  And we're


19  going to have to kind of tweak it here and
20  there, because once we get in and the contractor
21  or the engineer starts measuring things, he


22  says, "No, this can't go here.  We're going to
23  have to move it here, so let's see if it'll fit


24  here."
25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: But back to
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 1  Ms. Alexander's question, do we have permission,


 2  authority to release that rendering because it's
 3  a MacTec rendering?


 4            MS. STEPHENS: I believe so, just like
 5  what we did for English Oak.  Everybody got to
 6  see these drawings and --


 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But MacTec


 8  did the drawings.


 9            MS. STEPHENS: MacTec did the drawings
10  but they did the bids, bid on the construction
11  documents.  We had three or four other companies


12  bid on it also.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But this is a


14  bid for drawings.
15            MS. STEPHENS: Correct.  This is
16  construction drawings.


17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Which MacTec


18  did the construction drawings for English Oak.


19            MS. STEPHENS: Correct.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But we're not


21  asking -- I guess we were going to ask MacTec or


22  whomever else to bid on doing the drawings.
23            MS. STEPHENS: Do the bid on


24  construction documents, not drawings.  The
25  drawings have been done.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Well, you


 2  have construction drawings.
 3            MS. STEPHENS: We have drawings.  We


 4  have an artist's rendition.  We do not have
 5  construction documents.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yeah, that's


 7  what I'm saying, yeah, because MacTec did the
 8  construction documents for English Oak.


 9            MS. STEPHENS: Correct, after they bid
10  on it.  They did bid along with a lot of other
11  companies.


12            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I guess I'd


13  like to -- if the Clerk has a copy of the


14  previous bids for construction documents, can we
15  see some of those?  I wasn't involved in that
16  process on getting the drawings for English Oak.


17            ATTORNEY WEED: Somewhere it'll be
18  written down who owns the drawings, and if it's


19  not, you may assume that you own them until
20  someone fusses about it.
21            And the other thing, too, is, you know,


22  Carol could just ask MacTec to, you know --
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Sign a


24  release?
25            MS. STEPHENS: I'll do that first thing
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 1  in the morning.


 2            ATTORNEY WEED: And I'm sure that, you
 3  know, with Carol's powers of persuasion, she'll


 4  get them to agree.  I have no doubt.
 5            MS. STEPHENS: That's right.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: I have some people in


 7  the audience.  Are you ready to listen to them
 8  before we go any further?


 9            MS. STEPHENS: Okay.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Ms. Vera Bailey, come
11  up to the microphone.


12            MS. BAILEY: Do I have to come up
13  there?


14            MAYOR JENKINS: If you can get through
15  to her, yes.  Talk to her.
16            MS. BAILEY: Can you hear me?


17            MAYOR JENKINS: She wants you to come
18  to the microphone.


19            MS. BAILEY: I would just like to say
20  I'd like to see us go ahead with the park.  We
21  need it.


22            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.  We agree with
23  that.


24            MS. BAILEY: We would appreciate it.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes, ma'am.  Thank you.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Winfred Holloway?


 2            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: He's gone.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: He left.


 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Bill Brown?
 5            MR. BROWN: Good evening.  My name is
 6  Bill Brown.  I'm with Halpern Enterprises.


 7            I'm here tonight to speak on behalf of
 8  the family.  They are definitely in support of


 9  renovation of the park.  It obviously needs some
10  updating.  And while we recognize that it is a
11  city park, any input or assistance from the


12  family can be made available.
13            By way of example, we were laughing


14  this afternoon that at some point there was a
15  plaque drilled into a rock, and somehow, some
16  way, that's been removed.  So that's an improve-


17  ment they'd like to see.
18            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: What would


19  Mr. Halpern be willing to do to the park,
20  Mr. Brown?
21            MR. BROWN: I can't speak to that at


22  this point.  You know, we've seen some
23  preliminary drawings.  I know they've been in


24  our office since the fall, since I've been with
25  the company.
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 1            But as far as engaging with anyone, you


 2  know, the family is willing to do that, you
 3  know, recognizing at the same time it is city


 4  property.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: I had spoken


 6  with him a while back, and he indicated once we


 7  got some plans together he would be glad to meet
 8  with us and talk to us about it.


 9            MR. BROWN: Yes.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: He talked to me --
11            MR. BROWN: The sign.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: -- quite a while back.
13            MR. BROWN: Carolyn Halpern


14  Oppenheimer, his sister, I know she's interested
15  in seeing the sign updated.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: We need to do that as


17  soon as possible.  It looks terrible.  Thank
18  you.


19            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: And we
20  appreciate it. Thank you.
21            MR. BROWN: Absolutely.


22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Stuart Anderson?


24            MR. ANDERSON: Earlier the Mayor
25  commented to apologize, something about not
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 1  calling my name, and I said he didn't need to


 2  apologize.  What I meant to say was my
 3  condolences for your loss, just thinking about


 4  that.
 5            As far as the RFP and this park, the
 6  RFP will definitely start things going and so


 7  I'm certainly in approval of it or support of
 8  it.


 9            As far as the owning of the drawings,
10  the original MacTec drawing was changed
11  considerably, consultation between Ed Lowe and


12  Carol Stephens and myself.  So as far as I'm
13  concerned, the City owns the drawings.  I didn't


14  put any copyright on them.  So I don't think
15  there's a question of that.
16            But I'm wholeheartedly in support of


17  fixing the thing.  They were out there playing
18  soccer in the mud today.  We're not going to fix


19  it if we don't start putting some gates and
20  fences and the things that are designed into
21  that park, into that park.


22            Thank you.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you, Stuart.


24            Tom Hart?
25            MR. HART: I was hoping that Halpern
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 1  Park would turn out to be less expensive than


 2  English Oak Park.
 3            First of all, the drawing.  There were


 4  two drawings for this park when I was on the
 5  City Council, one that we approved and one that
 6  just showed up.  So I don't know which one


 7  they're bidding on.  And then we have -- usually
 8  these drawings are artist's renderings.  They're


 9  just concept drawings.  They're usually copy-
10  righted and they usually -- you know, the
11  concept is, you know, just like a set of plans


12  that are also copyrighted.
13            But one thing that we need to do is


14  make sure that we survey the park first before
15  we do artist renderings.  Like English Oak Park,
16  we drew a park for a four-acre park that turned


17  out to be only one acre with a fence in the
18  middle of it because no one bothered to do a


19  survey and find out who owned the property.
20  That's real important.
21            So if this RFP is being sent out and a


22  lot of people would like to bid on it --
23            We'd like to find out if there's a


24  survey for the park property and find out who
25  owns the property and who owns the pipes and the
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 1  sewer lines and everything else that run through


 2  the park property and right-of-way.
 3            And also perhaps that maybe competitive


 4  drawings could be submitted to the Council.
 5  Perhaps there are bids that would save the City
 6  money as well as different concepts that are not


 7  so limited as the current drawing.  There were a
 8  lot of things that we tried to put into the park


 9  that were rejected.  So if the RFPs could be
10  competitive in terms of design as well as the
11  engineering drawings, it would be good.


12            Thank you.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.


14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Carol, was this


15  MacTec's standard RFP that went out for English
16  Oak as well?


17            MS. STEPHENS: No.  It was a little
18  different.  It's bigger, more detailed.


19            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: More detailed.


20            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: And there was a


21  survey done, correct?


22            MS. STEPHENS: There was a topo done,
23  yes, on all the parks, three parks -- English,


24  Autumn and Halpern.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I'd like to
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 1  make a motion that we send out an RFP for


 2  construction documents for the Halpern Park.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Second.


 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
 5            Call the roll.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Did you have


 7  time to review this?
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Oh, excuse me.


 9            ATTORNEY WEED: No.  I haven't been
10  given it.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Okay.  I just


12  saw one typo under scope of services.  It says
13  landscape architectural and it repeats


14  architectural again.  That's all I noticed.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I would like to


17  see if we can get permission from MacTec to
18  release the drawings.


19            MS. STEPHENS: Okay.  I'll do it in the
20  morning and I'll e-mail all of you.  Is that
21  good?  Okay.


22            MAYOR JENKINS: Do you have those
23  drawings?


24            MS. STEPHENS: Yes, sir.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: I thought they were
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 1  here.


 2            MS. STEPHENS: Yes, sir, I thought they
 3  were here too.  I do have a smaller copy.  I


 4  think Pam has one.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Can you bring them up
 6  so the citizens can see it?


 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: This is --
 8            MS. STEPHENS: Yes, sir.


 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- the most
10  current; correct?
11            MS. STEPHENS: Yes.


12            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah, that's it.  But
13  we had one in a big piece of --


14            MS. STEPHENS: Yes, sir.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: -- heavy cardboard.
16            MS. STEPHENS: Yes.


17            MAYOR JENKINS: Can you bring that up?
18            MS. STEPHENS: I do not have that one.


19            CLERK BLACKMON: Sir, I believe that's
20  here.  I believe they're back in Scott's office.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: You got it?


22            MR. HAEBERLIN: We have it.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: We'll put it out where


24  everybody can look at them.
25            Call the roll, please.
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 1            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember


 2  Alexander?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.


 4            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?


 5            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
 6            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?


 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
 8            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?


 9            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
10            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?


11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.


12            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
13  Spangler?


14            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.
16            MS. STEPHENS: Thank you.


17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you,
18  Carol.


19            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Thank you.
20            CLERK BLACKMON: Sir, it's 9 o'clock.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Bob Roche?


22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: It's 9 o'clock,
23  Mayor.  I'd like to hold this off.


24            I do have a quick question.  Where are
25  the fees?  Are they on the Web site anywhere,
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 1  the different fees for different licenses,


 2  et cetera, et cetera?
 3            CLERK BLACKMON: I did not put those


 4  together.
 5            Scott, have you given them to Luke?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Because they're


 7  not part of the ordinance, either.  I went
 8  digging around looking for them.  I couldn't


 9  find them.
10            CLERK BLACKMON: He should have put the


11  ordinance on there.


12            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, you've just got
13  one stand-alone since I've been here, which is


14  2009-03, and I can make a copy for each Council
15  member.
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I can get


17  the ordinance.  I'm just saying does that list
18  the fees there?


19            MR. HAEBERLIN: This only is a partial
20  fee schedule.  This is just the ones done since
21  I have been employed with the City.


22            ATTORNEY WEED: Right.  Scott's
23  absolutely correct about that.  He wanted to


24  kind of subdivide it into sections, and we're
25  still working on it.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: The plumbing


 2  permits and interior finishes, all of that --
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No, I got all


 4  that.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- are not
 6  available, but this is in an ordinance form.


 7            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I'll have to


 9  delay that till next time, I guess.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: We're going into -- our
11  time is up on the meeting.  We're going into


12  citizens comments, and Bob Spangler is going to
13  start it off.


14            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Mr. Adams is


15  on the agenda tonight, and he decided to
16  postpone his agenda item because of Lamar Lang


17  passing.
18            I just wanted to comment, Lamar has


19  been a dear friend and ally to me ever since I
20  have lived in Doraville.  I first became
21  acquainted with him when he owned a park-and-


22  shop down on Peachtree Industrial and I serviced
23  his store; I met him.


24            Some people, the first time you meet
25  them, you just automatically like them or
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 1  dislike them, and Lamar was one of those kind of


 2  people that I just absolutely liked the first
 3  time I seen him.  He's always been honest and


 4  upstanding, and I believe he was a Councilperson
 5  here for about 39 years.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: 38/39 years, yeah.


 7            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I just want to


 8  say the city has lost a fantastic resident.


 9            MAYOR JENKINS: We have the flags at
10  half mast, that's the reason, because he's been
11  here so long.


12            And Lamar has been instrumental in
13  keeping the City in good financial shape.  He


14  was always a finance person and he was stingy as
15  a goat.  So that's the reason -- one of the
16  reasons that the City is in good financial shape


17  -- Gene Lively, him, and of course your imme-
18  diate mayor.  I've been here quite a while, too.


19            But Lamar was a good man, we will miss
20  him, and I don't know what else to say.  He just
21  was a good man.


22            Do you have any more to add?
23            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: There's lots


24  more that could be said --
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- but I just


 2  would like to take a minute and, you know, say a
 3  little prayer for Mr. Lang and his family and


 4  all of his friends.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.
 6                      - - -


 7                 (Brief silence)
 8                      - - -


 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Mayor, if I
11  may very briefly, in case you have not heard,


12  Lamar Lang did pass away on Sunday morning, and
13  he was immediately followed in passing by the


14  Mayor's brother who also passed on Sunday
15  morning.  So our sympathies to the Lang family.
16            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Lamar was


17  Saturday.
18            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Or Saturday.  I'm


19  sorry.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Saturday morning, yes.
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: My sympathies to


22  the Lang family and to the Jenkins family as
23  well.


24            MAYOR JENKINS: It was kind of ironic.
25  The Lang family and the Jenkins family was the
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 1  two that passed, were neighbors for years and


 2  years and years and were friends, their kids
 3  raised up together and all.  But it's kind of


 4  funny the way the good Lord works, and they're
 5  both resting in peace now so I feel good about
 6  it.


 7            Okay.  Citizens comments.  Who's first?
 8            Mr. Noonan?  Well, wait just a minute,


 9  Mr. Noonan.
10            MR. SEEVER: My name is Dick Seever.
11  My family and I have been residents of Haviland


12  Lane for it'll be 49 years come this August,
13  and I'm a bit embarrassed to tell you that this


14  is the first time I've been up here to speak to
15  the group.  My family and I have spent our years
16  serving outside of this community, and I think


17  after about 49 years, it's time that we served
18  this community.


19            So Your Honor, my condolences, and
20  Councilmembers, citizens.
21            I'm here to speak on behalf of the


22  community gardens project that we're trying to
23  get underway.  We've tried to pick different


24  names for -- one of the members of the group
25  picked the name Doraville Unity Gardens, and I
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 1  think it was appropriate because the three


 2  letters would be DUG, which would be appropriate
 3  for a garden, I guess.


 4            Tomorrow night, we'll have our third
 5  weekly meeting of the planning committee.  And
 6  it's been interesting.  It's a very diverse


 7  group.  There's not a bashful one in the group.
 8  Some of the members are here this evening.


 9            There's a lot of talent in the group,
10  wonderful talent.  We have Lee Flier who is
11  going to be doing the design.  She's going to be


12  presenting the preliminary drawings tomorrow
13  evening, and she's going to do the garden


14  planning and she's also going to do the
15  education.  What a jewel it is to have someone
16  like that as a member of our group.


17            We have already selected a lady to be
18  the treasurer, who happens to be a CPA and


19  accountant.  Her name is Heather Isaacson.
20            We have a secretary.  Her name is
21  Theresa Littleton.  She works for a firm of


22  attorneys.
23            And everything that comes up, we have


24  people that step forward.  And it's wonderful to
25  work with people who always step forward and
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 1  volunteer to do some of the different things,


 2  even such basic things as picking a mission
 3  statement and cleanup.  I mean we asked for


 4  someone to, you know, head up the clean-up crew
 5  for Wheeler and Chestnut.  And I thought surely
 6  it would be a man, but a young lady, YaJara


 7  Weiner-Huice.  I call her Ya.
 8            So anyway, we've got a wonderful group


 9  of people.
10            We've spent a lot of time talking about
11  structure, and it boils down to three options


12  we've discussed.  One is having -- right now,
13  we've got the Wheeler-Chestnut and we've got the


14  site in Oakcliff.  We've talked about letting
15  each of those groups be separate, have
16  neighborhood groups decide what they want in the


17  form of garden.
18            The second option was to have two


19  groups that have an umbrella over those two
20  groups.
21            And the third option is to work with


22  Carol, be part of the Parks and Recreation.
23  When you think about that, it makes a lot of


24  sense.  And that's the way Decatur operates;
25  their community garden are a part of the parks.
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 1  There's an individual over the parks, and he has


 2  an assistant working for him that manages the
 3  community gardens.


 4            The obstacle, the major obstacle to
 5  having the two and the one with the umbrella is
 6  that the license that we're being asked to sign


 7  contains an indemnity clause, and that indemnity
 8  clause requires the volunteers to indemnify the


 9  City against any loss, and so basically we're
10  asked to put up our financial, whatever position
11  that might be, to indemnify the City.


12            Now, we can say, well, we can get
13  waivers.  Okay.  Well, there will be waivers.


14  Volunteers will all issue waivers, the people
15  who rent the plots will issue waivers.  But
16  those people who come on that property, you


17  can't get a waiver from them.  Visitors or
18  school children or whatever, you cannot get


19  waivers from them.  So if anything is caused,
20  any problem is caused, they bring action against
21  the City, the way the license is now worded, we


22  would be responsible for that.
23            We can't do that.  I mean that has to


24  be somehow changed and whatever.  And I know
25  that Attorney Weed has been working on that.
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 1  He's been in contact with the people in Decatur,


 2  they've like exchanged back and forth, and
 3  hopefully we can get that resolved so we can


 4  kind of really decide, you know, what we want to
 5  do in that regard.
 6            So that's kind of where we are, and I'd


 7  like to entertain any questions.  If we've got a
 8  couple minutes, I'd like any questions from any


 9  Councilmembers -- you know, what we're about,
10  what we're thinking about or what we plan to do.
11            I will say before you ask the


12  questions, our goal -- my goal from the day we
13  got started, and that was March the 20th, was to


14  help unify the city, to help bring people out of
15  their houses, get them in the gardens working on
16  plots side by side, getting to know each other,


17  getting to appreciate each other.  And sometimes
18  we judge people by the way they look and the way


19  they act or some of the things they've said.
20  I'm glad that people don't judge me that way.
21  I've said plenty of things that I regret.


22            But that's the way we want people to
23  get acquainted in this community.  This


24  community needs to be healed.
25            Any questions?
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Two minutes.


 2            MS. FENG: Is it flower or vegetable?
 3            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Both.


 4            MR. SEEVER: Absolutely right.  We're
 5  going to make the city proud.  It's not going to
 6  be all vegetables.  There's going to be nice


 7  flowers, but it's going to be principally
 8  vegetables.


 9            And what we hope to do is some of these
10  vegetables be outreach.  We're going to adopt a
11  family or families.  We're going to try to feed


12  the people who might be out of work, so there's
13  going to be an outreach.  We're not going to do


14  a selfish thing.
15            One thing I will say about vegetables,
16  somehow it got out that we were going to mass


17  produce vegetables to feed the world.  We're not
18  going to do that.  This is going to be plots


19  that's going to be there to attract citizens to
20  come out and work side by side.  So it's not
21  going to be that, so we don't have to insure or


22  protect against liability of mass-produced
23  vegetables that are perishable and might cause


24  somebody some real difficulty.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I have a
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 1  question.  You made a comment about renting the


 2  plots?
 3            MR. SEEVER: Well, I mean Decatur does


 4  not rent the plots, and that's going to be my
 5  recommendation, that we do not rent the plots.
 6            In Decatur, in order to become a


 7  plotholder, you have to become a member of the
 8  garden club.  You have to actually become --


 9            And you have to abide by the rules.
10  There are very strict rules.  In other words,
11  there was like one lady, she wanted her plot


12  just to be wild.  Well, you can't allow someone
13  to have it be wild with weeds and whatever.  So


14  there's very strict rules, but we do not
15  anticipate charging for that.
16            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.


17            MR. SEEVER: Thank you very much.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you, Dick.


19  Appreciate that.
20            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Can I make a


21  comment about gardening?


22            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.
23            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I'd just like


24  to make a comment.
25            We've got a couple of neighbors in
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 1  Oakcliff that have done a tremendous job on the


 2  plots here at City Hall if anybody notices front
 3  and back entrances, and also the flower boxes in


 4  Oakcliff on Pin Oak and also on Windsor.  And
 5  that would be Mrs. Roberts and Ms. Weese.  So
 6  they did a beautiful job as always.


 7                      - - -
 8                   (Applause)


 9                      - - -
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Mr. Noonan?
11            MR. NOONAN: I just got a couple


12  comments here.
13            Murray, do you charge to read those


14  e-mails?
15            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes, sir.
16            MR. NOONAN: You do.  Okay.


17            I think quite a few meetings back, we
18  determined that the best way to utilize our City


19  Attorney was to get permission from the Mayor
20  before you engage with the City Attorney.  Is
21  that what we're doing now, Ray?  Are they coming


22  through you before they spend the City's money?
23            MAYOR JENKINS: I don't think so.


24            MR. NOONAN: Well, I think we need to
25  adhere to our financial policies.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Some are.


 2            MR. NOONAN: We decided this quite a
 3  while back, that if you're engage with the City


 4  Attorney, you have to get permission from the
 5  Mayor first.
 6            This Johns Creek jail contract, I don't


 7  believe that jail costs us any more whether it's
 8  full or empty, so that cost is fixed.  So the


 9  only variables you have would be two meals a
10  day, fingerprint cards and a photograph.  And if
11  I'm not mistaken, all of that amounts to --


12            What was that, Chuck?  Six dollars?
13            CHIEF ATKINSON: Breakfast is $2.85,


14  lunch is $2.85.
15            MR. NOONAN: So that's six bucks right
16  there, and fingerprint cards are 20 cent apiece.


17  So it's basically costing us six bucks, so
18  that's a no-brainer as far as I'm concerned.


19            And if I'm not mistaken, when Chief
20  King was talking about this contract a while
21  back, I think he proposed a minimum fee.


22            Murray, would you be aware of that?  In
23  previous negotiations, was there a minimum fee?


24            ATTORNEY WEED: I don't recall a
25  minimum fee, no.
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 1            My recollection was the fee that's put


 2  forward in the contract, and then at one point
 3  it was talked about to cover any additional


 4  risk, an additional two dollar charge.  That's
 5  my best recollection in regard to fees.
 6            MR. NOONAN: Okay.  Well, I recall --


 7  I'll have to look back through the minutes, but
 8  I believe Chief King was going to require a


 9  minimum fee.  And at six bucks a head and we're
10  charging 50 bucks, I mean that seems like a
11  pretty good deal to me.


12            In regards to Halpern Park, could
13  somebody instruct Luke Howe to maybe look for


14  some grant money instead of coming out of our
15  pocket?
16            MAYOR JENKINS: They're working on that


17  as we -- Luke is working on it.
18            MR. NOONAN: Okay.  Well, that's all I


19  have to say.  Thank you.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
21            Stuart?


22            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.
23            I had a business across from Lamar Lang


24  for ten years and I also know and miss Lamar
25  Lang, his humor, and he was a good guy.
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 1            On the e-mails relative to Mr. Weed and


 2  attorneys and loopholes, would it be possible if
 3  you want to send e-mails and they don't have to


 4  be attorney-client privilege, to send him an
 5  e-mail and then make an e-mail with the
 6  difference -- and I'm trying not to be facetious


 7  here, but just change two or three words that
 8  then can be given to the public or allowed to be


 9  published, and then that e-mail or that document
10  is no longer attorney-client privilege because
11  that's not exactly the document that you sent to


12  Murray.  Attorney loopholes.
13            I haven't done five minutes.


14            MAYOR JENKINS: No.  I'm sorry.
15            MR. ANDERSON: Just debating here.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Two minutes.


17            MR. ANDERSON: Question for Murray.
18            What's a nonpartisan election and


19  what's a partisan election?  I'm showing my
20  ignorance here.  How can you be in a partisan or
21  nonpartisan election?


22            ATTORNEY WEED: I'm not being
23  unfriendly.


24            Would the Council like me to answer
25  that question?
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.


 2            Can't you put it very simple?
 3            MR. ANDERSON: Speaking of loopholes.


 4  Sorry.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: I'll say the answer is
 6  nonpartisan is you're not running as a Democrat


 7  or a Republican, but if it's partisan, then
 8  you're running one way or the other.


 9            MR. ANDERSON: I appreciate that.
10            ATTORNEY WEED: That's generally
11  correct.  The concept is officially are you a


12  nominee from a political party and are you that
13  party's nominee?  Are you running underneath the


14  heading of being a political party's nominee?
15  That's the technical definition under the Hatch
16  Act.


17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: There's no
18  primary.


19            MR. ANDERSON: If I have a button and
20  it's voting for Brian Bates for Mayor --
21            MAYOR JENKINS: He's nonpartisan.


22            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: That's
23  nonpartisan.


24            MR. ANDERSON: That's nonpartisan.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: He don't go Democrat or
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 1  Republican.


 2            MR. ANDERSON: I see.  He's a
 3  nonpartisan.  Okay.  Thank you.


 4            MS. BIRD: My sympathies, Mayor Jenkins
 5  from me and my family concerning the loss of
 6  your brother.


 7            I'm real pleased about the interest in
 8  planting more trees.  My question here -- and I


 9  hope this will be taken in consideration in the
10  same way that we talked about the cars that are
11  for sale, that we work with the businesses, that


12  we approach this in a real joint way of helping
13  them accomplish what may be an expense for them.


14  I assume this will be an expense that will be
15  put on the businesses.  But we might take
16  advantage of building some relationships between


17  the community and the businesses, because
18  they're struggling right now and we want to keep


19  everybody as happy as we can and keep them here.
20  Possibly do some community tree planting in
21  combination with planning out the space and just


22  showing our good faith and our willingness to
23  help this happen.


24            I'm real pleased, though, that it is
25  being brought up.
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 1            And in terms of the money that is being


 2  taken in for prisoners from other cities, I hope
 3  that you will look at it with the same scrutiny


 4  that for instance was done with the coffee shop,
 5  that we don't want to lose money.  With the
 6  statements made, I don't believe we're losing


 7  that much.  I think any is too much.  I'm a firm
 8  believer in keeping a good relationship with our


 9  neighbor cities.  That helps us, I'm sure, and
10  will help us some way in the future to keep that
11  kind of relationship going, but I do hope we


12  don't choose to lose money from that.
13            So thank you.


14            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
15            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I'd just like


16  to add a comment to what Ms. Bird said about


17  working with the businesses on the landscaping.
18  There was an article in the AJC yesterday that


19  everybody should read about the Asians moving
20  into Gwinnett County, especially Satellite
21  Boulevard.  It's a real interesting article.  I


22  think if we don't start working with our
23  businesses, our current business owners now,


24  that we're going to have a huge problem.
25  Everybody's going to be flocking to Gwinnett
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 1  because they're sure putting the welcome mat out


 2  for these people.  As we turn them away, they're
 3  gladly accepting them.


 4            Mr. Hart has a question.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Susan, did you want to
 6  --


 7            MS. CRAWFORD: Susan Crawford,
 8  Oakcliff.


 9            How are we turning people away?
10            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Just think
11  about some of the things that we're doing.


12  We're not being open to the businesses and we're
13  not letting them know what's going on.


14            We as a Council have asked for some of
15  this information to be passed out to the
16  business owners.  Am I correct, Mr. Brown?


17            MR. BROWN: Yes, we would like more
18  information.


19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And not giving


20  them information on the changes that we're
21  making, we're driving some of them away, among


22  other things.
23            MS. CRAWFORD: Okay.  What are the


24  other things?
25            I agree that people should be aware of
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 1  what's going on.  And I'm not sure whose respon-


 2  sibility that should be, but I do think people
 3  should be well informed.  But what are the other


 4  things?
 5            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, we'll


 6  just stop right there with that, Ms. Crawford.


 7  I think that's enough, really.
 8            MS. CRAWFORD: Am I being dismissed?


 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I'm not being


10  dismissive.  I'm just not going to answer any
11  more at this time.


12            I'm just going to say the biggest
13  problem we have and that we've had in the past


14  is not working with the business owners in the
15  city.
16            MS. CRAWFORD: Okay.  Well, forgive me


17  for being so blunt, but we're so concerned about
18  disseminating information but yet you refuse to


19  answer my question.
20            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, I just


21  don't feel like I need to answer your question


22  at this time.  I'll answer it at a later date.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you, Susan.


24            Tom?
25            MR. HART: First of all, with the
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 1  passing of Lamar, Lamar lives on my street, and


 2  it's one reason why I got involved in politics.
 3  Lamar, his door was always open.  I always used


 4  to take -- I had a little Sheltie named Fred,
 5  and Fred would go visit Lamar.  And he had that
 6  big-screen T.V. in there, and we'd go and sit


 7  down and talk about things from the H-Mart and
 8  what was going on, how they're spending money.


 9            And Lamar had a little chair in there
10  in the front office out there, and it was called
11  the "vice mayor's chair."  And I would come up


12  to pay a bill or whatever at City Hall, and Fred
13  would always come with me.  And Fred didn't need


14  a leash; he just walked in with me.  And he
15  would go sit -- Lamar would have him come behind
16  the counter, and he'd go and sit down next to


17  Lamar.
18            And Lamar said to me that when the city


19  was a small, little town, it was friendly.
20            Lamar was sharp as a tack when it came
21  to finances for the city.  He was one that


22  wanted to buy the park property across the
23  street here.  And the reason why we have the


24  Civic Center is because Lamar insisted on
25  purchasing those pieces of property.  He always
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 1  thought that, you know, developing in the future


 2  and putting aside money for lands and properties
 3  to build things, and sinking funds.


 4            And the guy, he got along well with
 5  Priscilla.  She was the CPA and the CFA of the
 6  City.


 7            And Lamar was my friend.  I miss him.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.


 9            MR. CRAWFORD: Ben Crawford, Oakcliff.
10            And I'm kind of a little confused here.
11  I see that we have a member of the business


12  community here tonight, and I applaud that.
13            I made mention last time I was here


14  that it seems to me that the business community
15  to a large extent is up in arms and all upset
16  with things that get done within the city after


17  the fact.
18            Where were they during the compre-


19  hensive land use plan?  Why haven't they been
20  coming to these meetings all along like all the
21  other citizens have in the city?  If they wanted


22  to be partners, they would have been here at
23  City  Council meetings listening to the legis-


24  lation being put forth, engaging in discussions.
25            This is a representative government.
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 1  Be here.


 2            They're not here.  How many are here
 3  tonight, Bob?


 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
 5            Bill?  Make it short, Bill.  We're over
 6  time already.


 7            MR. ADAMS: You know, we're talking
 8  about Halpern Park.  When I go back to '67, down


 9  here on this little league field, I don't know
10  how long Joe our coach with Big 10 basketball,
11  but I don't know of any business in this city


12  since the sixties that's done more for the
13  little league and the children than Mr. Halpern


14  and his sons.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Agree with that.
16            MR. ADAMS: And I never went to him one


17  time, not one time, that he did not contribute
18  if it was basketball, football or baseball.  We


19  got the money because of Mr. Halpern.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
21            Motion to adjourn?


22            He's already been up one time.
23            You already spoke, Stuart.


24            MR. ANDERSON: No, but it's an answer
25  to a question.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: One minute.


 2            MR. ANDERSON: One minute.  Stuart
 3  Anderson.


 4            Relative to what we are or are not
 5  doing with the business community, at the garden
 6  group, Ms. Huice -- I can't pronounce her name -


 7  - and Clint Howard recommended that we ask the
 8  business community for sponsorships, and


 9  Mr. Crawford made a powerful speech that we
10  should exclude these people, and that carried
11  the day.  So I just want to mention that.


12            As far as welcoming these people or
13  getting them to participate, the motion was made


14  and one person at the garden community didn't
15  want it, didn't want any of the involvement by
16  the business community, and I think that's poor.


17            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Motion to adjourn


18  the meeting.


19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Second.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
21            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember


22  Alexander?
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.


24            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?


25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
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 1            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?


 2            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
 3            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?


 4            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
 5            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?


 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.


 7            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 8  Spangler?


 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank everybody for
11  coming.


12                      - - -
13       (Meeting adjourned at 9:35 p.m. the same


14  day.)
15                      -o0o-
16


17


18


19


20


21


22


23


24


25
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 1             C E R T I F I C A T E


 2 E OF GEORGIA]


 3 TY OF DEKALB]


 4  I hereby certify that the foregoing transcript


 5 taken down, as stated in the caption, and the


 6 eedings were reduced to typewriting under my


 7 ction and control.


 8  I further certify that the transcript is a true


 9 correct record of the evidence given at the said


10 eedings.


11  I further certify that I am neither a relative


12 mployee or attorney or counsel to any of the


13 ies, nor financially or otherwise interested in


14  matter.


15  This the 12th day of October, 2008.


16


17             _____________________________


18                   Theresa Bretch, CCR


19                   Permit No. B-755


20


21
                                     [SEAL]


22


23


24
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Planning Commission Agenda 


May 7, 2009 Planning Commission  


7:00 PM     
      CITY HALL COUNCIL ROOM 


   SAH (5-4-09)   


    


 


  1.  CALL TO ORDER BY JOE O’CONNER (CHAIR) 


 


2. ROLL CALL 


 


  3.  Approval of Minutes (April 9, 2009) 


  


 
   OLD BUSINESS (Item 4): 
 
  4.  PUBLIC HEARING (Recessed from April 9, 2009) 
   
  Variances (Accessory Structures) 


     Applicant:  Kingport Kuo 
  Property: 3693- 3695 Stewart Road 
  Current Zoning: O-I    
 


NEW BUSINESS (Items 4-7): 
 
5.   PUBLIC HEARING: 


  
  Rezoning with Concurrent Variance(s) with Conditional Use  
   


NOTE: PC will not make a recommendation or hear   
  Conditional  Use Application with Public Hearing – PC and  
  Public Shall  Refrain from Conditional Use Comments 
   
  Applicant:  Jerome C. Yeh 
  Property: 2845 Clearview Parkway 
  Rezone:  M-1 to O-I with Concurrent Variance(s) 
   
  For Information Only: 
   
  Conditional Use(s):  “club and lodge of a business character  
  which are non-profit, but excluding alcohol sales” AND   
  “assembly halls and community centers when operated on a  
  non-profit basis.”  
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  6.  PUBLIC HEARING: 
 
  Text Amendment:  Removal of Article XVII, Doraville Tree  
  Protection Plan from Zoning Ordinance and being placed  
  within Building and Building Regulations (Non-Zoning). 
 
  7.  PUBLIC HEARING: 
   
  Text Amendment: Removal and Deletion in Entirety of   
  Article, IX, Section 913, Planned Unit Development District  
  (PUD), from Zoning Ordinance. 
 
  8.  PUBLIC HEARING: 
   
  General Title: Occupancy Rate and Rental Provision 
 
  Text Amendment: Removal of Article VI, Section 607, Rental  
  Provision and removal of Article VIII, Section 809 from Zoning  
  Ordinance and being placed (as applicable) within Building  
  and Building Regulations (Non-Zoning) 
 
  9.  ADJOURNMENT 
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 1   APPEARANCES:
   
 2   Doraville City Council:
   
 3        Hon. Ray Jenkins, Mayor
   
 4        Councilmember Maria Alexander
          Councilmember Brian Bates
 5        Councilmember Donna Pittman
          Councilmember Bob Roche
 6        Councilmember Pam Fleming
   
 7        Murray J. Weed, City Attorney
   
 8        Ms. Sandra Bryant, Assistant City Clerk
   
 9 
   
10 
   
11 
   
12 
   
13 
   
14 
   
15 
   
16 
   
17 
   
18 
   
19 
   
20 
   
21 
   
22 
   
23 
   
24 
   
25 
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 1             P R O C E E D I N G S
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Meeting come to order.
 3            Call the roll, please.
 4            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Here.
 6            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Here.
 8            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Here.
10            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
11            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Here.
12            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Here.
14            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Spangler?
15                      - - -
16                  (No response)
17                      - - -
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Scott, I think the
19  first one, I believe, has been cancelled, the
20  public hearing on the Stewart Road project?
21            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.  You folks
22  have received today from the law offices of Tom
23  Pye, who now represents Mr. Kuo, 3693 through
24  3695 Stewart Road, a request to recess this item
25  to our next meeting, which would be June 29th at
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 1  6:30 p.m., and that is because the City Council
 2  will be at the convention and so there would not
 3  be a quorum present.  So it's actually going to
 4  be the 5th Monday of June.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Fifth Monday of June.
 6  That's when the next one will be.
 7            MR. HAEBERLIN: That is correct.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: June 29th.
 9            MR. HAEBERLIN  Yes, sir.  6:30 p.m.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: Do we want to do the
12  public hearing tonight, Murray, given that it's
13  been advertised and recessed again, yet again,
14  or --
15            ATTORNEY WEED: My advice would be to
16  recess it.
17            MR. HAEBERLIN: Recess it again.  Okay.
18            So we need a motion to recess that item
19  until June 29th, 2009, at 6:30 p.m.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Per the
21  applicant's request.
22            MR. HAEBERLIN: Pardon me?
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Per the
24  applicant's request?
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: Per the applicant's
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 1  request and the payment of the tabling fee as
 2  required by City Code.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: So moved.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Second.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
 7            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
 9            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
11            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
13            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
14            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
15            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
17            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  This is a public
18  hearing, and the new business, we'll start with
19  item number 4, Scott.
20            MR. HAEBERLIN: It doesn't look like we
21  have the applicant here at this time, so if we
22  could, Mayor, could we move on to the next item
23  on the agenda and, as he comes in, we can start
24  on that one?
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  We'll move to
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 1  item number 4B.
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.  Item 4B is
 3  removal of the Tree Protection Plan from the
 4  Zoning Ordinance and being placed in the
 5  Building and building regulations, and then let
 6  Mr. Weed go over some changes that are a result
 7  of us wanting to be included as a Tree City USA.
 8  But generally this ordinance is not changing
 9  other than the creation of the Tree Board.
10            The Planning Commission did recommend
11  approval of the requested action, and that was
12  unanimous.
13            So this is purely administrative in
14  terms of the items that we're taking out of the
15  Zoning Ordinance, and we started with flood
16  plain on the Tree Protection and some others
17  that we're doing some clean-up on our Zoning
18  Ordinance.
19            And this item is a public hearing, and
20  let Mr. Weed address any questions relative to
21  the Tree Board that the Council may have.
22            ATTORNEY WEED: I will make a note that
23  we are aware of a number of typographical
24  errors.  There aren't misspelled words per se,
25  but sometimes there were replacement words.
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 1  This document wouldn't scan; therefore, it had
 2  to be retyped completely from scratch.  There is
 3  at least one numerical change on Section 5-270.
 4  It's right now 2-270.  And as the Council finds
 5  anything where a word simply doesn't make sense,
 6  such as "tree truck" as opposed to "tree trunk,"
 7  please let me know and we'll certainly make that
 8  change.  I think we've caught most of them.
 9            To make a long story short, this is
10  verbatim the ordinance that you have currently
11  in place and still do, that's currently in the
12  Zoning Code.  Our purpose essentially was to
13  remove it from the Zoning Code.  It's
14  Mr. Haeberlin and my professional opinions that
15  a Tree Ordinance is better suited for one of our
16  building codes as opposed to our Zoning Code.
17            With regard to the only real change in
18  text that deals with the creation of a Tree
19  Board, which would be a volunteer group, neither
20  Mr. Haeberlin nor I am married in any way to the
21  make-up of the board, staggered terms of the
22  board, the appointment of members, et cetera.
23  We simply were trying to give you something, you
24  know, a ground zero to start from.  So certainly
25  we can revise that however you need or want it
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 1  revised.  You do have to have some kind of Tree
 2  Board, but it doesn't -- the Tree USA group
 3  doesn't seem to care how many people, for
 4  example, are on it.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: And we do have


 6  one.  We do have a Tree Board now.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: We do?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: We do.  Well,


 9  the ones that are going to be the ones that
10  started, and then you guys are supposed to pick
11  one, I believe, because it's Susan Fraysse,
12  Gordo Grant, and who else?  Scott.
13            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Well my
14  understanding was that those appointments
15  tentatively were pending the approval of the
16  adoption of this ordinance.
17            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Right.
18            ATTORNEY WEED: They would have to be.
19  They were called a committee.  They wouldn't be
20  the official board yet, but --
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.
22            ATTORNEY WEED: -- in accordance with
23  this.
24            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: And I think
25  each council member is supposed to get together,
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 1  because Gordo is from our area.
 2            They stepped up to the plate immedi-
 3  ately and said they wanted to be on the board.
 4  Somebody from Northwoods, and I can't think of
 5  their name.  They stepped up and said they
 6  wanted to be the --
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: Do you remember, Brian?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'm not aware of
 9  this.
10            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Somebody who


11  worked with -- Susan would know.
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I was speaking


13  to Mr. Haeberlin before the meeting in regards
14  to -- and so was Mr. Roche, in regards to the
15  board, and it's handled in different ways in
16  several different municipalities, and I believe
17  from --
18            McDonough?
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: McDonough; correct.
20  It's handled by the planning commission and
21  functions as the tree board.
22            ATTORNEY WEED: I mean legally that's
23  fine.  I certainly have no preference.  I just
24  wanted to have something in there that would
25  make Tree USA happy; and however you want to do
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 1  it, we can.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: I think we
 3  should use that one as the tree committee versus
 4  the Tree Board.
 5            MR. HAEBERLIN: I'm not acting as an
 6  advocate one way or another.  I'm just telling
 7  you that they had a party or a group of indi-
 8  viduals who were interested in doing it.  They
 9  appointed it as their planning commission.
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: What's the
11  purpose?  Is there a defined purpose that is set
12  forth by Tree City USA or is that nebulous?
13            ATTORNEY WEED: Based purely upon my
14  reading of their communication via the Web and
15  some sample, you know, tree ordinance, the
16  purpose seems to be just to have a community
17  liaison, frankly, in the same manner in which
18  you have a planning commission.  There's no real
19  requirement legally to have a planning commis-
20  sion unless you reach a certain population
21  threshold.  Below that threshold, it's just a
22  community gatekeeping function to, you know,
23  make sure that the thoughts of the community in
24  general are relayed to the powers that be.
25  That's my understanding.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'm just trying
 2  to get an understanding of what their purpose --
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah.  I wonder.  Will
 4  they determine where the trees go or what?
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: No, but they would act
 6  as many boards do, and I'll give you another
 7  example.  The City of Hapeville has got an
 8  alcohol beverage review board.  That board makes
 9  initial reviews of alcohol beverage licenses,
10  once again, as a community gatekeeping function
11  to make recommendations to the Mayor and Council
12  who can actually vote on the individual
13  licenses, just to serve as a community voice.
14            Legally, I certainly would interpose no
15  objection, you know, to -- it could be the
16  Planning Commission.  You know, it could be any
17  body that you wanted it to be, one that already
18  exists or some new separate body.
19            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Well, I'm not
20  opposed to this.  I just want to know what
21  they're going to be doing.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Well, they're
23  supposed to --
24            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Do they have a
25  purpose?
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- be going out


 2  and checking out the trees and then offering
 3  nonbinding advice.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: And I would
 5  find that it would be sort of difficult to get
 6  seven members together to run out and visit a
 7  tree to find out whether it needs to be taken
 8  down or not.
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: That's like an
10  arborist.
11            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: That's not the
12  purpose.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Gordon is an arborist.
14  I don't think that's the purpose.
15            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: I think it's
16  kind of like a -- I hate to say garden club, but
17  it's kind of like we have the impression at
18  least for the committee to do something like
19  projects, get together in different areas for
20  different projects kind of like what we did here
21  and what we did on Winters Chapel.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So they're


23  not going to do site review of development
24  areas?
25            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, what's in the
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 1  draft now -- and once again, my legal position
 2  on this is you could give them as much authority
 3  or as little authority as you care to.
 4            Underneath Subsection 8 on page 9 of 42
 5  -- and once again, this is Murray Weed; this
 6  doesn't have to be what you do -- "The Board
 7  shall give non-binding advice to the Mayor and
 8  Council on the Ordinance, provide leadership in
 9  the development of understanding of the
10  objectives and methods of the tree program, and
11  assist the Building Inspector or his designee in
12  the development and maintenance of technical
13  specifications and guidelines."
14            So for example, if you had some
15  gardeners who loves trees and they know that
16  over in the, you know, Windsor area of the city,
17  they know that live oaks grow there in that soil
18  very effectively but there's no provision in the
19  Code currently for live oaks, they could say,
20  "Hey, look.  I think live oaks -- we ought to
21  add that to the ordinance, and in this
22  particular area we should focus on those type of
23  trees."  That's the type of thing that they
24  could do.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Didn't we
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 1  already determine that there was an arborist
 2  already an employee with the City?
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: No.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Manuel is not?


 5            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Huh-uh.  I
 6  don't think so.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: In my opinion,


 8  as far as the board would be concerned, I think
 9  we ought to keep it in-house but add an arborist
10  to the board to --
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Gordon Grant, I
12  believe, is an arborist.
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: No, he's not,
14  but his partner is.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I would just
16  suggest that we would have the board be in-house
17  as far as within the City Council -- I mean not
18  Council, but employees, and, if need be, have an
19  arborist whether it be contractual or at-will.
20            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Bobby goes out


21  now, right, and does that?
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes, he does the best
23  he can.  All he does is if the tree is dead.  He
24  won't give them permission to cut a tree that's
25  alive.
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 1            An arborist has to do that.  We need to
 2  hire an arborist.
 3            ATTORNEY WEED: That's an absolutely --
 4  if you want to keep collecting the money, in my
 5  opinion, you need to have a certified arborist.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: It doesn't have
 7  to be a full-time employee.
 8            ATTORNEY WEED: No, sir.  It might be
 9  worth the money, though, to actually get someone
10  and train them and send them to appropriate
11  classes, but it might not be.  I don't know.
12            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I guess, to me,
13  I'm kind of like some other people here.  I
14  would just -- creating a whole 'nother board and
15  seven other people and having to maintain them
16  and figure out who's going to be on it and all
17  that, it just seems a lot more complicated than
18  necessary.  It seems reasonable to just
19  obviously do whatever we need to do to have an
20  arborist on call on a contract basis for when we
21  needed them.
22            But as far as what little bit that this
23  board would do, I think that unless they
24  strenuously objected, I would just assign those
25  responsibilities to the existing Planning
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 1  Commission because they're already doing the
 2  site review, pretty much.  I mean they're
 3  already out there looking at stuff, you know.
 4            ATTORNEY WEED: My opinion would be
 5  that would be legal.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah.  I mean
 7  there's a precedent.  Our City Planner is used
 8  to dealing with that situation, and it just
 9  seems like a whole lot simpler.
10            Now, down the road if we realize that,
11  you know, the Planning Commission is just
12  overwhelmed with issues on trees, then maybe at
13  that point we could create a separate Tree
14  Board.
15            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: The only benefit
16  I would see of having a Tree Board -- and it's
17  entirely not even contemplated here -- would be
18  advocating on locations for the City to plant
19  trees utilizing our Tree Bank funds.  That, to
20  me, seems to be as much of an extent of
21  influence and suggestibility that I --
22            I don't know that we -- I'm just
23  perplexed as to the need of having another board
24  review what we have a City Planner, who is a
25  competent tree professional in and of himself,
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 1  and the need for a city arborist, whether they
 2  be contract or employee -- I just don't see a
 3  need or value of having a seven-person board
 4  that does really nothing.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: It's just another
 6  layer of government.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yeah, but I
 8  have a question.  Don't we have to have some-
 9  thing that's for that committee thing for the
10  Tree City USA?
11            ATTORNEY WEED: You do.  You have to
12  have a board of some kind.
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Of some kind.
14  And that's why I said the committee, and only
15  for what you said, totally to do like the
16  different areas, you know, this area over here
17  may need trees or this area over here -- you
18  know, we've started doing the surrounding areas
19  -- just to work as a liaison between the Council
20  and those areas and the neighborhood.  And that
21  was my understanding when we met with the lady,
22  that that's what they were going to be doing as
23  a requirement.
24            ATTORNEY WEED: And once again let me
25  stress I have no preference whatsoever about
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 1  this, but I'll throw this out.  In some
 2  communities, you've got 20 applicants for every
 3  job that comes up, and some you don't have any
 4  and you have to go beat the bushes.  So that's
 5  something you need to bear in mind.
 6            And the other thing, too, is a lot of
 7  communities kind of use these boards and the
 8  people in the community use these boards as what
 9  I'm going to call farm teams to ultimately have
10  a taste of politics and run for council.
11  Whether you want to encourage that or not
12  encourage that, I have no position, but that's
13  just what some communities do.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: One of the


15  things I did like about the Tree Board is in
16  Section 2 on page 8 it included a member of the
17  business community.
18            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.  And the
19  Mayor appointed someone, I thought, for that --
20  Jimmy Cushman.  Did you not, Mayor?
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.
22            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.  The Mayor


23  appointed somebody for that.
24            MR. HAEBERLIN: And realize as well,
25  this is furthering some of the, as we've
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 1  discussed, like the landscape islands and
 2  parking lots and, you know, we're moving forward
 3  with the greening of the city.  And so I'm not
 4  married to the structure either way, like
 5  Mr. Weed says, as well.
 6            I do think we would be realistic, once
 7  we get this out of the Zoning Ordinance and into
 8  the development regulations, that there's a
 9  whole bunch of changes we're going to want to
10  make to the Tree Ordinance.
11            I mean right now the City has a
12  tremendous burden on itself.  I think we should
13  shift that burden to people who have dead trees
14  on their property -- in other words, that they
15  provide the City an arborist's report.
16            If we ever hire a full-time arborist
17  who we utilize their services for site plan
18  review, for landscape plan review, make them
19  part of the development process.  Check on
20  properties after they've been C.O.ed for a
21  couple months or years, whatever, and see what
22  sort of plants are declining and need replacing.
23  I mean you can broaden their job functions to
24  encompass many things that are really develop-
25  ment oriented.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Broaden who?  The


 2  arborist --
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: The arborist.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: -- or the tree
 5  board?
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct, the arborist.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I believe
 8  those are already in here as far as repeat site
 9  visits to check on plantings.
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.
11            What I'm saying is it's really just
12  another arm of the development team.  I mean
13  typically -- and I've worked at many places that
14  have a city arborist.  Typically the city
15  arborist rather than the building official is
16  the one out there looking at installed
17  plantings, counting the numbers, making sure
18  they're the right gallon size, et cetera.  The
19  services of Mr. Calcaterra should really be more
20  tailored to the building itself, not reviewing
21  the entire site.  And the arborist did function
22  -- this was the city of Roswell -- function as
23  an arm of the development team.  So they were
24  much more than just looking at a dead tree.
25  They were part of site development.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, you bring
 2  up a good point, though.  If we're going to be
 3  looking through and changing and modifying all
 4  this anyway, I'm not sure that we want to just
 5  jump out there and start with something today
 6  that we'd have to change later.  I mean we'd
 7  have to make up all the rules, you know, and
 8  like do they need training, do they not need
 9  training, you know, and all that sort of thing.
10            I think it would be, first of all, a
11  good idea to hear from Mr. O'Connor and see, you
12  know, if he would be interested and if it would
13  be a big problem if temporarily at least the
14  Planning Commission took on these duties instead
15  of --
16            MR. O'CONNOR: I couldn't speak for
17  them without --
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I understand.
19            MR. O'CONNOR: At the present, I would
20  have no comment concerning being the tree
21  people.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I just think
23  that, you know, like you said, we probably need
24  to go through this whole ordinance and look at a
25  lot of stuff, and I hesitate to --
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 1            I have no problem with moving it out of
 2  the Zoning Ordinance into the building ordi-
 3  nance.  But as far as making any other changes,
 4  unless it absolutely is dire that we do this
 5  change to get the Tree City USA designation,
 6  then I think for the moment we could just assign
 7  it to the Planning Commission and then later on
 8  revisit this and, you know, make what changes we
 9  need to make.
10            ATTORNEY WEED: I do think you
11  definitely -- you've got to create some sort of
12  board, you know.  Even if we leave the ordinance
13  in the Zoning Code, in my opinion, you still
14  need a zoning amendment and create some board to
15  qualify for Tree City USA.  It's still my
16  opinion that this is the type of thing that
17  doesn't really need to be in the Zoning Code; in
18  my opinion, never should have been.
19            And so I'm with you.  I think we should
20  take it out of the Zoning Code at a minimum and
21  create some kind of board.  And it could be a
22  placeholder board.  It could be the Planning
23  Commission --
24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.
25            ATTORNEY WEED: -- you know, whoever.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So how would we


 2  put that into -- I mean to get moving, can we
 3  put that into a motion just --
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: It doesn't
 5  need to be seven members.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: At least for the
 7  moment, just as a placeholder, just make it the
 8  Planning Commission.  That way we don't have to
 9  do all this creating and, you know, how many
10  members and when they're elected and who elects
11  them and all of that.  You know, we could spend
12  weeks on that.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: No.  I'm just


14  saying that as it is now, it says seven members.
15  That's what I was saying.  It would need to be
16  correct.
17            MR. WEED: Right, yes.  And what you
18  would do is you'd simply --
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Substitute.
20            MR. WEED: -- you know, you could adopt
21  the separate ordinance with the provision that
22  the City Attorney is authorized to change the
23  relevant sections of the Tree Board and that the
24  Planning Commission will act as the Tree Board.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So moved.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.  But I
 2  have a question.
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: We didn't have a public
 4  hearing yet.  We need to do that.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Right.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I'm sorry.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: To be a
 8  designated Tree City component or member or
 9  whatever we are, was it not designed that we
10  were supposed to have a seven-member council?
11            MR. WEED: No.  They don't care how
12  many members.  That was something that I came up
13  with, again, based upon one of the other cities
14  that did this, and to give enough people that
15  all of the Council members could appoint some-
16  body.  That was the idea behind that.
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Oh.
18            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: And that whole


19  committee came out of the Council meeting that
20  we had that we talked about Tree City USA.  And
21  those people came forward to Scott and later
22  myself and said they were really interested, and
23  then maybe talking to the Council they could
24  find an additional person.  And then the Mayor
25  stepped in, I think, and asked Mr. Cushman as a
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 1  business partner.
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: That's correct.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: I just don't want to
 4  put any more on the Planning Commission.  I
 5  firmly think they've got enough to do.  And if
 6  the ordinance says -- We got what?  Three, four
 7  volunteers already?  I'd hate to tell them that
 8  they can't be a part of it.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Oh, I just think
10  there's so many questions.  And it's not like
11  we've been suffering for the lack of having a
12  tree board up till now, right?
13            MR. HAEBERLIN: No.
14            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: And quite
15  honestly, they were not even aware of that.
16  They thought their only responsibility was to be
17  a community liaison for different areas to
18  enhance.  That's their only thoughts.
19            MR. WEED: And you can still do that.
20  I mean you can always have the tree committee.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: You can always do


22  that, yeah.
23            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I think there's
24  tremendous value in having that specific to, in
25  Brian's world, where to plant trees -- you know,
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 1  "This area, this park, this streetscape, this
 2  facility, whatever, we recommend that the City
 3  look at utilizing the Tree Bank funds to augment
 4  and support."
 5            And all this other stuff, I don't know
 6  that we're doing it now.  I don't know that
 7  there's a need for us to do it now.  I think
 8  long-term maybe there's some value especially if
 9  we need to get into some nitty gritty with, you
10  know, reviewing the specifics of the Tree Bank,
11  but I will be with Mr. Roche, I believe, on
12  this.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Did you get a second on
14  this?
15            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Well, we have to
16  have a public hearing.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No.  We have a
18  public hearing.
19            MR. WEED: Well, technically we have to
20  have a public hearing on the deletion of the
21  code from the Zoning Ordinance, but the adoption
22  of the new code is a standalone police-powers
23  ordinance and you don't need a hearing for that.
24  You could just vote to do it.
25            So if you want to stick with your
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 1  motion, you certainly could.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes, I'd like to
 3  stick with the motion but I'd also like to give
 4  the people a chance to talk about it, comment on
 5  it.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: You want to open it up
 7  to the audience?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, yes, if
 9  anyone else wants to comment.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody want to comment
11  on that in the audience?
12            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.
13            I was going to comment on the five, but
14  I think you got that handled as well.
15            The only question that I really have, I
16  guess, is multiple boards, like Gordo's part of
17  the Ethics Committee, the old question about
18  being more boards.  And I certainly agree with
19  putting it on the Planning Commission even
20  though they're not going to be given tasks.  But
21  we've got a small town, and it's hard enough to
22  come up with five people and seven people and on
23  and on and on.  So that's to be worked out, but
24  just the thing about double boards, I guess.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
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 1            MR. WEED: The only other thing I'd
 2  like to mention procedurally is for some reason
 3  -- and Scott and I haven't had enough time to
 4  research this, but there is a point in the text
 5  -- most of the text deals with the tree
 6  replacement cost per tree is $500.  However, in
 7  a table in your existing ordinance, the amount
 8  is $220, and in the table, they also give you an
 9  example of working the numbers out about it
10  being $220.
11            You know, we've always used the $500
12  number, as best I could tell.  And historically,
13  at some point, maybe $220 was discussed, and at
14  some point, there may be an ordinance out there
15  where it went from $220 to $500.
16            My advice would be to, you know, keep
17  it at $500; however, because that's already in
18  the actual printed text of the existing ordi-
19  nance, I wanted to tell you that and didn't to
20  make an editorial change.
21            So what I would suggest, if you would,
22  would be to make your motion to make the change
23  with regard to the Planning Commission being the
24  Tree Board, and that throughout the ordinance it
25  either be $500 or $220 or whatever magic number
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 1  you decide it should be, but in the past it's
 2  been $500.  And I'll clean up the rest of the
 3  typos editorially, which I've got the authority
 4  to do, I think.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I mean do we want


 6  to handle that as a separate motion or --
 7            MR. WEED: You can do that, too.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Because I mean I
 9  would like to stick with a motion for now of,
10  you know, just making whatever change is
11  necessary to the draft ordinance so that at
12  least temporarily the Planning Commission
13  becomes the Tree Board until such time as we can
14  come back and return to this.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Do I get a second?
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Second.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Has the
18  public hearing -- do we need to close the public
19  hearing before we vote?
20            MR. WEED: No.  In my opinion, no,
21  because I don't think -- technically,this
22  doesn't really need a formal public hearing.
23  You are going to need one in just a minute when
24  you delete the zoning ordinance, but you'll go
25  through all that again.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I guess one


 2  of my questions I had was page 34 regarding stop
 3  work orders, and that didn't get answered.
 4            MR. WEED: I have looked into that.
 5  And essentially -- well, it's drafted the way it
 6  is now, I'm sure, because at the time it was
 7  adopted, you know, the building inspector, for
 8  lack of a better term, was sort of the end-all/
 9  be-all in the code enforcement arena and made a
10  lot of field decisions and a lot of field
11  investigations.
12            In my opinion, when something says the
13  Building Inspector or the Building Official,
14  that can be them or their designee.  If the
15  Building Official does designate Code
16  Enforcement to do something under the auspices
17  of the Building Official's or Building
18  Inspector's office, I think that's perfectly
19  fine.  Because bear in mind, Quality of Life and
20  the Police Department, they've got universal
21  authority to enforce every code, period.
22            It's a good question.
23            MR. HAEBERLIN: Before we move on to
24  that portion of this public hearing, I do want
25  to say that the ordinance itself, I'm not fully
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 1  happy with the text.  But remember this is just
 2  the process right now of getting it out of
 3  zoning.  There are a lot of things that need to
 4  be addressed.
 5            We are going to move forward in the
 6  future with having a landscape ordinance, too.
 7  The tree ordinance itself as a standalone item
 8  does not function for development sites, and we
 9  know that.  We've seen examples of that.  So
10  while in the past, there was a great amount of
11  money that was deposited into this account to
12  avoid planting trees, in the future, we want to
13  cajole people into planting trees rather than --
14  there will be some extreme circumstances where
15  there will be a need for the Tree Bank, but we
16  will move away essentially from allowing people
17  not to plant trees to requiring them to plant
18  the trees.
19            So it's an evolution of your ordinance,
20  basically, is what I'm talking about.
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Who makes the


22  determination if it's an exemption to this
23  ordinance?  It says Exemptions, item (e) on page
24  10.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I thought it
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 1  said Council did, if I remember correctly.
 2            MR. WEED: Yes.  Ultimately, the
 3  Council will.
 4            There's a portion here that Councilman
 5  Alexander asked about, that an initial determi-
 6  nation is made by the Building Inspector but the
 7  ultimate decisions go to the Mayor and Council.
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: And the last thing, I
 9  just wanted to note for the record that these
10  are advertised in the April 16, 2009 Champion,
11  which all the Council has been provided as well
12  as the City Clerk in case there are any ques-
13  tions on its advertisement.
14            MR. WEED: Mr. Mayor, procedurally, you
15  have a standing motion and a second.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah, I understand
17  that.  But I thought there was some question.
18  Did we get that cleared up?
19            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: He answered


20  it for me, sir.
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: We're good.
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
23            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
24            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
25            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
 2            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
 4            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
 5            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
 6            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And then the
10  dollar amount, someone wanted to address that.
11            Personally, 500 bucks, if that's what
12  we've been charging, I think that that's what
13  the ordinance should say.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So you're
15  going to --
16            MR. WEED: It's 500 throughout the
17  text.  If I were going to make a legal argument
18  about it, I would say 500 means 500.  In the
19  appendix, there's an example of this is how you
20  calculate out, they're formulas, and in that
21  they use 220.  How that got in there, I have no
22  idea, but it's there now and has been.
23            But every time we've ever done it,
24  we've used 500, and that's rampant throughout
25  the text.  So I think the text outweighs the
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 1  appendix just like if you had an illustration in
 2  a textbook and somehow the illustration was
 3  wrong but the text was right.  I think, you
 4  know, on your final exam, the professor would
 5  say, "Hey, look.  It's the text the matters, not
 6  the illustration."
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, but I did
 8  have one question.  In fact, this actually came
 9  up recently.  I mean do we charge if someone's -
10  - oh, I don't know.  If someone's tree gets hit
11  by lightning and it kills the tree and they have
12  to take it down, would that be a situation where
13  we would -- That would come under these
14  exemptions, right, exemptions that they would
15  not have to pay?
16            MR. WEED: In my opinion, yes.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.  Just
18  making sure.
19            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'll make a
20  motion to adjust the Appendix C.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I'll second
22  that.
23            MR. WEED: To $500?
24            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: To $500; yes,
25  sir.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
 2                      - - -
 3                  (No response)
 4                      - - -
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
 6            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
 8            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
10            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
12            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
14            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay, Scott.  Where are
17  we?
18            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I make a motion


19  to delete Sections 1701 through 1708 of the
20  Zoning Ordinance of the City of Doraville, which
21  is the Doraville Tree Protection Plan.
22            MR. HAEBERLIN: Did you want to have a
23  public hearing?
24            MR. WEED: Yyou have to have a public
25  hearing to do that, but the motion's fine.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: You can make the


 2  motion first and then have the public hearing?
 3            MR. WEED: In my opinion, yes.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Second.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Without a second or
 6  with a second?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, we have a
 8  second.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: I seconded it.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
11            MR. WEED: And then you could have the
12  public hearing, those for and those against.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Anybody
14  have any discussion from the audience on this?
15            Stuart?
16            MR. ANDERSON: It wouldn't matter if I
17  did say it.  You're going to do it anyway.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
19                      - - -
20                  (No response)
21                      - - -
22            MAYOR JENKINS: I'll bring it to the
23  table.
24            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I will say just
25  for the record that we have a recommendation
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 1  from the Planning Commission for adoption.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
 3                      - - -
 4                  (No response)
 5                      - - -
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
 7            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
 9            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
11            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
13            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
14            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
15            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
17            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: The next item, Mayor,
19  that we're going to move to is item 4A.  The
20  applicant has arrived, Mr. Jerome C. Yeh -- am I
21  pronouncing that correctly? -- 2845 Clearview
22  Parkway, M-1 to O-I with concurrent variances,
23  and there is conditional uses as well.
24            Our normal procedure is to have the
25  applicant speak first, then staff.  Then we'll
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 1  open the public hearing and close the public
 2  hearing and then move to discussion, then vote.
 3            So at this time we'll bring forward
 4  Mr. Jerome C. Yeh.
 5            MR. YEH: Your Honor, Councilmen and
 6  the public, residents, my name is Jerome Yeh.  I
 7  am from Taiwan, not China.  I've been in the
 8  United States about 30 years.  I came to Atlanta
 9  1983 from Athens, Georgia.  I attended the
10  University of Georgia.
11            I am the owner of the property 2845
12  Clearview Parkway, Doraville.  I purchased this
13  building June 2008.  When I purchased that, the
14  sale agent told me that was the O&I zoning, and
15  it was the building of Circle 10 Credit Union.
16  I checked the tax office.  It also show should
17  be the O&I zoning property because for the
18  15,000 square feet, the cost, the tax is about
19  33,000.  So we purchased that but we also
20  planning to use as an office complex.
21            But when I come to the City to apply
22  the license and I was told that building has
23  been changed from the O&I to manufacture.  It
24  was the Light Industrial.  So that I feel we
25  need to request for the rezoning.  Also the City
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 1  officer, Mr. Scott, advised me we have got to do
 2  it that way.
 3            My application has got several reason
 4  to support.  First, I feel this building, it was
 5  build for the office in 1970 and '71.  It has
 6  been used as O&I, this zoning.  Maybe somehow
 7  the building appraiser change his mind over
 8  that, I didn't know, and has been separate with
 9  O&I.  But 1988, Circle 10 Federal Credit Union
10  purchased that and totally renovate and become
11  as the bank.  And here, I think that they move
12  out last year.  So maybe it -- it has been built
13  for that and has been used for the office, I
14  should have this kind of right to continue this,
15  first.
16            Second, I feel that this building,
17  using the office complex is the best use for the
18  building, for our community and for the neigh-
19  borhood value.
20            So my planning to do in this building
21  basically is for the professional use of the
22  lawyer, for the architect, for the real estate
23  agent and the whatever, even the telemarketing,
24  because we furnish the first class furniture
25  over there.  And I feel if we use it as an
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 1  office, not for the manufacture, for our commu-
 2  nity, it must have better value for the set up
 3  the manufacturer or the special.
 4            I notice since GM Doraville close,
 5  there is not any other class A building in this
 6  area we should also keep has got office space in
 7  our city.
 8            What we plan to do beside the
 9  professional people to use over there, we also
10  plan to do like after school program.  Mr. Scott
11  Haeberlin advised me, he say we better to apply
12  the rezoning.
13            Further reason I feel can support my
14  application is I am the right person to handling
15  this kind of property.  I have been in the real
16  estate business more than 25 years.  I involved
17  a lot of the community activity.  I am the
18  founder/chairman of Atlanta Taiwanese Chamber of
19  Commerce.  I have been the president of the Asia
20  American Chamber of Commerce.  I'm also as the
21  chairman and president of Taiwanese Chamber of
22  Commerce of North America.  And currently I am
23  still involved in the Taiwanese Chamber of
24  Commerce, all the Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce.
25  So I traveling a lot of place.
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 1            I operate lot of commercial business,
 2  commercial real estate, from the hotel,
 3  apartment complex and the office unit.  So I
 4  feel I can do this using this property as the
 5  office suite complex and for the benefit and for
 6  the -- our community, our neighborhood.
 7            That is my application.  I hope I can
 8  be accepted, grow and benefit with everybody.
 9  Thank you.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you, sir.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Thank you.
12            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Thank you.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Scott?
14            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, sir.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Do you want to hear
16  from the public or do you want to go ahead?
17            MR. HAEBERLIN: I'll be next, Mayor --
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- and then we'll go to
20  the public hearing.
21            First I want to address some comments
22  that have previously been made regarding the
23  discrepancy between the City zoning map and the
24  County Tax Assessor.  Quite frankly, we see this
25  all the time.  There are numerous errors in the
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 1  tax assessor's.  But as Mr. Weed will agree, we
 2  have an official zoning map now.  This property
 3  is represented as Light Industrial, which is
 4  consistent with the previous zoning map.  So if
 5  there is an error on the zoning map, it's been
 6  consistent.  But we have only one official
 7  zoning map to go by, which is the one we have
 8  today, which designates this property as Light
 9  Industrial.
10            You'll notice in the package that this
11  was advertised with concurrent variances.  The
12  reason I do that is because if there is some-
13  thing that the City Council would like to vary
14  or simply accept the building as it is, then you
15  have that ability.   By advertising it, I
16  brought awareness to it.  And essentially here
17  what we're reflecting on is we're going to
18  accept the building essentially as it is but we
19  want to be able to manage its future development
20  in terms of its interior or its facade.  So that
21  is included in your package.
22            The thing that I want to highlight
23  mostly -- and this is supported in your stan-
24  dards review -- is the Comp Plan, that this is
25  identified as a professional employment center,
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 1  which is consistent with that of being  O-I.  So
 2  certainly this petition is consistent with the
 3  Comp Plan and it is consistent with the adjacent
 4  O-I.
 5            Like I said, the discrepancy in the
 6  zoning history does not surprise me.  I see this
 7  a lot.  I see shopping centers in Doraville that
 8  are zoned residential on the County Tax
 9  Assessor's web site.
10            So I bring that to your awareness.  The
11  property is circa 1971, and there have been a
12  number of different individuals implementing the
13  zoning code since that time.  And there is
14  discussion in there about the development of the
15  property once it is rezoned if the City Council
16  approves it.
17            We've looked at parking as well, and,
18  as you see, that there is a slight overage on
19  parking.  We have a little surplus which we can
20  play with in terms of providing greenery in the
21  parking lot.
22            We do discuss the Ordinance 2009-001,
23  which is O-I, and basically that the property is
24  what it is, and it would not be consistent with
25  that which we would develop today under O-I, but
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 1  where it simply exists, accepting the facility
 2  as it is, which is pretty much a mid-century
 3  modern design, contemporary design.
 4            So under the standards review, there's
 5  not a whole lot I'd like to go over, because
 6  you've had an opportunity to review this in
 7  advance.  But consistency with the Comp Plan I
 8  think is the most important thing that you see
 9  in there, and we are aware that the property
10  abuts in a little slight area upon residential,
11  and so we have addressed that, too.
12            In the recommendations, we did support
13  approval of the rezoning from M-1 to O-I and
14  with no variances, because, really, after
15  looking at the property, we accept it as it is,
16  we move forward with how to enhance it, and if
17  the building is ever removed, then we have the
18  potential for it to be fully developed under the
19  code that exists at that time.
20            You'll see under the rezoning that the
21  format is typical, the natural, human and built
22  environments, and the focus is on planting, tree
23  planting and maintenance of the landscaped strip
24  along Clearview Parkway.
25            The human environment is consistent
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 1  with the LCI plan, which is the consistency in
 2  the pedestrian benches and trash receptacles
 3  that are on Buford Highway which have previously
 4  been installed.
 5            Under the built environment, which is
 6  always very difficult when you have an existing
 7  facility, is how to structure some conditions in
 8  case the individual would like to enclose more
 9  of the existing roof structure.  If you looked
10  at your pictures, there's a huge caged enclosure
11  on this facility.  There is a potential under
12  existing roof structure to have more buildout,
13  and that's one of the reasons why that I
14  fashioned the conditions in that manner, because
15  you do not have an architectural ordinance to
16  control how that would be designed.  Since this
17  is conditional zoning, you have the opportunity
18  to address that.
19            I also addressed, as well, signage, to
20  bring the height of the sign down in case there
21  was a discussion on that.  Also addressed
22  another flaw in the sign code, which is wall
23  signs, limiting them to two, and also two under
24  temporary signs to basically outlaw those on
25  this property, which is consistent with O-I
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 1  being adjacent to residential.
 2            On the next page you do have a copy of
 3  the zoning map where I've indicated the zonings
 4  of the adjacent properties.  You do have a site
 5  plan for when it was built.  It's fairly
 6  consistent with this.  As you can see, it looks
 7  like it was subdivided out of a master develop-
 8  ment of an office park.
 9            The next pages you will see pretty much
10  the architecture of the building.  Please do pay
11  attention to the large-enclosure picture, which
12  is your future development under roof.
13            So with that respect, I did support
14  approval.  We'll handle this first, the rezoning
15  of the property.  The conditional use we'll
16  handle separately because obviously we've got to
17  rezone the property first to make it eligible
18  under that zoning classification for a
19  conditional use.
20            So at this time if there's not any
21  questions from the Council, we'll have the
22  public hearing on the rezoning of the property.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Actually I have
24  two questions.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, sir.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: As far as going-
 2  forward construction, and perhaps this is a
 3  better question for the landowner.
 4            The drive-through section and the caged
 5  area, do you have particular plans as to what
 6  you might do with that construction-wise, or
 7  plan to leave it like it is or modify it or --
 8            MR. YEH: (Inaudible)
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: You're going to have to
10  come up to the microphone, sir.
11            MR. YEH: The drive-through that's
12  construction, I think we -- right now we don't
13  use and where we keep that until we feel.  We
14  still have got about almost 5,000 like a
15  warehouse.  We want keeping it with some other
16  which has been used for the bank.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah.  I was just
18  looking at this big enclosure here.  Were you
19  going to leave it there or take it down?
20            MR. YEH: Right now, leave it there.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.  And what


22  about the caged area?
23            MR. YEH: (Inaudible)
24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Caged.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: Sir, that's what we're
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 1  talking about (indicating).
 2            MR. YEH: Yeah, yeah.  This where I
 3  talk about the picture of warehouse.  We're
 4  going to see how the people want to use, maybe
 5  some distributor can use this.  Right now, since
 6  we have not really -- we don't have any plan to
 7  do that.  Okay.  Maybe use, build more like
 8  executive suite or like a fitness center, but --
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: It would seem
10  like you'd want to enclose it at some point.
11            MR. YEH: Yeah, yeah.  Maybe one day
12  but not right now.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.  I didn't
14  know if you had any particular --
15            Thank you.  That's all I had.
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Haeberlin, I
17  have one question for you.  The zoning map shows
18  that parcels 2045 and 2095 addresses.  Is that
19  two parcels?  Is it one parcel with one address?
20            MR. HAEBERLIN: That's not uncommon.
21  Let me use an example.  Angler's Corner current-
22  ly has five addresses under Dekalb County, so
23  it's not uncommon to have multiple addresses.
24            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: But it's for this
25  parcel as an entirety and not --
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 1            MR. HAEBERLIN: As an entirety,
 2  correct.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Because when


 5  I drove back there yesterday, there is a whole
 6  'nother office building behind this one.  So
 7  we're --
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: To the side of it.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Well, no.
10  It's directly behind it.
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: The other street
12  frontage, correct.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: There's
14  street frontage on that building behind it?
15            MR. HAEBERLIN: Should be, yeah.
16            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Not on
17  Clearview.
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: There's not direct
19  access for any other site that I'm aware of.
20  There is interparcel to the right as you're
21  looking at the front of the building, to another
22  office building.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Okay.  When I


24  turned in the entrance where the sign for the
25  credit union is, I went straight back.  And
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 1  where I turned left to go back around to see
 2  where the drive-through is, there was a building
 3  directly in front of me.  Are you saying that
 4  building has access from Wilton?
 5            MR. HAEBERLIN: No.  No, ma'am.  That
 6  has interparcel.  There looks as though there's
 7  some sort of pre-existing --
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Because there


 9  is a taxicab --
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- parking agreement.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: -- in there


12  and I forgot what else, what other businesses
13  were in there.
14            MR. HAEBERLIN: If you guys would refer
15  to your site visit, you'll see that the property
16  lines pretty much cross over or at one point in
17  time crossed over into some other parking areas,
18  and the parking lot -- the parking -- excuse me.
19  The property line was sort of gerrymandered to
20  reflect how it was built.  So if you're looking
21  at that exhibit --
22            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: It's in the
23  photograph where the white truck is.  It's that
24  building right there.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.  I'll look at
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 1  this quickly.
 2            That should be the building on the
 3  adjacent parcel.  We can bring Mr. Yeh forward.
 4            If you would please come forward.
 5            And I'll denote based on the pictures
 6  we have, this is the building that you own --
 7            MR. YEH: Yes.
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- 2835?  Do you own
 9  this building here?
10            MR. YEH: No, no.  Right now, I don't.
11            But from the record that I saw, origi-
12  nal developed by the North Park, this developer,
13  business like area.
14            The next and behind, actually it's
15  three parcel original is for the office, all the
16  three.  But somehow, the owner of this building,
17  they didn't use the office, they might change it
18  to the M-1.  And I'm here, so that is a separate
19  ownership.  But original is three parcel
20  together.  Okay.  Right now, only this building
21  has been rezoning as the manufacture.  That's
22  what I know so far.
23            MR. HAEBERLIN: I just went to check
24  the map.  I think that's consistent with the
25  2815 property that's actually addressed from
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 1  another street.
 2            What you're seeing here, like I said,
 3  is an office park that was kind of gerrymandered
 4  with property lines -- at that time, they
 5  probably had no real regulation on how proper-
 6  ties are to be subdivided -- and as a result,
 7  that you have interparcel going through this
 8  parcel to another property.  And that's, to me,
 9  what the as-built site plan reflects.
10            Are there any other questions of the
11  Council?
12            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So I guess we


13  don't know the other address, if it's M-1?  I
14  guess we're going to assume it is M-1?
15            MR. HAEBERLIN: The adjacent property
16  is M-1.  It's Light Industrial.  And also it's
17  shown on the future land development map as well
18  as should be O-I.  In other words, consistency
19  with the Comp Plan would be for that individual,
20  if they came in, to go through the rezoning
21  process to recommend it as being O-I.
22            Now, recall this property has been
23  sitting vacant for quite some time, so all
24  discussion about legal nonconformity is pretty
25  much gone.  It's been sitting vacant.  It's not
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 1  uncommon for there to be uses in the city which
 2  are not consistent with their zoning.  That's
 3  very common, and we see that often.
 4            And I think if you'll look at your
 5  zoning map -- that's the line as shown on the
 6  site plan where the parking spaces are coming
 7  into the next facility -- it's consistent.  The
 8  property boundaries are consistent with that of
 9  the map.
10            So at this time, if there's no further
11  questions, we'll go into the public hearing on
12  the zoning.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Mr. O'Connor could
14  probably add something to that.  Come on up,
15  sir.
16            MR. O'CONNOR: Mayor and Council, I
17  apologize.  I didn't get a chance to say
18  anything during the last presentation because
19  you asked anybody in the public, so I couldn't
20  get up as the Planning Commission and say that
21  we had previously agreed on the text.
22            Anyway, we conducted a hearing, public
23  hearing with this on May 7th, and we were quite
24  impressed with the business expertise, both his
25  national reputation and local reputation.
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 1            And his proposal, this is something
 2  that we believe Doraville needs, a professional
 3  building where they're going to rent or lease
 4  out space which is already built and furnished.
 5  And we also supported Scott's recommendation
 6  concerning green aisles in the parking lot,
 7  maintaining the outward appearance and structure
 8  of the building, and some other standards.
 9            So in a vote 4-0, the plan has our
10  unconditional recommendation to the Council.
11  Thank you.
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Anybody else?
14            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.
15            I, too, concur it should be O&I.  In
16  fact, my general opinion about having M-1 and
17  M-2 in the city is somewhat well known.  They
18  shouldn't have it in the Tilly Mill/Chicopee
19  neighborhood as well.
20            Nonetheless, this building and this
21  area is appropriate for O&I, I agree.
22            There was something in the Planning
23  Commission hearing that I'd like to either
24  discuss or satisfy, and I didn't get an under-
25  standing of it during the Planning Commission
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 1  hearing, and that was something Scott said about
 2  not having variances, and perhaps like ESL or
 3  schools were part of conditional uses or
 4  something and they weren't appropriate.
 5            And I think that we need ESL schools,
 6  and if that was a variance or a discussion, a
 7  codicil that could be put onto this, the passage
 8  of this, that might be appropriate for discus-
 9  sion.  Schools of that nature are basically O&I
10  type things, not high traffic, and it's an
11  appropriate use.  Thank you.
12            But I feel that the O&I is appropriate
13  for this building.
14            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And at this
16  point, you are not asking for any conditional
17  uses or anything.  Is that what you're saying?
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, we need to
19  address the zoning of the property to then allow
20  their ability for conditional uses.  Needs to be
21  O&I to have these abilities.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Oh, I understand
23  that, but I'm just saying is that coming up
24  next?
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: That will be coming up
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 1  next.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: I did want to address
 4  the drive-through.  It is on the back of the
 5  facility, it is existing, and I think that
 6  numerous businesses -- certainly we're not
 7  advocating that there's a fast-food restaurant
 8  here because we know it's -- it does not allow
 9  the zoning.  But numerous businesses do utilize
10  the functions of a drive-through, and they are
11  very helpful.  For example, City Hall does not
12  have a drive-through, but think about how
13  wonderful it would be to accept payments on
14  garbage if we had a drive-through.  It's one of
15  those things that's very helpful, and for many
16  business-style operations, it is useful.  That's
17  why I think that in this case, because it's on
18  the rear, it's probably best just to leave it
19  in.  They may find a use for it.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: That's fine.
21            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.
22            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Just to clarify
23  what Ms. Alexander was getting to -- and I
24  actually concur with her -- the adjacent O-I
25  property doesn't have street frontage.  They can
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 1  only access that property off of Clearview
 2  because there is no access off of Wilton.
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: Are you talking about
 4  parcel 22?
 5            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: 21.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: 21?  Okay.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So you did


 8  confirm that 21 is already O-I?
 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: 21 is O-I per your map.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But we don't


11  know what Dekalb County thinks.
12            MR. HAEBERLIN: It doesn't matter,
13  because your official zoning map represents it
14  as O-I.
15            MR. WEED: I concur with that legally.
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'm a little
17  concerned if we got a parcel of property that
18  doesn't have clear access to a road.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, that's replete in
20  the city.  I'll tell you that.
21            I'll give you an example.  There's an
22  industrial park off of -- let me clarify the
23  name.  Here's an example.  There is an
24  industrial park developed in the city -- it's
25  very near Councilwoman Fleming and Ms. Pittman's
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 1  home -- which is on McAuliffe Drive, which is a
 2  private street, which has numerous parcels cut
 3  off of it.  So the situation of access,
 4  certainly if they don't have a written
 5  agreement, they certainly have a prescriptive
 6  easement across people's properties.  They may
 7  very well have some sort of property owners'
 8  association that we are not aware of.  But there
 9  are parcels in the city that are in a similar
10  situation.  That's pretty common.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: In other words, what we
12  are saying is the only access to that building
13  is through various parking lots.
14            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.  That's what
15  Councilwoman Alexander is asserting.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, is there any way
17  that they could close off those parking lots and
18  stop access?
19            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: No.  That's


20  the only way to get to that property.
21            MR. HAEBERLIN: That's a private dis-
22  cussion with the property owners.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: That was what I would
24  be worried about.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yeah, I
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 1  understand.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: But if they can't do
 3  that, then there is no big problem, is there?
 4            MR. WEED: Mr. Mayor, for what it's
 5  worth, you know, legally, there's nothing that
 6  the government's doing to shut off the access.
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah.
 8            MR. WEED: So then it would be a
 9  private matter between the landowners.
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, like I said, this
11  is entirely not uncommon.  I mean this is
12  throughout the city, because there really were
13  no laws that regulated land subdivision that
14  were appropriate to managing how things were
15  subdivided.  For example, the facility up off
16  PIB which is known as Peachtree Square, the City
17  Council granted numerous variances at one point
18  in time to subdivide those into parcels because
19  they didn't meet the requirements even at that
20  time, and this was under the previous zoning
21  ordinance.
22            Surveyors have a lot of ingenuity, and
23  they will figure out a way to gerrymander lots.
24  Today, however, you have lots of extensive regu-
25  lations on subdividing lots so the situation
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 1  probably wouldn't happen today.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Okay.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you.
 4            MR. WEED: I would like to tail onto
 5  that.  If this came up today, we, the govern-
 6  ment, would insist -- if they came to us with
 7  one big lot and they wanted to subdivide it, we
 8  would insist upon dedicating the right-of-way to
 9  the secondary lot.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
11                      - - -
12                  (No response)
13                      - - -
14            MAYOR JENKINS: We need a motion.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I'd like to
16  make a motion to rezone property 2845 Clearview
17  Parkway from M-1 to O-I.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I'll second it.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: With conditions are
20  represented by staff?  I'm just trying to clari-
21  fy your motion.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Well, I started


23  to say that but you told me that we had to
24  change it to O-I first.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, no, that's only
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 1  on the conditional use.  But the conditions that
 2  are related to the rezoning as depicted on page
 3  8, 9 and 10, that's my recommendation to you.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: That's sort of
 5  why I stopped --
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: I understand.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- myself right
 8  there --
 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: I apologize.
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- because I
11  wasn't going to -- Okay.
12            MR. HAEBERLIN: I apologize.  You can
13  act on the rezoning conditions, yes, ma'am.
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: With zoning
15  conditions as per attached.
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: Thank you.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I second the
18  zoning conditions.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  I believe you
20  said -- did you clarify the two numbers, 2045
21  and 2095?
22            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: It's all one lot,
23  sir.  It's just --
24            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah, I know, but they
25  mentioned they had two numbers.
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 1            MR. HAEBERLIN: I mean we can identify
 2  it more appropriately as its tax parcel, which
 3  is 1831113-024.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Anymore
 5  discussion?
 6                      - - -
 7                  (No response)
 8                      - - -
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
10            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
12            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
13            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
14            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
16            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
17            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
18            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
21            MR. HAEBERLIN: Now that we've acted on
22  the zoning matter, it is my understanding from
23  originally talking to Mr. Yeh, that his concept
24  was that of having a conditional use, that he
25  wanted a more fluid environment than is
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 1  typically in a business park, I mean, who would
 2  actually share some of their facilities or
 3  conference areas and that he wanted it to be
 4  more of a club and lodge.
 5            He also then did discuss assembling and
 6  using it as a community center at certain times,
 7  and so that's why I did advertise the item for
 8  him, including conditional use club and lodge of
 9  a business character which are non-profit, but
10  excluding alcohol sales, and assembly halls and
11  community centers when operated on a non-profit
12  status.  I thought that generally covered what
13  he relayed to me as being his vision of being
14  more than just an office park.
15            As you recall, the Planning Commission
16  does not review nor make a recommendation on
17  conditional uses so they have not provided such
18  to you.  Your Code very strictly says that it's
19  a decision of the City Council; therefore, there
20  is no recommendation from staff.  Section 1501
21  is very clear that the conditional-use decision
22  is yours and yours alone.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I just
24  noticed on the request it says with concurrent
25  variances.  I mean we haven't done any.  There
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 1  are no variances?
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.
 4            MR. HAEBERLIN: We've accepted that the
 5  property is built the way it is --
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.
 7            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- and if it's ever
 8  torn down, it will meet the code in effect at
 9  that time.
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Yeh?
11            MR. YEH: Yes.
12            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: If you were to
13  have gatherings or events, how many would there
14  be, do you foresee?
15            MR. YEH: Well, over there total we
16  have about 30 unit, assorted size.  We have got
17  about two or three designated for like con-
18  ference or career training; and maybe after the
19  school, the program is for like a Princeton
20  Review or some other community, they have
21  quality -- not quality -- that's for dancing or
22  some kind of cultural education use.  The
23  biggest one probably can allow about 50 or 60
24  people, like a classroom size.
25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'll make -- I'm
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 1  sorry.
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: I think procedurally,
 3  Mr. Weed, should we not have a public hearing
 4  since conditional uses are clearly identified as
 5  being under the purview of the Council?
 6            MR. WEED: Yes.
 7            MR. HAEBERLIN: We do need to have a
 8  public hearing on just the conditional use.
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody from the
10  audience want to speak on it?
11            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.
12            Once again, the request on schools.
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Stuart, what
14  was your comment?  And I'm sitting right next to
15  you.
16            MR. ANDERSON: I'm sorry.  Thank you.
17            I brought up the thing that in the
18  Planning Commission there was some discussion
19  about ESL and schools as a conditional use, and
20  it wasn't satisfied or wasn't really finished as
21  a discussion.  And since we're discussing now
22  conditional uses, perhaps that could be
23  addressed at this point.
24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So you're saying
25  we would need to add -- you're recommending that
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 1  we add a conditional use of --
 2            MR. ANDERSON: Allowing schools, yes.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- school,
 4  training or education?
 5            MR. ANDERSON: Right.
 6            MR. WEED: And forgive my ignorance.
 7  What do you mean by ESL, please?
 8            MR. ANDERSON: English as a second
 9  language.
10            MR. WEED: Thank you.  All right.
11            MR. ANDERSON: It's a pretty common
12  thing these days.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Would that not
14  come under community centers, Scott?
15            MR. HAEBERLIN: I'm going to check the
16  wording.  Most of these ESL discussions that
17  I've had with the individual are profit-making
18  centers sort of like the Kumon Learning Centers
19  where folks take their children to provide
20  tutoring assistance.  Of course I'm not meaning
21  to affiliate that with the Kumon Center in
22  Doraville, but there is actually a business that
23  does that.
24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: You're saying
25  that would not be allowed?
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 1            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, that's what I'm
 2  looking at.
 3            Basically what I'm understanding from
 4  the applicant is that it's not a profit-making
 5  venture, that it is going to be an assembly to
 6  provide free services for the community.  If
 7  that is correct -- and I'm trying to reference
 8  my ordinance that we have present here.  Under
 9  2009-001 O-I/O-W, there is a conditional use for
10  colleges and universities.  And if the Council
11  feels that that generally fits under there, my
12  opinion is if it's not a profit-making venture,
13  that it would fall under the community func-
14  tions.  No different than them having somebody
15  come in and speak regarding maintaining their
16  health or, you know, health management
17  practices.
18            So we can get some clarification from
19  the applicant as to whether these classes would
20  be for profit or are they for free.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, you mean --


22  For profit.  I mean you could pay something but
23  not necessarily be profit-making.
24            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.  It's not
25  going to be a separate -- it's not going to be
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 1  its own business, a business license at that
 2  facility for ESL.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Well, because


 4  he has so many areas that he could fill them up
 5  with.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.
 7            MR. YEH: You say the conditional use
 8  means exclude those like a school type, ESL,
 9  those kind of things.  I -- not really for the
10  ESL, okay.  I don't know.  Sometimes we might
11  have, or the community service, but charge for
12  the very minimum.  Even as the Asian community
13  activities, sometimes I probably provide this as
14  opportunity for the people who give the lecture
15  and something good for health, good for the
16  business, that type, but it is not totally free.
17  I might just donate for the space.  But I'm not
18  right now limit for the use because sometimes
19  you have got to benefit for the community,
20  benefit the folks like organization or even some
21  of the -- for totally for the like Doraville
22  citizen, something like that.
23            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: But your primary
24  business --
25            MR. YEH: Is profit.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: -- is going to be
 2  architects and lawyers and --
 3            MR. YEH: Yeah, those executive like
 4  suite.  Okay.  This is my attempt to have this
 5  concept.  Okay.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: I think to satisfy the
 7  Council's needs, if somebody comes forward to me
 8  with a business license request for that of a
 9  school, then I'll know it's a profit-making
10  venture; otherwise, be holding periodic or
11  infrequent, you know, organizational type things
12  for assisting their community.  At least that's
13  my understanding.
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: But in O&I, we


15  do allow public schools from kindergarten to
16  twelfth grade as a public school.
17            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct, but public
18  vernacularly is, is this a public school open to
19  all citizens of Dekalb County?  No, it's a
20  private school.  Private schooling.  Excuse me.
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Correct.  So as


22  a conditional use, I mean if schools, public,
23  offering instruction to children for public is a
24  permitted use, I would think if we -- I'm not
25  suggesting to do it tonight, obviously, but to
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 1  consider having private schools with no greater
 2  than 50 students or something for instructional
 3  purposes --
 4            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, that was --
 5            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- if they're
 6  going to call it a school.
 7            MR. HAEBERLIN: That was really your
 8  intent under conditional uses is to manage those
 9  type facilities.  The one that we're most
10  familiar with is we have a lot of businesses
11  that come forth that wanted to do English as a
12  second language.  And it is a business.  They're
13  a profit-making function.  That's the only thing
14  they do.  They rent a suite.  And generally
15  under the Code that exists today, the only
16  category that they really fit under is
17  conditional use.  And of course that was brought
18  to the attention at your last City Council
19  meeting, if that might be something that the
20  Council is entertaining looking at adding it
21  somewhere as a permitted use or a conditional
22  use or maybe even in multiple zoning districts
23  because it is such a common request here.
24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I think the
25  question before us right now is would we
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 1  consider allowing that as a conditional use at
 2  the get-go.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: To include the


 4  conditional uses that we presently have listed,
 5  club and lodge of a business character which are
 6  non-profit, but excluding alcohol sales, and
 7  assembly halls and community centers when
 8  operated on a non-profit basis.  But also as a
 9  conditional use, we have listed vocational,
10  technical schools, GED instruction.  So I think
11  that's still in the same general area that the
12  English as a second language school, that type
13  of an instructional school.
14            So I would like to add that to this
15  conditional use if that's a possibility for this
16  for Mr. Yeh.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah, whether
18  it's for profit or not for profit, I mean.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: I mean I advertised it
20  for the two that are specified.  I did not
21  advertise for any other conditional use.  Of
22  course that should be your call.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Excuse me, sir, did you
24  want to . . . Come on up.
25            MR. BARNES: Good evening.  I'm Pat
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 1  Barnes.  My property abuts the applicant's
 2  property so that if he stands at his back door,
 3  he's virtually in my back yard.
 4            And when I saw the ad for club and
 5  lodge, I was concerned about, well, if it's
 6  nonprofit are they still going to be having
 7  bingo till midnight and whatnot, and what uses
 8  actually was going to be in the hours that they
 9  were going to have these uses.  And it said
10  excluding alcohol, so that means there will be
11  no alcohol on the property or whether they could
12  just have a big party until the wee hours of the
13  morning.
14            Can we have some clarification on that?
15  I appreciate it.
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: I'll let the applicant
17  address that.  It's not something I'm know-
18  ledgeable.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Come on up, sir.  Can
20  you answer those questions?
21            MR. YEH: Okay.  We are not designed
22  for those like restaurant-type alcohol usage,
23  okay, but basically we want to provide a good
24  environment over there for the professional.
25  But for the educational purpose, we also really
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 1  consider that because we know, like to develop
 2  the culture as Asian community besides just next
 3  door.  That is nonprofit.  Even in Chamblee for
 4  the citizens of Chamblee, called the Chinese
 5  Culture Center, but that's the -- they got to
 6  charge.  They charge the price, not really free.
 7            And if you want totally use for the
 8  nonprofit, for the ESL so far, I think is not
 9  allowed.  You have a duty to designate as
10  non-profit.  The owner must be, when you apply
11  to this building for the nonprofit so you can
12  have the tax benefit.  So I don't know right
13  now.
14            You're likely to set the conditional
15  for use, that borderline is very difficult.
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Yeh, how late


17  in the evening would events go?
18            MR. YEH: Well, event, we have the
19  business hour, okay, just regular business hour
20  except I think it's about 9 or 10 o'clock.
21  That's what we plan.
22            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So you're not
23  going to have wild parties there, are you?
24            MR. YEH: Oh, no, no.  Even we have
25  original we thought about maybe like -- how to
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 1  call it? -- Internet cafe, okay.  But many of
 2  our people, my friends said don't involve that,
 3  that usually they come any time and even in the
 4  mid night for those people.  So we don't have
 5  that type in our mind to set up the business.
 6            But for the education, for the culture,
 7  we really feel that is a benefit for the -- for
 8  the people, okay.  For example, like when we
 9  said the after school, I checked with some big
10  city for the Asian community, lots of -- like
11  Los Angeles or San Francisco or Houston, they
12  have got even not really for the school for the
13  -- either the public or private or school full
14  time, but they already start lots of
15  after-school programs.  That mean they want
16  their children to be learning about their
17  culture.
18            Like right now, I think either in the
19  Chinese community, Korea community and any
20  other, if you let the people to just learning
21  only the Saturday one day, actually about three
22  or two hours where they're learning the Chinese,
23  in the future you cannot use.  Okay.  Not
24  sufficient.  So right now, those big cities,
25  they've already set a program.  Okay.  You are
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 1  after the school, you come to over here, and not
 2  only to helping your school work, also every day
 3  has got one or two hours, let them to learning
 4  the foreign language.  And this is from
 5  experience and from the other parent that
 6  suggest.  So we have got this kind of idea.
 7            My children -- I've got four children,
 8  okay, and since their school, since about eight,
 9  six years old, I send them to the Chinese
10  school, it's called this community, just only
11  two hours a week.  But so far, all graduate from
12  the -- to go from the U.C. Berkeley to from the
13  Georgia Tech.  But right now, they identify
14  themselves, they feel why we don't have more
15  time, not the parent encouraging them learning
16  Chinese or the Taiwanese.  Okay.  So this type
17  of demand is right now graduates accepted for --
18  for the parent.  So I tried to also follow that
19  kind of the direction.  Okay.
20            But basically we want to have the like
21  quiet and environmental in the property.
22            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you.
23            Did that answer your question, Mr.
24  Barnes?
25            MR. BARNES: Yes.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And obviously,
 3  there's nuisance laws and anything like that in
 4  case there was an issue, so --
 5            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: They get rowdy,
 6  call us, call me.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I guess that


 8  is one of the questions that I was going to pose
 9  to Mr. Haeberlin since Ms. Fleming and I have
10  been dealing with some Doravillians complaining
11  about a public address system in the city of
12  Chamblee.  How would we address that issue?  We
13  don't want them having a public address system
14  out there and blasting these people out of their
15  homes.
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, I think that's
17  something that you can speak with Mr. Weed
18  regarding if you grant this or any conditional
19  uses on these properties.  Are you going to
20  structure some sort of environment in which they
21  exist?  I mean I generally think that the City
22  Council could place stipulations on conditional
23  use applications --
24            MR. WEED: Certainly.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- being approved.
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 1            MR. WEED: I mean sure.  Absolutely you
 2  could limit it to no P.A. systems or P.A.
 3  systems within certain hours.  Absolutely.
 4  Certainly.
 5            Or if you didn't want to address it
 6  directly, we have a noise ordinance and we could
 7  always enforce the Code that way.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Well, any outdoor


 9  events would require a separate permit.
10            MR. WEED: Possibly.
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: The City of Doraville
12  doesn't really have what we call temporary use
13  permits in Gwinnett County.  It's something that
14  we need to discuss, these sort of outdoor -- you
15  know, for example, putting a tent up and having
16  a revival or something, something of that
17  nature.  I don't want to use that as a -- that's
18  not a best example.  Selling tennis shoes under
19  a tent.  We really don't have any really good
20  ordinance that addresses these temporary uses.
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Fireworks.
22            MR. HAEBERLIN: Fireworks is a fine
23  example in most communities.  We don't really
24  have a good temporary use ordinance on the
25  books.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: But of course in
 2  Doraville we need something for, I mean, Chinese
 3  New Year of course.  I know that I hear a lot of
 4  fireworks on the Chinese New Year, which is part
 5  of the deal, I guess.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: I think really what
 7  you're looking at is does City Council think
 8  that there are any reasonable land use controls
 9  they can put forth as far as stipulations on
10  this conditional use?  And you know, this is a
11  situation where it does abut some residential,
12  certainly.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: My only concern
14  would be I know that in certain -- in various
15  types of schools, they have drums.  They have
16  the big drums, big Taiwanese drums.  You're not
17  planning to have that?
18            MR. YEH: We will see, because right
19  now already have the two Taiwanese school.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: That do the
21  drums.  Okay.
22            MR. YEH: We are not.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Good.  I'm good,
24  then.
25            MR. WEED: Going back to, I believe,
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 1  Mr. Haeberlin's question, looking at the ad, the
 2  ad does appear in my opinion to be generic
 3  enough to cover the items that we've been
 4  discussing with regard to assembly halls and
 5  community centers when operated as a non-profit
 6  basis.  I think that's wide enough to give the
 7  public -- give notice procedurally of that
 8  community center and anything that would occur
 9  at a community center by programming.  You know,
10  I think the world's on notice of that.
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: But nothing generally
12  that would allow a specific use to be rented as
13  a school; in other words, that if he has a
14  tenant space that he then rents it to some
15  schooling institution rather than just him
16  providing an assembly area on an infrequent
17  basis.
18            MR. WEED: That's correct.  Underneath
19  this language, I think it's really geared to a
20  non-profit use.
21            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.  So I think
22  we're not really talking about him renting, you
23  know, 50 percent of the facility to a school.
24  Talking about an infrequent, a temporary
25  situation where they provide assistance to the
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 1  children or what-have-you within that context.
 2            If they do find a tenant who would like
 3  to do something that definitely fits under the
 4  conditional use under school, then we can
 5  proceed with that at another time.  I think if
 6  it evolves to that, certainly we need to think
 7  about that.
 8            COUNCILMAN BATES: Do we need to close
 9  the public hearing?
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, we do need to
11  close the public hearing if there's nobody else
12  who's going to speak.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Stuart?
14            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.  A
15  quick question and hopefully just a quick
16  answer.
17            Mr. Yeh has said something about and
18  been referring to non-profit.  O&I is for profit
19  generally, so the building is -- you can have --
20  I'm asking a question, not making a statement.
21  I'm asking a question.  Because it's O&I, if
22  it's rezoned, he can have for-profit offices and
23  that sort of thing, an insurance office or a
24  doctor's office in there.  So I'm just
25  clarifying or asking for clarification so we
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 1  know that we're not giving him O&I just so he
 2  can be non-profit or if that's his intent to
 3  have the whole thing non-profit.
 4            Understand what I'm getting at?
 5            MR. WEED: No, the ad doesn't read that
 6  way.  I mean he could have --
 7            MR. ANDERSON: He can have profit.
 8            MR. WEED: Correct.
 9            MR. ANDERSON: Okay.  Thank you.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: So the motion
12  cannot include for-profit educational instruc-
13  tion.
14            MR. WEED: The ordinance advertisement
15  with regard to the conditional uses is very
16  specific, and, quote, it reads:  and conditional
17  use for that of a, quote, club and lodge of a
18  business character which are non-profit, but
19  excluding alcohol sales, and quote, assembly
20  halls and community centers when operated on a
21  non-profit basis.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.
23            MR. WEED: Based upon that, I would not
24  feel comfortable.  I don't think it's generic
25  enough to cover anything beyond that.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
 3                      - - -
 4                  (No response)
 5                      - - -
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, we have a
 7  motion and a second.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Get a second?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah, I already
10  seconded.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
12            CLERK BRYANT: What's the motion?
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: To accept the
14  conditional use?
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, you made
16  the motion.  I'm not sure what the motion
17  specifically --
18            MAYOR JENKINS: What was the motion?
19            CLERK BRYANT: The motion that Ms.
20  Fleming made was only to rezone from M-1 to O&I.
21  There is nothing else.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: We didn't have


23  a motion.
24            CLERK BRYANT: You already approved
25  that one.  Everybody voted.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: We did not get another
 2  motion.
 3            CLERK BRYANT: There is nothing else
 4  after that.  Nobody has made a motion.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, we need a
 6  motion.
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: We need a motion.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I wanted to
 9  make a motion but I wanted to be able to include
10  it, and I guess that was in a question form as I
11  was doing it --
12            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Oh, okay.
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- because I
14  really wanted to be able to add, since it showed
15  as a conditional use as GED instruction, that
16  was sort of on the same line as his English for
17  a second language instruction, and those are for
18  profit.  But since it has not been duly
19  advertised that way, then we cannot include that
20  as part of the conditional use.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So you wanted --


22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: For this --
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- to make the
24  motion.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- motion.
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 1  Right.
 2            You want me to do it?  Okay.
 3            I'd like to make a motion to accept the
 4  conditional use to be applied to the property of
 5  2845 Clearview Parkway to include club and lodge
 6  of a business character which are not-profit,
 7  but excluding alcohol sales, and assembly halls
 8  and community centers when operated on a non-
 9  profit basis.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I'll second
11  it.
12            COUNCILMAN BATES: Ms. Fleming, would
13  you be amenable to accept an amendment to that
14  motion to exclude outdoor events?
15            MR. WEED: Can you do that?  Yes.
16            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Okay, but


17  what about an event that is held in the fenced-
18  in area that's roofed?  It has no walls.
19            MR. WEED: I was going to mention that,
20  too.  I mean if one considered that to be a
21  pavilion --
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Well, I mean
23  we're getting into, well, I think I ought to --
24  let's make this motion into only you're allowed
25  to do this from 9:00 to 8:00 Monday through
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 1  Friday, and I --
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Just on Tuesdays.


 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yeah.
 4            So you know, we're getting ready to
 5  really -- so I'll do whatever you guys want me
 6  to do, but . . .
 7            COUNCILMAN BATES: You don't need to
 8  accept it, so . . .
 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Pardon me?
10            COUNCILMAN BATES: You don't need to
11  accept the amendment, and I'll respect that and
12  I won't be mad.
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I believe that
14  when Mr. Yeh comes to permit with occupancy
15  licenses for each one of these buildings [sic],
16  I think we need to be sure that since we are
17  giving a conditional use, can we not --
18            COUNCILMAN BATES: I'll withdraw the
19  amendment.
20            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- do specifics
21  at that time?
22            COUNCILMAN BATES: I'll withdraw the
23  amendment.
24            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Is that our
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 1  understanding?  Is that correct, Mr. Haeberlin?
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: The way I would
 3  structure this is if you say these conditional
 4  uses are to be approved, say, within heated
 5  square footage of the building, that would
 6  address that containment area which is not
 7  heated.  And so if they're concerned about the
 8  caged facility which is under roof and attaches
 9  to the building being used in some sort of
10  function that would disturb the neighbors, we
11  could say within heated square footage of the
12  building.  So they can either then enclose the
13  area and make it comply with Code, like we've
14  addressed in our conditions, or they can just
15  leave it as-is and it's basically just wasted
16  space right now.  But that would not allow them
17  to have events out there.
18            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Out in the
19  parking lot.
20            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, either out in the
21  parking lot or out in the caged area.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: All right.
23            MR. HAEBERLIN: You'd say the
24  conditional uses apply for the heated square
25  footage of the building only.
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 1            MR. WEED: That would be legal in my
 2  opinion.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I have to say I
 4  kind of like the existing motion, I mean,
 5  because we can get this thing so complicated, no
 6  one can comply with --
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: You know, with


 8  the heated square footage of the building, it
 9  sounds fine.
10            CLERK BRYANT: Do you want to add that
11  to your motion?
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Because it says


13  assembly halls and community centers when
14  operated on a non-profit basis within the
15  confines of the heated floor space of the
16  complex.
17            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.
18            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Then they can't


19  operate it.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So they can't
21  really use that caged area.
22            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, my hope is that
23  the caged area eventually will be retrofitted to
24  be more office suites and they'll have so much,
25  you know, need for occupancy that they'll simply
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 1  build out that area.  It would be a very easy
 2  buildout.  I mean simply it's under roof.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Brian, did that


 4  take care of it --
 5            COUNCILMAN BATES: I'm fine.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- with the
 7  within-the-heated?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I will still
 9  second it.
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Did you need to say
11  something --
12            MR. YEH: Yes.
13            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- as applicant?
14            MR. YEH: I don't know right now
15  condition this side of the area or so.  Even the
16  function need to be for the working hour, for
17  the office hour if involved with the community,
18  even the education or the training.  Usually for
19  the Asian community, they set in the weekend,
20  okay, not -- not do in for the like Monday
21  through Friday 9:00 to 5:00 or so.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I think we were
23  just making a joke about that earlier.  We're
24  not talking about limiting the hours.  So if you
25  have night classes, that should be okay under
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 1  this.
 2            MR. YEH: Okay.  Basically I would like
 3  to, if the education and the function is we have
 4  got even the weekend just normal activities.
 5            COUNCILMAN BATES: Saturdays and
 6  Sundays are fine.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah.
 8            MR. YEH: Okay.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So the motion


10  as it stands now, that fenced-in area could not
11  be used for any type of assembly.
12            MR. HAEBERLIN: That's correct, but
13  they could then -- like I said, per the
14  conditions we've written in the zoning, then
15  they could actually fill in that area or
16  complete it as the rest of the building, make it
17  more office suites or assembly areas, et cetera.
18  But it wouldn't be unheated square footage.
19  Certainly not going to be people out there
20  during the dead of summer holding a public
21  assembly in that area.  How you would restrict
22  it is they have to be inside in the heated area.
23  You might even say heated and air conditioned if
24  that's what you want to say.  That covers it
25  generally.  I think heated is the biggest
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 1  concern.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: That's a lot


 3  of that building.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yeah.  That's
 5  what I was thinking.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, like I said, you
 7  know, that --
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: It's all going to
 9  be heated.
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: I mean that caged
11  facility -- I mean what is the use of that caged
12  facility?  What you can look at is you can
13  either add exterior walls and make it part of
14  the building.
15            You could actually put parking in there
16  if you could meet the overhead clearance.  It
17  certainly looks like it's been used for parking
18  in the past because there's a ramp going up in
19  there.  So it has possibilities other than being
20  part of the building, certainly.
21            This is not a warehousing function so
22  this is not a storage area.  This is O-I,
23  professional office uses.  I mean there's not
24  going to be wholesaling occurring at this
25  location.
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 1            So other than building out that area of
 2  the caged facility, it has very limited uses.
 3  It could be that of storage for automobiles if
 4  it could meet Code.  It would be under-cover
 5  parking, basically, or it could be built out.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Well, I mean


 7  you could put picnic tables in there and have
 8  picnics in there.
 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: Not under -- well --
10            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: That's what


11  I'm asking.  You could put mats in there and
12  teach tae kwon do, tae whatever.
13            MR. WEED: If you want to, you can, but
14  the motion doesn't allow that.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: That's what


16  I'm getting at.  I guess my concern is a 24/7
17  operation with P.A. systems.  I don't want that
18  because I don't want that to annoy the residents
19  in their home.  But I still in the same point
20  don't want to restrict so much of that that he's
21  just got space there and he can't use it.
22            MR. HAEBERLIN: I think ultimately the
23  hope is that the facility will be successful
24  enough that he'll finally complete that.
25            I mean I don't know why that was ever
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 1  structured that way, and my feeling is that the
 2  credit union probably repossessed cars and
 3  stored them in that area.  Based on the design,
 4  it would seem to appear that they probably used
 5  that as a containment facility for repossessed
 6  vehicles.
 7            Like I said, it could probably meet the
 8  codes to be parking spaces, and that might be
 9  useful.  It certainly could be built out to be
10  part of the structure.  It could even have
11  exterior doors.  It wouldn't be -- that it would
12  be a separate tenant space like in the multi-
13  tenant shopping centers.  That wouldn't require
14  them to go through the front door of the
15  building.  There's a lot of potential for that.
16            But if you leave it open, you can
17  certainly have a karaoke machine out there and
18  you can have the neighbors hearing that.  You
19  can have music running.  You can have all sorts
20  of things that are boisterous that might inter-
21  fere with the residents.
22            So if you say within heated square
23  footage, you're avoiding any potential negative
24  impact on the community, and that's just the
25  reason why I offered it in that manner.
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 1            That's it for me unless there's some
 2  other questions.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes, sir.
 4            MR. O'CONNOR: Scott, I just have one
 5  question.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, sir.
 7            MR. O'CONNOR: If you enclosed that
 8  area, what would it do to the parking capacity
 9  in relationship to the square footage?
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: They have somewhat of a
11  surplus right now, a minor surplus.  As you can
12  see, they've got -- looks like they've got some
13  existing parking arrangements.  They can enter
14  into parking arrangements to fulfill their on
15  site parking needs, anyway, under your Code.
16            And hopefully we'll revise the City
17  Code on parking very soon to be more reflective
18  of modern needs and wants and actually reduce
19  parking.  I think our parking tolerances are way
20  too high.  We should allow parking off site, but
21  off site is shared parking; we should reduce the
22  total numbers, et cetera.  So I think we'll
23  address that by code eventually.
24            And I think the lot has potential for
25  re-striping or redevelopment to obtain more
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 1  parking anyway, because there's some huge areas
 2  that don't have any parking striped at all.
 3  Right now there is surplus.  If they come in for
 4  that, we'll evaluate it.  They can certainly
 5  enter in an agreement with an adjacent property
 6  owner for parking.  There's a lot of vacant
 7  facilities in the general area, so --
 8            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Do you want me


 9  to amend it?
10            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I'm sorry?


11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Do you want me


12  to amend it?
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I just feel


14  like, I don't know, the greater good.  I just
15  feel like that, you know, he couldn't use that
16  for anything.
17            MR. HAEBERLIN: He could enclose it and
18  make it a tenant space if he can meet the
19  parking requirements.
20            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Right; but I
21  mean he couldn't use it for anything else in the
22  meantime.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Until it's
24  enclosed.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.  I mean it
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 1  could be parking if it met the code for parking.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, right.
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: Which I think it
 4  probably does, like I said, based on the ramp
 5  that's going in there.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: He could not


 7  use it for anything other than parking.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.
 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: It would be


11  just useless space.  And I don't know how much
12  square footage that is, but it's quite a long
13  length back there.  Unfortunately, I did not
14  research the noise ordinance to know what it is.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I'm amending my


16  motion.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Or just removing
18  the last amendment?
19            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Removing the
20  last and let somebody else talk.
21            I'd like to amend the motion.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So basically --
23            COUNCILMAN BATES: Back to the
24  original?
25            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- just make that
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 1  the motion.  All right.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Being as we have a
 3  second, don't you have to withdraw it?
 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Oh.  I'd like
 5  to --
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I withdraw my --


 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- withdraw it.


 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- second so you
 9  can do what you need to do.
10            So you just want to make a motion to
11  allow these conditions.
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Yeh, I want


13  to address a problem that Maria, Ms. Alexander
14  and I have been dealing with just so that you
15  understand.  Okay?
16            MR. YEH: Okay.
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: And because
18  you've got a resident that's abutting your
19  property and we have a situation in another
20  district that is having to continually put up
21  with loudspeaker music or some such of sound
22  that's reverberating homes on Sunday and it
23  starts real early in the morning and it goes
24  until real late at night, and so we're thinking
25  about this.
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 1            We want you to have as much space as
 2  possible, but we don't want to have to, in a few
 3  months from now or whenever you get it all
 4  rented, for us to have to say to you -- though
 5  we may have a noise ordinance, we don't want to
 6  stop you from doing what you're doing; however.
 7  That's what Ms. Alexander and I, and the Mayor,
 8  for that matter, because he lives in that
 9  neighborhood --
10            MR. YEH: Okay.
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: So that's what
12  we're trying to do here.  I am sorry it sounds
13  as if we're trying to make you jump through
14  hoops, but we're really not.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: We're trying


16  to give you the most -- utilize most of your
17  space but be very conscious and good citizens to
18  the neighbors next to you.
19            MR. YEH: Yeah.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Because
21  they're going from that being a banking facility
22  for 20 years and having regular hours, and I
23  don't even think they were open on the weekends,
24  to now there's going to be activity, more
25  activity there.
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 1            MR. YEH: Okay.  Coincidentally, right
 2  now I have got people who may also use the caged
 3  area.  They are the luxury car dealer.  And so
 4  if you stop the -- say that must be heating
 5  area, that place is not the need for the -- they
 6  don't need for the air condition for that.
 7            COUNCILMAN BATES: We're not going to
 8  require you to heat it.
 9            MR. YEH: Not require the heat.  Okay.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: He can't sell
11  cars there.
12            MR. WEED: A car dealer wouldn't be
13  appropriate there, anyway.
14            MR. HAEBERLIN: No, no.
15            MR. YEH: Not for --
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: When you rezone that
17  property, that's the end of the car dealership.
18            MR. YEH: Oh, okay.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: I don't think they have
20  a business license there, to begin with, I'll be
21  honest with you.  I'd have to research that.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.
23            MR. WEED: As far as the noise
24  ordinance, just real quick, there are two
25  provisions:  11-10 Subsection (7), you can't
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 1  make unusual or unnecessary noises calculated to
 2  disturb the peace and good order.  You can be
 3  cited with a disorderly conduct citation for
 4  that.  And you can't cause or continue unnece-
 5  ssary or unusual noises under 11-13 Subsection
 6  (d).  You can be cited for idling, loitering,
 7  loafing or noise underneath that.
 8            So I mean we do have noise ordinances
 9  that can also be used.
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Are you going to make a
12  new motion?
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes, sir, I am.


14  I'm making a new motion.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Scratch that.
16  We'll start over.
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I'd like to
18  make a motion to accept the conditional use of
19  club and lodge of a business character which are
20  non-profit, but excluding alcohol sales, and
21  assembly halls and community centers when
22  operated on a non-profit basis, and that's
23  located at 2845 Clearview Parkway.
24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I'll still
25  second the latest version.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Let's make sure she's
 2  got that all.
 3            CLERK BRYANT: I've got it.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: You've got it?
 5            You seconded it, Bob?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes, sir.
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
 8            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
10            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
11            COUNCILMAN BATES: Yes.
12            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
14            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
15            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
16            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Motion carried.
19            I want to thank Barbara and Pat Barnes
20  for coming out and putting your input into this.
21  Sure did help out.  Okay?
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
23            MR. HAEBERLIN: Mayor, Councilwoman
24  Fleming has indicated we need like a five-minute
25  break.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Fine.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Ten minutes.
 3                      - - -
 4                 (Brief recess)
 5                      - - -
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay, Scott.
 7            MR. HAEBERLIN: The next item for
 8  public hearing is Text Amendment, Removal and
 9  Deletion of Planned Unit Development from the
10  Zoning Ordinance.
11            If you recall, there had been a lot of
12  discussion about 2006 activity at the City in
13  2007.  We went back and did some research, both
14  Mr. Weed and myself, and also involved the City
15  Clerk.  And we're of the opinion in order to
16  protect the City relative to the ordinance that
17  exists for PUD, which we don't feel is accommo-
18  dating to assist you in meeting your land-use
19  needs, that we really need to remove it
20  formally.  This might be a second or repeat time
21  just, again, to make for certain that it has
22  been done.  There were some procedural problems
23  with the prior attempts.
24            We do want to have a mixed-use district
25  in the city, certainly.  I don't know that we
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 1  necessarily want to call it PUD, but we might
 2  call it a village overlay or something of that
 3  nature.  So once we delete this item, in the
 4  future, we will be coming back to you with a new
 5  version that will allow more than one use on a
 6  property, not only horizontally but vertically
 7  as well so that we can provide some sort of
 8  development similar to that of Atlantic Station
 9  or other mixed-use properties.
10            So Mr. Weed has prepared an ordinance
11  to delete this item.  The Planning Commission
12  did recommend approval 4-0.  And like I said,
13  we'll be coming back to you in the very near
14  future with a revision for an overlay.
15            And that's really the extent of the
16  discussion on that if there are not any further
17  questions.  We would have to again do the public
18  hearing.
19            And there is, as well, a former
20  Planning Commissioner present tonight who can
21  attest that the desires of the Planning
22  Commission at that time, they felt that the PUD
23  was just an improperly structured document in
24  which to pursue development in the city and they
25  were initiators of that request to remove it
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 1  from the City Code of Ordinances.  Unfortu-
 2  nately, it did not feel to us that it was done
 3  properly, and we want to make for certain that
 4  no applicant can come in here tomorrow and apply
 5  for a PUD as a zoning classification.
 6            Like I said, again, just an ordinance
 7  clean-up.  If there are not any questions, we'll
 8  open the public hearing.
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Anybody from the
10  audience?
11            MR. HART: Tom Hart, formerly St.
12  Joe's.
13            This is like a bad pain that keeps
14  turning back up again, this PUD.  I don't know
15  how many times we took it out, threw it away,
16  burned it, whatever it is, and it jumps right
17  back in the zoning manual again.
18            It dates back to this unbelievably bad
19  PUD that goes outside of south Gwinnett.  Global
20  Forum, whatever it is that's built out there,
21  was the original reason why it was written.  We
22  took it out, and I thought it was gone, and now
23  it seems to have wandered back.
24            I guess the Zoning Ordinance was
25  codified with the PUD put back in again.  So
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 1  please remove it, burn it, whatever you want to
 2  do.  Thank you.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
 4            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Come on, Stuart.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: I always wait for
 6  Stuart.
 7            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.
 8            Take it out, please.  Thank you.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: It's on the
10  record.
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: You have it on record,
12  by the way.
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: That's what I
14  said.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: What do you say, Scott?
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: Close the public
17  hearing, Mayor.  Make a motion and then vote.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Do I get a
19  motion?
20            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I make a motion
21  that we adopt this ordinance which removes the
22  PUD, the Planned Unit Development Districts,
23  Article blah-blah-blah.
24            MAYOR JENKINS: Be sure you put that in
25  the motion.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Blah-blah-


 2  blah?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Blah-blah-blah?


 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Whatever.
 5            MR. WEED: Amending Section 607 in --
 6  I'm sorry.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: 9l3.
 8            MR. WEED: Thank you.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: You're welcome.


10            MR. WEED: To delete.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So moved.
12            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Second.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
14                      - - -
15                  (No response)
16                      - - -
17            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
18            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
19            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
20            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
22            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
23            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
24            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
25            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
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 1            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Scott.
 4            MR. HAEBERLIN: The last public hearing
 5  is text amendments.  This is some residual from
 6  some previous activity of the Council regarding
 7  Section 607 and Section 809, and I believe this
 8  was originally sponsored by I think it's
 9  Councilman Roche and Councilwoman Fleming or it
10  might have been Brian and Councilwoman Fleming.
11  I apologize.  I can't recall who it is.
12            But this is a residual from the
13  activity that you've already taken on clarifying
14  rental and occupancy in the city.  We had a big
15  discussion about bedrooms and all sorts of
16  items.  But this is the residual, and I'll let
17  Mr. Weed go over the ordinance that he's drafted
18  on your behalf for that.
19            MR. WEED: Well, essentially, the other
20  ordinances that you passed now deal with all of
21  the relevant issues that cover what you wanted
22  to accomplish with regard to rental and
23  eliminated the definition of family.
24            And what this is is this goes back to
25  the zoning part of it, to simply delete and make
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 1  reserved the sections that you wanted to delete
 2  and make reserved in order to effectuate what
 3  you've already done.  It's closing the circuit
 4  on that language.  And we would have already
 5  done it, of course, but it's a zoning ordinance.
 6  It requires deletion; have to go through all the
 7  formalities.
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: Need to open the public
 9  hearing, Mayor.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Comments from
11  the audience?
12            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.
13            I agree wholeheartedly by taking out
14  607 which precludes residents from renting out a
15  room to anybody.  Its occupant or owner should
16  be able to rent a room, as it were.
17            Of course I rushed out of the house
18  without getting all my stuff.  And I don't know
19  if this is the appropriate time; it's probably
20  not.  But during this discussion before, I
21  brought up the thing about occupational tax for
22  rental houses to address the rooming house
23  situation.  As part of this 607 which is going
24  to delete being able to -- or so that people can
25  --
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 1            And I'm asking a question, actually.
 2  Can people at this point -- if we take this out,
 3  which says that people cannot rent a room, does
 4  that automatically mean that they can rent a
 5  room?  And can we address the furtherance of
 6  occupational tax for people if they own three
 7  houses and we call them up and ask them if
 8  they're a for-profit, if they're renting this
 9  house for profit, if we can then -- and this is
10  a discussion that Mr. Weed has had -- require
11  them to get an occupational tax and be inspected
12  because they are for profit and thereby address
13  the rooming house situation?
14            Questions?  Anything?  Thank you.
15            MR. HART: A big problem with Doraville
16  has been the boarding houses.  That seemed like
17  that's all we talked about for about three or
18  four years is boarding houses and 20 cars in the
19  driveway and ladder trucks; and then the
20  discussion was ladder trucks, too many cars in
21  the driveway and rental houses and boarding
22  houses.
23            Whether taking this out addresses that,
24  we've got fraternity houses down on Chestnut
25  again where we had, you know, 15 cars in the
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 1  driveway and every room was rented out and they
 2  all had padlocks on the doors.  And does this
 3  renting out a room in your house clear the way
 4  for that to be more difficult to prosecute that
 5  sort of thing.
 6            I'm asking the question, because I know
 7  that has been a big thing in the past, particu-
 8  larly with Doraville having so many -- such a
 9  high percentage of the residential properties
10  being rental homes to begin with.  They turn
11  them into boarding houses, and not being able to
12  control that is going to be a big issue.  If the
13  Council would like to address that.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I can just say
15  that what we end up with is not perfect but
16  it'll be easier to fix as we go along.
17            MR. HART: I've heard that before.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody else?
19            Scott?
20            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, it's not
21  particularly relevant to this.  It is, but City
22  Council should entertain some sort of Code
23  amendments regarding the number of vehicles.  I
24  know that Roswell successfully -- as far as I
25  know, it has not been overturned in court --
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 1  limits the number of vehicles on a residential,
 2  single-family detached site.  I think it's to no
 3  more than five.  And it's something the City
 4  Council could entertain to address the concerns
 5  of Mr. Hart and others.
 6            We really do need to think in terms
 7  more of vehicle storage.  We have done that with
 8  the garage requirement that exists today which
 9  did not previously exist, but then we need to
10  think about parking as well.  So it's just some-
11  thing to keep in mind along with your actions
12  tonight.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I've already
14  had one conversation with one Councilperson
15  about looking for ways to start to tighten this
16  whole thing up.
17            MR. HAEBERLIN: Uh-huh.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Still in the
19  public --
20            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes.  Is there anything
21  further?
22            MAYOR JENKINS: We brought it back up
23  to the table.
24            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Weed, do
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 1  you have our City Code of Ordinances with you?
 2            MR. WEED: Yes.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: And this is
 4  similar, too.  But don't we have something
 5  already on the books for rental property in the
 6  City Code of Ordinances -- and I didn't bring
 7  that book with me -- something to the effect
 8  that yearly we would go out and inspect?
 9            MR. WEED: Well, let's talk about that.
10  I don't -- I mean I can look up what we have in
11  the book, but there are a couple of legal
12  issues.  The real estate -- the realtors board
13  has a very powerful lobby with the legislature
14  in Georgia.  And what occurred two years ago was
15  a local government attempted to create a
16  situation where whenever a new occupant entered
17  into a new apartment unit, that that triggered
18  an automatic inspection.  That was thrown out
19  essentially in superior court, and that local
20  government elected not to appeal the decision.
21  Sometime after that, the realtors lobby
22  approached the State Legislature, who modified
23  some of the laws, and generally you can't do
24  that anymore.  You can't do an individual
25  inspection of an individual unit automatically.
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 1            What you can do, of course, is if
 2  you've got any kind of probable cause adminis-
 3  tratively -- and probable cause can be as low a
 4  threshold as "We haven't inspected this building
 5  in ten years" -- you can go before a judge, get
 6  an administrative search warrant and go and
 7  inspect the building for violations.  You just
 8  can't do it on some automatic-trigger basis.
 9            So with regard to when we talked about
10  -- I guess, a couple of things:  one, can you
11  regulate how many cars are parked at a certain
12  property?  Absolutely, you can.
13            Can you regulate where the cars are
14  parked on a property?  Can you regulate that?
15  Yes, you can.  There's no doubt about that.
16  That's well-settled law.
17            With regard to what goes on inside a
18  home, you could regulate a number of things as
19  well.  And you've already done that by amending
20  some of the other codes with regard to, you
21  know, how structures are going to be carved up
22  with regard to occupancy.  And the best way of
23  doing that legally, we talked about before, is
24  you don't worry about definitions of rooms so
25  much; you worry about every human being is
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 1  entitled to X-amount of living space, and that's
 2  what you've done.  And those ordinances are very
 3  effective and very legal.  They're clearly
 4  defensible.
 5            With regard to boarding houses, to my
 6  knowledge, we don't have what I consider, you
 7  know, the place where, you know, Barney of
 8  Mayberry lived.  We don't have a traditional
 9  boarding house in some old Victorian home with
10  10 rooms in it that, you know, are literally
11  rented out to individuals.  Maybe we have that.
12  I'm just not aware of it.  I've never seen it.
13            But with regard to the payment of
14  occupation tax for rental facilities, the State
15  law is pretty clear:  we don't get to do that.
16  That lobby is extremely powerful.  And they're
17  exempt.  The legislature said, "You're exempt."
18            You know, there's lots of things you
19  could do to regulate those industries, but you
20  have to be very careful with regard to what you
21  can do.
22            So that's a pretty good synopsis of the
23  current law on the subject.
24            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'll make a
25  motion to amend Zoning Sections 607 and 809 to
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 1  delete it.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I will second


 3  that.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: More discussion?
 5                      - - -
 6                  (No response)
 7                      - - -
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
 9            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
10            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
11            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
12            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
13            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
15            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
16            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
17            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Motion we adjourn?
20            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: So moved.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
22            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Second.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
24            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Alexander?
25            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
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 1            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Bates?
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
 3            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Fleming?
 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
 5            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Pittman?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
 7            CLERK BRYANT: Councilmember Roche?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
10                      - - -
11       (Meeting adjourned at 8:50 p.m. the same
12  day.)
13                      -o0o-
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1             P R O C E E D I N G S
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Meeting come to order.
 3            Will you call the roll, please.
 4            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 5  Alexander?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Here.
 7            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Here.
 9            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Here.
11            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
12            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Here.
13            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Here.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
16  Spangler?
17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Here.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: I need to pass a
19  resolution.  In recognition and commending
20  Oakcliff Elementary School for being named an
21  Intel School of Distinction in Science
22  Excellence.  And I want to ask the Council to
23  make a motion to pass this resolution so I can
24  present it.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So moved.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Second.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Any discussion?
 3                      - - -
 4                  (No response)
 5                      - - -
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
 7            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 8  Alexander?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
10            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
11            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
12            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
14            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
15            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
16            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
18            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
19  Spangler?
20            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Ms. Ardell Saleem, will
22  you come up, please?
23            I'll read this again.  It's in
24  recognition and commending Oakcliff School for
25  being named an Intel School of Distinction in
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 1  Science Excellence.  So we commend you on
 2  working hard to get that.
 3            MS. SALEEM: Thank you so much,
 4  Honorable Mayor.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Do you want to
 6  say a couple words?
 7            MS. SALEEM: We just want to say to
 8  you, Honorable Mayor Jenkins and Councilmembers,
 9  that we are honored and we are humbled by this
10  recognition.  Know that this recognition will
11  inspire us, encourage us and definitely propel
12  us to continue to do the good work that we're
13  doing at Oakcliff Theme School, and we know that
14  it is as a result of the kind of support with
15  this recognition tonight, the feeling that
16  you're giving us, in addition to the long-term
17  recognition as well as collaboration that we
18  have with the city and Oakcliff Theme School.
19            Again, on behalf -- and we have several
20  of our staff members here.  May I quickly
21  recognize them?
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes, go ahead and
23  recognize them.
24            MS. SALEEM: Okay.  Thank you.
25            I have my boss, our area superintendent
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 1  for Region I in which Oakcliff Theme School is
 2  located, and that is Miss Beth Hackman.  Come on
 3  up.  Our counselor, Evelyn McKnight.  Our
 4  assistant principal, Robert McLeer.
 5            And please join me also in congratu-
 6  lating Mr. McLeer as to having been in education
 7  for over 37 years.  He will be retiring at the
 8  end of this school year, so we are so honored to
 9  have him as an administrator in our school
10  system and here in Doraville as well.
11                      - - -
12                   (Applause)
13                      - - -
14            MS. SALEEM: Also we have Dr. Mindy
15  DiSalvo who was instrumental in writing and
16  letting us know about the grant that Intel
17  offers to school of math and science
18  distinction.  So again -- also we have our
19  office secretary, Lucy Jordan.  She's here.  So
20  come up, come on up.
21            And once again, we know that this award
22  was bestowed upon us as a result of the
23  collaboration, hard work, and the efforts of our
24  staff, students, and this wonderful community of
25  Oakcliff.
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 1            So again, Honorable Mayor Jenkins, we
 2  thank you, and we thank you, Councilmembers,
 3  also for this commendation.
 4                      - - -
 5                   (Applause)
 6                      - - -
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: I present this
 8  resolution to you on behalf of the Mayor and the
 9  City Council of the City of Doraville
10  (presenting).
11                      - - -
12              (Brief photo session)
13                      - - -
14            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: There may be
15  members of the audience who may not be aware of
16  why you're receiving this resolution and what
17  the Intel grant is composed of.  Could you share
18  with everybody what you received, how much you
19  received and why you received it?
20            MS. SALEEM: Okay.  Sure.
21            Oakcliff Theme School was first named a
22  finalist nationally.  Intel awards Schools of
23  Distinction in two areas, math and science, and
24  one elementary, middle school and high school is
25  chosen for each of those two areas, math and
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 1  science.  And about three weeks ago, we received
 2  notification that Oakcliff Theme School was a
 3  finalist, and at that time we received $2500 as
 4  being named a finalist.  We also knew that if we
 5  were chosen as the elementary school -- there
 6  were two other schools competing with us; one
 7  was in California and one was in Florida.  And
 8  so the idea of this small, wonderful school in
 9  Doraville, Georgia, being chosen was just a
10  phenomenon.
11            But we knew that we had a really good
12  chance because of the programs that we have at
13  Oakcliff Theme School.  The instructional
14  quality that we offer our boys and girls, we
15  have a Small Fry program, we have a garden club,
16  we have a web event, just several other hands-on
17  instructional activities in the area of science
18  integrated with other course subject areas.
19            After having been chosen as a finalist,
20  we were visited by one of the Intel representa-
21  tives, and he was so impressed to see that our
22  school, as multi-culture, as diverse as it is, a
23  high percentage of free- and reduced-lunch
24  students that attend our school, to see that we
25  were offering the quality of education, hands-
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 1  on, higher-order thinking, parental involvement,
 2  just really impressed him, what we were doing at
 3  our school here at Oakcliff.
 4            One of the things that we stressed as
 5  we interviewed and talked with the representa-
 6  tive was that we feel as a result of having the
 7  community involvement, the collaboration of our
 8  staff and faculty and professional learning.
 9  Dr. Mindy DiSalvo was instrumental in writing
10  the grant as well as informing us of the grant,
11  and so we definitely give her much kudos for
12  that and her being instrumental in bringing the
13  information to us.
14            So once we received the phone call that
15  we were the finalist for an elementary school in
16  the area of science, that meant that we would be
17  receiving an additional $10,000 along with
18  $100,000 of professional learning resources and
19  technology from the Intel sponsors and the
20  company itself.  Also myself, along with a
21  teacher, board member, area superintendent, will
22  get an opportunity to go to Washington to
23  receive this recognition and just be treated
24  elegantly there.
25            So we are very humbled, and we know
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 1  that to whom much is given much is expected.  So
 2  we are still constantly striving to continue the
 3  progress and to ask that the community continues
 4  the support that it has given in the past and
 5  presently.  So thank you so very much.
 6                      - - -
 7                   (Applause)
 8                      - - -
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.  Thank you
10  all for coming.
11            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you very
12  much.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Thank you


14  very much.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you, and


16  congratulations.
17            MAYOR JENKINS: We had to delay the
18  first of the millage rates.  I believe that's
19  till the 28th?
20            CLERK BLACKMON: The 28th at 6:30 will
21  be the deciding meeting on whether we will raise
22  it or keep it the same.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.  Will that be the
24  deciding meeting or --
25            CLERK BLACKMON: That's the one --
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: -- the first meeting?
 2            CLERK BLACKMON: -- where Council will
 3  decide what they want to do, and then there will
 4  be proceeding meetings depending on the yes-or-
 5  no.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
 7            CLERK BLACKMON: I'll have to advertise
 8  the following meetings afterwards.
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: That will be the 28th
10  at 6:30?
11            CLERK BLACKMON: At 6:30, yes, sir.  It
12  has already been advertised.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay, good.
14            Resolution on Central Avenue sidewalks.
15  Do we have that resolution?
16            MR. HOWE: Murray, do you have it?
17            MAYOR JENKINS: Murray?
18            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes, I do.  The
19  resolution was e-mailed to you, the first
20  version, about a week ago.
21            Mr. Howe made some other comments which
22  I thought were really insightful with regard to
23  the history and the purpose of the resolution.
24  I included those comments today, sent another
25  e-mail with the modifications today.  I have an
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 1  original here if you choose to adopt the same.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Is everybody ready to
 3  adopt the resolution?
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I do have a
 5  question or two about that, Mayor.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Go ahead.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: On July 7th of
 8  last year, the motion was made and passed
 9  unanimously to allocate $150,000 to start
10  building the sidewalk, and my question is why is
11  it taking 10 months before anything's happened?
12            MAYOR JENKINS: I think there was a
13  motion made also shortly after that that we
14  would take that out of the budget.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Actually, there
16  wasn't, Mayor.
17            MAYOR JENKINS: Sir?
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No, it wasn't,
19  Mayor.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, then, maybe you
21  can answer your own question.  Why was it taken
22  out?
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No, it was not
24  taken out of the budget, Mayor.
25            As part of a cost reduction program
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 1  that was submitted or presented back in I think
 2  August of last year, we said, well, given that,
 3  we may want to delay it.  But the cost reduction
 4  program was not accepted by the Council or
 5  anything else.  So as far as this is concerned,
 6  it's still on the books, still ready to go.
 7            Even if that had been, that was still
 8  August of last year when it was decided not to
 9  take this out of the budget.  So to my know-
10  edge, this has never been removed from the
11  budget, there's never been a vote on it since
12  then.
13            And I guess my question is why would it
14  take 10 months?  And then what we're doing here
15  is apparently we're applying for a grant which
16  we may or may not get.
17            Back on July 7th of last year, the
18  Council voted unanimously to get started on the
19  sidewalk.  Nothing has happened.  And I guess
20  the point is, you know, what's the point of us
21  voting to do these things if they're not going
22  to ever take place?
23            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Did anyone


24  take minutes when we were having the budget
25  review meetings?
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 1            CLERK BLACKMON: Yes, and I was just
 2  thinking about that.  I'll pull them, but I
 3  believe we decided we were going to put it off.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I think so.


 5  I thought Mr. Roche during the budget review
 6  meeting had said he wanted to postpone it.
 7            CLERK BLACKMON: That was what I
 8  recollect, too, but I was going to make myself a
 9  note.  I'll look.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Okay.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: If that was the
12  case, I think the budget review meetings were
13  happening in December, so six full months had
14  gone by with no action.  Even then, six months
15  had gone by with no action whatsoever.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Did you say that
17  somebody --
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So it was going
19  to be put off anyway, I guess.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: -- somebody did
21  postpone it; is that correct?
22            CLERK BLACKMON: I believe we
23  discussed, when we were doing the budget
24  reviews, putting it off, and I don't think it's
25  been brought up since, but I will go back and
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 1  look at the minutes.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I think
 3  somebody needs to go back and look at the
 4  minutes because it was said more than once that
 5  as soon as the sidewalk on Park is finished that
 6  we were going to start on the Central Avenue --
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: That was my --
 8            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- sidewalk.


 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- understanding,
10  too.  That's not what we passed, but that was my
11  understanding of what happened.
12            And again, at this point, we may or may
13  not get this grant, so, you know, we're going to
14  wait -- How long does it take to find out if
15  we're going to get the grant?
16            MR. HOWE: June 5th.
17            Then we have a DOT.  We passed a
18  similar resolution in December that is almost
19  identical to the one that I'm asking you to pass
20  tonight, that we passed for support of the DOT
21  grant which will be announced in July.
22            This is part of the stimulus package.
23  Dekalb County has gotten the stimulus money, and
24  we're asking them for a portion of the stimulus
25  money to do the Central Avenue sidewalk.
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 1            Now, if this doesn't materialize or the
 2  DOT grant doesn't materialize, then I think we
 3  can think about moving forward with spending our
 4  own money, but I would give this a chance to
 5  come to fruition before I would start spending
 6  money out of our own coffers.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Clearly, I mean I
 8  will support this resolution, but we didn't vote
 9  unanimously to look for grants.  We voted
10  unanimously to get started with this.  And this
11  is just another example of something that the
12  Council has voted and passed and there's been no
13  action taken.
14            MAYOR JENKINS: Why did you wait till
15  now to bring it up?
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I've been
17  bringing it up over and over and over again,
18  Mayor, but nothing ever happens.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Come on up, Tom.
20            You put under Mayor's Comment,
21  Sidewalks and Millage Rate.  What's your name?
22            MR. HART: What?
23            MAYOR JENKINS: You did not write your
24  name on here.
25            MR. HART: Oh.  Thank you.
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 1            Actually, the Central Avenue sidewalk
 2  was voted on long before this.  We sold bricks,
 3  and we still have five pallets of bricks sitting
 4  over at the maintenance center.  They were paid
 5  for and bought out of our $10,000 on the
 6  Chestnut side, because, as you recall, the
 7  original program was to go from Buena Vista to
 8  the MARTA station, and the bricks were purchased
 9  for that, and the pallets are still sitting
10  there.  We were supposed to cross Buford Highway
11  but it was stopped at City Hall.
12            We bought boxes, crates of nails, pins.
13  The pins that were used to mount the trees over
14  here, they came from the Chestnut sidewalk
15  money.  The materials were used across the
16  street on Park Avenue.
17            The Park Avenue sidewalk is still not
18  finished.  It was not done properly.  It was not
19  signed off by GDOT, and the fire truck apron at
20  Buford Highway and Park Avenue was never
21  completed properly and the sidewalk on Park
22  Avenue is still not completed.
23            As far as the stimulus money, I talked
24  to Dekalb County.  They agreed and also GDOT
25  agreed about a traffic light at Chestnut, which
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 1  was part of the Chestnut sidewalk project.  The
 2  intersection of Shallowford, New Peachtree and
 3  Buford Highway intersection, they would also
 4  like to do that because it's a major problem of
 5  traffic.  And Dekalb also GDOT would like to
 6  participate, and they've already got preliminary
 7  drawings on that.
 8            It's not a matter of applying for
 9  grants.  It's talking to the proper people at
10  GDOT and Dekalb County and moving forward with
11  projects that we voted on two/three years ago.
12            So as far as the Central Avenue, we've
13  got five pallets of bricks that we paid for
14  already.  We've already got boxes of materials
15  sitting over there that were paid for to go on
16  Central Avenue.  It's just that if it's done
17  properly, the City could move forward with the
18  project without spending $150,000.
19            The problem is, like on Park Avenue, if
20  it's done improperly, if it's done without
21  drawings, it's done without GDOT signing off on
22  it, then it's not a proper way to move forward.
23            So when we finish the Park Avenue
24  project, then they should move forward with the
25  Central Avenue project.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: What do we got to do to
 2  Park Avenue?
 3            MR. HART: Well, what was supposed to
 4  have gone there were proper construction plans
 5  so that it's within 500 feet of a GDOT highway.
 6  It's supposed to have been signed off by GDOT.
 7  When the buses go around the corner of Park
 8  Avenue, off Buford Highway, there's not enough
 9  room there.
10            Now, when we started the project, we
11  put a curb in the center section that widened
12  the road two feet.  What didn't happen is
13  Georgia Department of Transportation never
14  signed off on it and never gave the okay, and
15  the apron down at the corner was never done
16  correctly.  They just threw the sidewalk in and
17  didn't fix the curbs.
18            The other thing is they never painted
19  the crosswalks in for the ADA ramps, so it's
20  still not complete.
21            And it was cost shifted.  Most of the
22  materials used for that project were taken off
23  the $10,000 that came off of Chestnut.  All the
24  construction lumber, cases of nails, all the
25  pins that cost $4 apiece, all of our costs
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 1  shifted to that from off the other project.  And
 2  all those materials are already sitting over
 3  there at the Maintenance Department ready to go
 4  up Central Avenue.  It's just because it just
 5  keeps stopping at City Hall.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: We don't need any
 7  bricks on Central Avenue.  We're putting
 8  sidewalk in.
 9            MR. HART: Well, they were purchased --
10            MAYOR JENKINS: -- like it's supposed
11  to be done.
12            MR. HART: Well, if --
13            MAYOR JENKINS: Tom, let me ask you
14  something.
15            MR. HART: Okay.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Do you have anything to
17  comment on millage rate?
18            MR. HART: No.  I think this time that
19  you raise the millage rate and go into recession
20  may be a little -- not the proper thing to do.
21            Thank you.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I'd like to make
23  a motion that we pass this resolution for the
24  Central Avenue sidewalk.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I second.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yeah.  I would


 4  just like to ask Mr. Howe again when we will
 5  know whether or not we will get the stimulus
 6  money.
 7            MR. HOWE: I was told around June 5th.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: June the 5th?


 9            MR. HOWE: Now, it has to ultimately be
10  approved by the Commission, and that's basically
11  this resolution is asking Dekalb County for that
12  money.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: So at what
14  time would it be expected if we were to receive
15  this money, for it to be received?
16            MR. HOWE: It'll be a shovel-ready
17  project, so we'll have 120 days to get started
18  after the day they decide to give us the money.
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And you're
20  saying they're going to decide on June the 5th?
21            MR. HOWE: That's what I was told.
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Luke, make sure you
23  were told that it's not set in stone, June 5th.
24            MR. HOWE: No, I don't think it's set
25  in stone, but that's what I was told by the
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 1  Dekalb County Department of Community
 2  Development.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And then you


 4  feel like within 120 days of June the 5th if
 5  that is the day that they approve it, that we
 6  would be able to -- 120 days after June the 5th,
 7  we would be able to start construction on it.
 8            MR. HOWE: Yes, sir.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: You mentioned a


10  GDOT grant that will come due or be available or
11  the decision will be July?
12            MR. HOWE: Yes, ma'am.  This was a
13  grant we applied for at the end of 2008,
14  December 2008, and we still have not -- that's
15  still pending.  They have not told us whether or
16  not those -- Tilly Mill was also part of that.
17  And I submitted Central as a shovel-ready
18  project because I had concerns about the shovel-
19  readiness of Tilly Mill.
20            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: But if we get
21  the stimulus-money grant, if we get it and
22  possibly be so fortunate to get the GDOT grant?
23            MR. HOWE: Then we would give the
24  Central Avenue portion of the GDOT grant back
25  and we would move forward with Tilly Mill.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: So it's just
 2  for sidewalks and not for, for instance,
 3  repaving Central or expanding -- not expanding
 4  but widening --
 5            MR. HOWE: No, ma'am.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- for the
 7  GDOT?
 8            MR. HOWE: It would be for sidewalks.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.  All
10  right.  Thank you.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
12                      - - -
13                  (No response)
14                      - - -
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
16            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
17  Alexander?
18            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
19            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
20            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
21            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
23            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
24            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
25            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
 2            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 3  Spangler?
 4            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: I'd like to approve the
 6  minutes for 5/4/09.  Do I get a motion?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: So moved.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Second.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: More discussion?
11                      - - -
12                  (No response)
13                      - - -
14            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
16  Alexander?
17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
18            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
19            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
20            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
22            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
23            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
24            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
25            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
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 1            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 2  Spangler?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  On this next
 5  item of hiring an accountant or a finance
 6  director, we run into a situation on our last
 7  interviews, and the person that the Council
 8  chose did not show up.  He was supposed to be
 9  here on the 4th -- Monday morning, the 4th.
10            I had to get one of my officers to go
11  to his home.  He would not answer e-mails or
12  phone.  I'm just bringing this up as background.
13  And finally they did get in touch with him, and
14  he said he got another job, and that's all.  He
15  never let the Council or the Mayor or anybody
16  know anything.
17            So anyway, after that happened, I took
18  it on myself to set up a committee, and we
19  luckily got two more interviews and we
20  interviewed two other people.  So we chose the
21  gentleman I gave you, Mr. Darlow A. Maxwell.
22  He's well qualified.  He's got 21 years
23  experience in accounting.
24            This was what I call an emergency.  I
25  did it as Mayor of the City of Doraville, and I
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 1  certainly hope the Council backs me up.  We've
 2  got the audit in a little over a month that's
 3  coming up.  We got some IRS situations that we
 4  have to get taken care of immediately.  And I
 5  asked the man to come in on Wednesday, of course
 6  after the Council approves it.
 7            I have an option, according to the
 8  Charter, to get a committee and hire somebody
 9  myself, but I have to have the Council to back
10  me up and approve it.
11            And this is the way it stands right
12  now.  I've got him set up to come in Wednesday,
13  of course with the approval of the Council.
14            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Who was on the


15  committee, Mayor, to interview these people?
16            MAYOR JENKINS: My City Clerk and Luke.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I think it would
18  be better if the Council got a chance to
19  interview these people.  First of all, we
20  actually did interview someone two weeks ago
21  Monday who was fully qualified also.  She had
22  five years experience as an accountant for
23  cities and towns and governments.  She had a
24  master's degree in public administration.  I
25  mean if we were so desperate, why wouldn't we
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 1  just offer it up to the second person?
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Because the Council
 3  chose to go from her to the other person that we
 4  hired.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So, then, why
 6  wasn't she still a candidate?
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: We had two people that
 8  approved of that particular person and four for
 9  the man.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, actually we


11  didn't have a vote on that second person.
12            MAYOR JENKINS: No.  Well, we actually
13  did when we chose the man.  We interviewed three
14  people.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Okay.  So the
16  first person didn't show up that Monday morning.
17  Of course we didn't find out about this until --
18  I found out about it Friday, later.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: You probably found out
20  before I did.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No, I didn't.
22            MAYOR JENKINS: I was very confused.  I
23  gave him every chance to come.  I even sent a
24  Police officer out so that if he happened to be
25  sick or he had to go out of town or something.
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 1  And it didn't work out that way.  I don't know
 2  what happened.
 3            But, now, we can sit here and talk
 4  about it all night, but I have done according to
 5  the Charter.  And if I get the Council to back
 6  me up, this man will be here Wednesday morning.
 7  He is of course 90 day probation, and he'll go
 8  through the full background check.  But we must
 9  get somebody in there this week.  We cannot wait
10  another week, Bob.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, you created


12  the emergency, Mayor.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I agree with


14  Mr. Roche.  The lady we interviewed was my
15  choice over the gentleman that the majority of
16  the Council decided on.
17            I think, first of all, I feel like that
18  the Council should have had an opportunity to
19  interview these people.  It's not that I
20  distrust you, Mayor, or --
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, I --
22            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- the
23  committee.
24            MAYOR JENKINS: -- think that's what it
25  is.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: No.  It's just
 2  the fact that --
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: I think that the
 4  Council should have a little confidence in the
 5  Mayor that he can make a right decision
 6  occasionally.  I have not pushed this since I've
 7  been here, but I'm pushing it this time.
 8            And if I can get a motion on the table
 9  -- which I'd like to ask for a motion that we
10  hire Mr. Darlow A. Maxwell.  And you can call
11  him accountant, finance director.  We'll make a
12  motion on that, too.  But I'd like to have a
13  motion.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I'd like to make
15  a motion that we schedule interviews with Mr.
16  Maxwell and whoever else submitted a resume, and
17  also bring in that other person that we also --
18            MAYOR JENKINS: I asked for a motion.
19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I gave you
20  a motion, Mayor.  I mean --
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Not the motion I asked
22  for.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Do I get a
24  second on that?
25            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I second it.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I just feel
 3  like, Mayor, that the whole Council should be
 4  involved.  This is an important position.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: I brought the Council
 6  involved all the way up until it's got to a
 7  situation that I have got to have somebody in
 8  that room back there.
 9            We got a motion and a second.  Anymore
10  discussion?
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Mayor, will


12  he be considered a director?
13            MAYOR JENKINS: I'm going to ask the
14  Council if they want him to be a finance
15  director or an accountant, whichever the Council
16  wants.
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: And what salary


18  are you offering?
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Sixty-five thousand.
20  The other interview was seventy, and I had to
21  wait two or three weeks on that one.  So this
22  man's ready to go to work immediately.  Same
23  benefits everybody else has got.
24            Okay.  On the motion to re-interview,
25  call the roll.
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 1            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 2  Alexander?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: No.
 4            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
 5            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: No.
 6            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: No.
 8            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: No.
10            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
12            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
13  Spangler?
14            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
15            I think we owe it to ourselves to make
16  sure we get the best possible person for this
17  position.  I understand we're stressed for time,
18  but this is our fault for being pushed for time
19  because of the things and the ways that we went
20  about creating the vacancy.
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Mayor, I'll
22  make the motion to extend the offer to Mr.
23  Darlow A. Maxwell for the city accountant
24  position.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: City accountant.  Is
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 1  that the way you want it?
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes, sir.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Second.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
 6                      - - -
 7                  (No response)
 8                      - - -
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll, please.
10            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
11  Alexander?
12            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
13            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
14            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
16            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
17            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
18            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
19            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
20            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
21            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
22  Spangler?
23            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: No.
24            MAYOR JENKINS: Anybody that wants to
25  meet Mr. Darlow Maxwell, come up Wednesday
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 1  morning.  He'll be doing his paperwork, and I
 2  think you'll meet a fine gentleman.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I would like to
 4  find out, though --
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I would like to
 7  know, Mayor, how we justify bypassing the
 8  Charter on this.  The Charter specifically says
 9  that the Council has hiring and firing
10  authority.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Murray?
12            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Seems like we've
13  twisted this all out of --
14            MAYOR JENKINS: If you want to get into
15  it, okay.  Murray can answer that.  I can, but
16  I'm going to let Murray answer.
17            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, to make a long
18  story short, what the Charter provides for is
19  that the Mayor and Council have got general
20  supervisory, hiring and firing authority of our
21  overall personnel.
22            It also says in the same paragraph that
23  the Council, by virtue of an ordinance, can
24  adopt whatever ordinances it sees fit; it can
25  delegate that authority to management through
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 1  such ordinances.
 2            In this case, in my opinion, that's
 3  exactly what has occurred.  The Council adopted,
 4  by virtue of an ordinance, a personnel manual
 5  which is in existence now, and sections of that
 6  manual clearly indicate that the Mayor does have
 7  authority to interview and bring forth
 8  candidates to the Council for the Council's
 9  final approval.
10            That appears to have occurred in this
11  case.  I interpose no legal objection to the
12  procedure which has been followed in this
13  particular instance.
14            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: So what you're


15  saying is Council has no right to be able to
16  interview any of these potential candidates.
17            ATTORNEY WEED: No, sir.  What I'm
18  saying is that the ordinances that this Council
19  adopted indicate plainly that the Council may
20  interview City Hall personnel.  I assume that
21  Mr. Maxwell will be housed in City Hall but
22  don't know that as a fact.  But clearly, the
23  ordinances say "may."  "May" is never mandatory,
24  unlike the word "shall."
25            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And when was
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 1  this ordinance passed?
 2            ATTORNEY WEED: It was passed at the
 3  same time that the personnel handbook was
 4  adopted.  Give me one second and I can give you
 5  the date.  Off the top of my head, I think it's
 6  2-240, but give me a second to look it up.
 7            I was correct.  It's 2-240.  It was
 8  adopted by ordinance number 03-07, Section 2,
 9  8-4-03.
10            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: What date?
11            ATTORNEY WEED: Apparently ordinance
12  number 03-07, date August the 4th of 2003,
13  that's when the City adopted the current version
14  of the Doraville Employee Manual, or at least
15  that's what's in the bound Code.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Thank you,
18  Mr. Weed.
19            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes, sir.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Next item on the agenda
21  is Bob Roche.
22            Wait just a minute.
23            Do you want to change the date?  Go
24  ahead.
25            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: We had to
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 1  cancel the Movies Under the Stars because of the
 2  weather.  We have rescheduled it for May 30th, 7
 3  o'clock.  We apologize.  We had to make a call
 4  around 1 o'clock, and at the time, it was
 5  storming and the field was wet.  But it will be
 6  rescheduled May 30th, on Saturday.
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: What time?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Two weeks.  7


 9  o'clock.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: 7 o'clock.
11            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes, sir.
12            MAYOR JENKINS: What if it rains?
13            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Well, don't say


14  that.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Bring you a piece of
16  plastic and your blanket.
17            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes, sir.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: Bob?
19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Thank you, Mayor.


20            The next item is -- we passed an
21  ordinance earlier this year, 2009-03, which
22  provides for changes in the fees and fee
23  schedule.  This is not posted on the Internet
24  yet, or, I'm sorry, on the Web site.  I've
25  requested that twice.  I finally got a copy from
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 1  someone else which I chose to leave home today.
 2            Anyway, I had a talk with one of the
 3  landlords.  He owns property out here on
 4  Clearview.  And he talked about they had a group
 5  that wanted to continue -- that was some kind of
 6  Hispanic Narcotics Anonymous or AA or something
 7  like that meeting that was going on over there -
 8  - and when the tenant moved out, the group
 9  wanted to continue to use that room, and he was
10  willing to rent it to them.  But they discovered
11  that they would have had to request a condi-
12  tional use, and they found out that was about
13  $850, potentially more than that if there was a
14  variance involved.
15            I just feel like that the appeals -- if
16  you come here and you go to the City Planner, if
17  he says no, basically you have a pretty steep
18  wall here, because if you want to appeal
19  anything and get past, you know, either the --
20  well, I guess in this case, the City Planner,
21  you're looking at a minimum of $750 and you pay
22  that $750.  Now, the Council may -- if you win,
23  they may or may not give it back to you.
24            I just feel like the appeal process
25  needs to be a whole lot cheaper than that.  I
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 1  think $750 or $850, or making a modification of
 2  something you've already submitted, of $750,
 3  just seems awful steep.  And I think what's
 4  going to happen is people are going to say, "You
 5  know what?  It's not worth it.  I'll just go
 6  someplace else."
 7            So what I want to do is to bring to the
 8  Council that we -- I want to suggest that we
 9  modify these particular fees in 2009-03, and I
10  mean I'm certainly open for suggestions.  I was
11  thinking maybe 50 bucks or a hundred bucks to
12  start with.  Now, if it's a subsequent appeal,
13  you know, maybe we can get into that.  But I
14  just think that's a very steep wall to have to
15  climb.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Scott, can you give us
17  an update on how much it costs actually?
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: Sure.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: If it is steep, we'll
20  look at it, but just give us an update on it.
21            MR. HAEBERLIN: As you recall, before
22  we adopted this 2009-03, which was on February
23  17, 2009, which addressed a number of fees,
24  appeals were absolutely free.  So the gentleman
25  that did apply on Clearview Avenue and
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 1  previously came before the City Council, which
 2  is the only appeal that we've processed in eight
 3  months now, paid absolutely nothing for his
 4  appeal because he predated this ordinance.
 5            I've previously provided you a synopsis
 6  of basically what it costs just for the City
 7  Clerk, the Attorney, myself and the court
 8  reporter, which is about $1150 an hour.  So this
 9  is certainly not revenue-neutral.  We are still
10  losing money on this.  We're losing
11  approximately $400 every time we process an
12  appeal, and that is if the Council does not
13  return the fees to the applicant.  So again,
14  these are fixed costs; they're not variable.
15  These folks have to be paid whether they're here
16  or not.
17            I have heard lots of discussions in
18  previous budget meetings about the deficit
19  situation that the City is in.  I certainly want
20  to go on record as being opposed to this,
21  particularly if it's used as a performance
22  measure for myself as the City Planner, and
23  believe that, if anything, that the appeal fee
24  should be raised to reflect actual costs.
25  Again, I think that is the purpose of our fee
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 1  schedule is to cover our actual costs.
 2            We do not want to encourage frivolous
 3  appeals.  In the discussions of the particular
 4  applicant that followed, they came in and
 5  applied for a business license.  They did not
 6  have one.  They were operating without one.  And
 7  it was reviewed and was denied in accordance
 8  with the Code.
 9            What you're really telling me,
10  Councilman Roche, or I feel, is that you don't
11  trust your staff to do their job.  And that does
12  really concern me, because it is crystal clear
13  in the situation of the person who applied that
14  they were required to have conditional use.  So
15  if that is indeed the case, then you need to
16  modify your Code of Ordinances, because staff
17  was merely implementing the  Code, and that's
18  what I'm supposed to do.
19            So like I said, I have to go on record
20  as being opposed to this.  This is another
21  situation where the City of Doraville can come
22  into a revenue deficit as a result of actions.
23  And this will also require the City to modify
24  this ordinance and then expend again more
25  attorney fees.  So like I said, I'm opposed to
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 1  this.  I cannot fathom why we would consider
 2  doing this.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you, Scott.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: One more
 5  question, Scott, I want to ask.  You said these
 6  are fixed fees, okay.  Now, if a person didn't
 7  come before us and make an appeal, there would
 8  be no -- I mean it's still a fixed fee for
 9  everybody except the attorney --
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct, but we --
11            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- if the
12  attorney is involved.
13            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- will not be
14  expending an hour of our time on their appeal,
15  which then adds to the length of time of the
16  meeting.  So obviously, when you say it's a
17  fixed cost, remember, with our meetings only
18  typically going for shorter periods now, we are
19  not accomplishing the agenda.  So this is an
20  additional hour that we'd be paying for, because
21  Mr. Weed is an hourly basis and the court
22  reporter's an hourly basis, and the City Clerk
23  and myself are actually time-and-a-half.  So
24  like I said, I can't understand why you would
25  not consider this a fixed-cost loss.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: You say you're


 2  time-and-a-half --
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, sir.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- and the
 5  City Clerk's time-and-a-half.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, sir.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I thought
 8  salaried positions were no overtime.
 9            CLERK BLACKMON: We haven't had that
10  meeting.
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: You guys have not
12  resolved that.
13            ATTORNEY WEED: Council's not resolved
14  that.
15            If you're looking to me for a legal
16  opinion, you can always pay a person overtime
17  whether they're salaried or not.  And until you
18  determine if a position's exempt or non-exempt,
19  then my advice would be to assume that they get
20  time-and-a-half overtime or comp time, to play
21  it safe.
22            But I do think you should make the
23  decisions about exempt or non-exempt soon.
24            MR. HAEBERLIN: Like I say, I think
25  you're going to encourage frivolous appeals.
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 1            Most of these folks, there is a crystal
 2  clear answer in that Code.  That's the reason
 3  that Code is written that way.  And trust me,
 4  people get the benefit of the doubt.  But when
 5  it's a crystal clear answer, the answer is
 6  provided in a timely manner.  The person waited
 7  less than one business day to receive the
 8  answer, and I think that is -- to me, that's
 9  excellent customer service.  They applied; they
10  got an answer in one business day or less.
11            Any other questions?
12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: No.
13            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I do have a
15  comment.  I just wanted to say, first of all,
16  this is not about trusting or distrusting staff.
17  I'm not sure why you injected that into here.
18            This is about saying these are our
19  rules today, these are our conditional uses that
20  are available.  And they come to the City Clerk
21  or the City Planner or whoever, and they say,
22  "No.  It's against the rules."
23            And they say, "Okay, fine.  But can you
24  change the rule in my case?"  That's the whole
25  point of an appeal.  It's not a matter of
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 1  interpreting the law.  It's a --
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: No, sir.  You're
 3  misunderstanding Section 1401 of the Code
 4  completely.  You're granting a variance to the
 5  Zoning Code administratively?  Even the Council
 6  is held to the requirements to advertise
 7  variances, so I think you are misunderstanding
 8  that, sir.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I still
10  think it's way too expensive.  If I remember
11  correctly, the last fiscal year that I saw, I
12  think the building department took in something
13  like $300,000 and the expenses for that
14  department were only about a hundred thousand
15  dollars.
16            I understand what you're saying about
17  costs, you know, costing, and I understand that,
18  believe me.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, we are quite
20  frankly very lucky, because we still of course
21  do not have a number of full-time employees.
22  They do not have vehicles; or they're driving
23  their own vehicles, they're under contract.  We
24  still do not have a facility for us to locate
25  in.  So I would hasten to say to you that that
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 1  department may be supporting other departments
 2  in some respects but it's certainly not wasting
 3  money at this time.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No one is saying
 5  you're wasting money.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: Like I said, I think
 7  that you're totally -- you're totally misunder-
 8  standing Section 1401 of the Zoning Code.  I
 9  mean where something is crystal clear, it is not
10  for the applicant to come to the City Council
11  and say, "Hey, I'd like to have an industrial
12  plant on an R-1 zoned piece of property."
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No one's saying
14  that.
15            MR. HAEBERLIN: So I mean it's --
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: What we're
17  talking about --
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- in the same respect.
19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- is conditional
20  uses.  What we're talking about is a conditional
21  use or situation where someone says, you know,
22  this is zoned this way, which means that -- I
23  think in that case it was -- wasn't it a
24  narcotics --
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: It was O-I, conditional
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 1  use, yes, sir.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.
 3            And they just said, fine, it's not
 4  going to damage anything, it's not going to hurt
 5  anything.  It's just like a variance.
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: That is --
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: But the --
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- a subjective inter-
 9  pretation --
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Exactly, and
11  that's why --
12            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- and that is not for
13  staff.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: -- (overspeaking)
15            I'm not going to argue with you.
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: I understand, sir.  I'm
17  going to respectfully disagree with you.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: That's fine.
19            So if the Council wants to make it very
20  expensive to appeal any decisions, that's fine,
21  I mean if that's what the Council wants to do.
22  I just think it's worthwhile to take another
23  look at these fees and bring them down into
24  reach for people that may want to do something
25  that we may want to do here in Doraville,
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 1  because if they don't, if it's going to be that
 2  expensive, they're simply going to go someplace
 3  else.
 4            You know, we keep talking about how the
 5  economy's bad and we want to encourage more
 6  people to come into town.  Well, you know, I'm
 7  not going to -- personally, I wouldn't risk $850
 8  to open some kind of business that may not meet
 9  the letter of the law, so --
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Weed, when


11  you wrote the ordinance, or Scott, whose
12  guidelines of fees did you go by?
13            ATTORNEY WEED: I'm the drafter of the
14  ordinance with regard to the content.
15  Mr. Haeberlin made recommendations to the
16  Council, and I put it in the proper legal form.
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: I was really looking at
19  really, like I said, basic fixed costs hourly
20  zoomed down and calculated, I've never seen us
21  go through a public hearing in less than an
22  hour, so use an hour as the basis.  I certainly
23  did not include the costs of the other facets of
24  security and the Council salaries and heating
25  and air conditioning and all the other things
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 1  that go into holding a hearing.  It was a very
 2  base, a very conservative cost.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I was just
 4  wondering whether you had compared it to other
 5  municipalities that you had previously worked
 6  for.
 7            MR. HAEBERLIN: I did look at other
 8  municipalities, and some of them have these
 9  opportunities for appeals, some of them
10  certainly have much higher numbers than us and
11  some have lower.  But we're not a county
12  generally where there are new residential
13  building permits, that are supporting all those
14  other planning departments, allowing somebody to
15  apply for something and spend $50.00.  I mean
16  $50.00 doesn't even cover the copying cost for
17  us.  So those other counties are certainly
18  blessed by new building permits, and they
19  achieve a lot of revenue which allows them to do
20  things at little or no cost to the public.
21  Unfortunately, we're not in that case.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Bob?
24            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I don't
25  know.  Like I said, I'm bringing it to the
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 1  Council to see if anyone has any suggestions or
 2  recommendations.  If we want to go ahead and
 3  keep pushing people out of town, we can continue
 4  to do that.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: I don't have any
 6  comment on that.  Does the Council?
 7            I don't see where we're pushing anybody
 8  out of town.  I haven't heard anybody complain
 9  about the charge that we charge them.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I brought
11  it up and I put it on the record.
12            MAYOR JENKINS: Excuse me?
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I said I brought
14  it up and I got it on the record.
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Do you want to
16  get a motion or anything, Bob?
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, there are
18  six of us up here, Mayor, or seven of us.  And
19  you know, if you're going to make a motion,
20  usually there's some kind of a problem-solving
21  thing, you know, where we all work together.  I
22  mean I know that's kind of gone by the wayside,
23  so --
24            MAYOR JENKINS: I sure wish that would
25  work more.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Can I ask
 2  Mr. Haeberlin one more question, Mayor?
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Excuse me.  Go ahead.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Can I ask
 5  Mr. Haeberlin?
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Haeberlin,


 8  have there been any applicants that have come to
 9  you that have been turned away that did not come
10  back to you for appeal purposes?
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: Oh, absolutely.  Every
12  day we have people apply for things that -- and
13  that's the nature of zoning:  you tell people
14  more "no" than you do "yes."  And certainly, you
15  know, we get a lot of crazy or very unusual
16  requests for the department, and there are a lot
17  of properties in the city that should perhaps
18  consider rezoning.  I always encourage people to
19  go back and tell their landlord, you know, maybe
20  you should consider rezoning this property.  A
21  lot of these inquiries result from historical
22  zoning which is inappropriate for the
23  properties.
24            So when you say "turned away," they're
25  getting an answer.  They may not be filing an
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 1  appeal per se.  They're told the appropriate
 2  zoning category that they should be in for this
 3  example and they're also counseled to review the
 4  city map, and of course there's a number of
 5  properties available.
 6            Usually we're dealing with somebody
 7  with a business license -- occupational tax
 8  license as Mr. Weed likes to refer to it -- that
 9  has already signed a lease and has already moved
10  into a facility and is actually operating in
11  violation of the City Code.  So that's very
12  common.  That's probably 50 percent of the
13  applicants I get.
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Would it be
15  wise for us to consider keeping a log of
16  applicants, of their specific business that they
17  wanted to go into a specific area and but yet
18  they're not zoned for that area, they're only
19  zoned for this specific area over here, for
20  maybe that's when the Council needs to address
21  maybe adding that type of business?
22            MR. HAEBERLIN: The form that we use,
23  which is called Determination of Zoning
24  Appropriateness, we do keep a copy of those with
25  every application.  Of course we keep these as
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 1  public records.  And certainly we can forward
 2  those to the Council if we need to.
 3            I am experiencing a lot of inquiries
 4  regarding English-only lessons.  That's one of
 5  the things that I'd never anticipated we would
 6  have a lot of, and that's something perhaps to
 7  look at, which zone it goes into.
 8            But certainly, yes, I'm keeping track
 9  of things that seem out of the ordinary.  And
10  also, too, I think that our Zoning Ordinance is
11  so comprehensive now, that's going to be much
12  less common, but there are a few instances.  So
13  I mean that is something the staff is keeping
14  track of.
15            And of course I always encourage people
16  to approach the Council.  I mean they're more
17  than capable of talking with the Council about
18  Code amendments or requesting that it be in more
19  than one zone.  It may not be that it's in one
20  zone.  Maybe it needs to be in one or two zones.
21  So that's something to look at.
22            Like I said, in this situation, I think
23  we're, again, providing a very timely answer to
24  people.  It certainly is generally the case that
25  these are existing Code violations.  The
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 1  discussions we've had on Clearview Avenue, both
 2  applicants were Code violations.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Thank you.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So can you make
 5  sure that we get that information so we find out
 6  which ones we've said no to?  Because again,
 7  that's good; that's interesting information.
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: Maybe.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Because there are
10  no appeals, we don't know that there may be
11  issues that we need to deal with.
12            MR. HAEBERLIN: What I would approach
13  it from is perhaps that we do a monthly list to
14  you of business licenses applied for, very
15  generic, like pawn shop, you know, address,
16  approve or deny.  I think that would be kind of
17  the short list of how to go about doing that.
18            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Or English-only
19  lessons or --
20            MR. HAEBERLIN: Or English-only lessons
21  or Alcoholics Anonymous or whatever.  Those have
22  been some of the unusual ones of late.
23            And just do a monthly list.  I
24  certainly don't think that's inappropriate.  And
25  then you can see, wow, you know, we've had five
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 1  pawn shops applied for, and they were all denied
 2  because they're in the wrong zoning category.
 3  And really, that's the only thing that I can
 4  recommend denial on:  it's either in the wrong
 5  zoning category or needs a conditional use.
 6  There's no subjectivity otherwise.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And believe me, I


 8  don't like pawn shops either.  But if someone
 9  wants to teach English to immigrants and it
10  doesn't happen to be specifically in that
11  particular zone, I don't think it should cost
12  someone $850 to come to the Council and ask us.
13            MR. HAEBERLIN: If you recall, we took
14  out the provision that says any other use as may
15  be determined appropriate by the City Council.
16  In the past --
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right; exactly.
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- that has been highly
19  detrimental to your real land-use operations for
20  the City.
21            And now, any use that's not a listed
22  use or a permitted use -- or a conditional use,
23  excuse me, is a prohibited use.
24            And I do want to say on record that I
25  just used pawn shop as an example but it could
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 1  be any business.
 2            So now it's very strict; whereas, it
 3  was much more fluid before.  And that's why we
 4  have a lot of these uses particularly in the C-2
 5  district that people may not feel is appro-
 6  priate.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: But again, you
 8  said and any other use as determined by the
 9  Council.
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct, and that --
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: The catch is you
12  got to bet 850 bucks to find out if --
13            MR. HAEBERLIN: No, no.  That statement
14  has --
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yeah.  That --
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- been removed.
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- statement
18  has been eliminated.
19            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Taken out.  Okay.


20            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yeah.  So it gives an
21  opportunity for people to apply for a
22  conditional use so that you, the Council, can
23  determine if they are appropriate.  Because
24  remember, with a conditional use, it's not going
25  to the Planning Commission.  It's going directly
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 1  to the City Council.  So if it gets in early
 2  enough in the month, it's going to go on the
 3  fourth Monday of the month and get an answer.
 4  So it could easily have an answer within, say,
 5  28/30 days.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And how much does


 7  that cost?
 8            MR. HAEBERLIN: That is seven fifty.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: $750.
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Again, that is a
11  revenue loss for the City.  No matter whether we
12  approve it or not, we still lose the money.  We
13  expend the money is a better term.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, we have
15  other revenue losses.  I mean I understand that.
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: Certainly.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I mean we don't
18  charge people every time they come out and mow
19  the lawn around the City Hall, either.
20            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, we do pay
21  employees for that.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, what I'm
23  saying is we don't specifically charge people
24  fees for that kind of stuff, either.
25            MR. HAEBERLIN: No, sir, we don't, but
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 1  that's --
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Right.
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: -- not a service we're
 4  providing to them.
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: To be helpful, one
 6  thing I want to clarify for the Council that I
 7  don't know that everybody understands, and maybe
 8  they do, I think Scott's comments -- and Scott
 9  can speak for himself -- deal with appeals.
10            Please bear in mind that if at any
11  point, if you are denied a zoning of a business
12  you want in a particular zone, you can always
13  try to get it rezoned.  You always have that
14  right, and there's nothing Mr. Haeberlin can do
15  to stop it.
16            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.
17            ATTORNEY WEED: And that always goes
18  straight to the Council, so please bear that in
19  mind.  That doesn't deal with appeals, but if
20  you want a certain use in a certain zone, and he
21  initially says no, I can always go straight to
22  you, and there's nothing he can do about it.
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: But a conditional
24  use request is I think $850 plus $150 for any
25  variances.
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 1            MR. HAEBERLIN: Correct.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And all I'm
 3  saying is that's a good process.  The problem is
 4  that it's very expensive, and that's my whole
 5  point is that we want to be -- there are things
 6  that I wish we would close down tomorrow,
 7  frankly, and I think that all of the Council
 8  would join me with that.
 9            I just want to make it easier.  There
10  are a lot of creative people out there.  I mean
11  the economy that we're in today will change, and
12  it is changing, and there are a lot of creative
13  ideas from people that may be coming up with
14  different types of businesses or whatever, and
15  we'll never find out about them and they'll
16  certainly never come to Doraville, because
17  they'll say, wow, 850 bucks, and that's flipping
18  a coin, that's just too much to gamble.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: You know, I
20  respectfully disagree.  I have an example.  The
21  other day, I had a jewelry design person in, and
22  I had to really think this through.  Is this a
23  commercial artist?  Well, yes, it is.  This is a
24  person that has a very unique, creative design
25  aspect of what they do for a job.  They're not
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 1  welding things; they're creating jewelry designs
 2  and moulds for jewelry.  And so I had to think,
 3  does this fit in a category; and it certainly
 4  did, and it was approved.
 5            Again, I believe that people have the
 6  benefit of the doubt.  I have to go on my
 7  experience doing this for many, many years.  I
 8  think we have gone to a very exhaustive realm of
 9  trying to identify every possible business that
10  could come in the city.  I'm not going to say
11  that we don't have all those in the future.  If
12  we have some that we may have missed, we'll add
13  them to the ordinance.
14            And certainly I don't have a problem
15  with doing a monthly list of what comes through.
16  I think you would find it very interesting.
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I think it
18  would be a helpful tool for us in case we need
19  to add that particular business or category of
20  businesses into a specific zone rather than the
21  business owner having to come to us to request a
22  rezone just for his specific business.
23            MR. HAEBERLIN: I think you're going to
24  find a lot of situations that just -- there's a
25  lot of property that you would think is zoned
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 1  one way, that's actually zoned another.  That's
 2  a lot of the situation.  But in much rarer
 3  circumstances, I think, the situation where
 4  there are businesses that possibly are not
 5  classified in the category that you wish them to
 6  be.
 7            I'm always very hesitant and careful
 8  with O-I because it being a transition zone.  If
 9  it's an appropriate O-I location is what exactly
10  we put there.  The other categories are much
11  looser -- O-W, commercial, industrial, et
12  cetera.
13            But like I said, I have no problem with
14  doing a monthly list.  I think it would be very
15  illuminating for the Council to see how many
16  businesses apply for and get permits and then
17  close.  I mean we have a high degree of
18  turnover, regardless, and we generally don't
19  know about that until they don't renew.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Bob?
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I'll try
22  this.  Let's see if we get anywhere.
23            There's three in particular.  One is
24  the appeals to Mayor and Counsel as set forth in
25  Section 1401.  That's $750.
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 1            Conditional Use is 2-261(c).  A
 2  conditional use request that we've been talking
 3  about costs $850 plus $150 for a concurrent
 4  variance.  That's a lot of money.  I would like
 5  to make a motion that we reduce that to $250
 6  plus $150 per concurrent request.  I'm sorry.
 7  Concurrent variance.  That will reduce it by
 8  $600, but I think it may bring it within reach
 9  of people that may have, you know, an
10  interesting idea or something that we may want
11  to consider.
12            MR. HAEBERLIN: I'm sorry, I didn't get
13  -- what was the appeal amount that you wanted to
14  reduce?
15            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Oh, I'm sorry.
16  C, for conditional use request, from $850 to --
17  what did I say?  $250?
18            MR. HAEBERLIN: Uh-huh.  And then
19  appeal would be which?  What are you proposing
20  for B?
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, let's just
22  start with C for now.
23            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.  Now bear in mind
24  this only addresses items that are listed as
25  conditional uses in the ordinance.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No, I understand.
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: Okay.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: But we'll see how


 4  this goes.  If it goes anywhere, we'll try for B
 5  too.  But that's the motion.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Did you make a motion?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Uh-huh.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  What was the
 9  motion?
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I make a motion
11  that we modify 2-261-B -- sorry -- C,
12  conditional use request fee, and change it from
13  $850 plus $150 per concurrent variance to $250
14  plus $150 per concurrent variance.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Changing the


16  fees doesn't have to follow the rules and
17  procedures of the Zoning Procedures Act?
18            ATTORNEY WEED: With regard to these
19  particular fees, I assume they're in the Zoning
20  Code, is that correct, or they are in a separate
21  fee chart?
22            MR. HAEBERLIN: They are in a separate
23  fee chart.
24            ATTORNEY WEED: No, ma'am.  They would
25  not have to follow the Zoning Procedures Act
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 1  with regard to the separate fee chart.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: That's the whole
 3  point of bringing them out of the Zoning
 4  Ordinance was that we could make tweaks to this
 5  as we needed to.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Not to continue


 7  this long-winded discussion here, but so we have
 8  an ordinance, we have listed permitted uses and
 9  we have listed conditional uses.
10            MR. HAEBERLIN: Yes, ma'am.
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: And if a person


12  comes to you that has a business that's listed
13  in those conditional uses, they have to come to
14  us and pay $850 for us to hear and say yes?
15            MR. HAEBERLIN: Well, to process the
16  application and have a public hearing on the
17  fourth Monday of the month, they do have to fill
18  out an application and provide me some
19  materials, and they do pay $850.  That's
20  conditional uses.  That's not an appeal.
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.  So why


22  wouldn't -- please forgive my ignorance here.
23  Why wouldn't you automatically, because you
24  being staff and that's conditional uses listed
25  in that ordinance, automatically approve them,
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 1  then?
 2            MR. HAEBERLIN: I have no authority
 3  under the Code.  It's vested with you, the
 4  Council.
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: That kind of gets into
 6  my territory, so I'm going to try to answer the
 7  question.
 8            Please bear in mind that a conditional
 9  use is an aberration.  It is an abnormality.
10  Ordinarily the zoning map is black or white or
11  whatever category you want to color it.  Either
12  the use meets the standard on the map or the use
13  does not meet the standard on the map.
14            Conditional uses were simply created as
15  sort of a more friendly, user-friendly method of
16  doing that, but they are an aberration.  They
17  are not the norm nor should they become the
18  norm.  That's why the authority rests in the
19  Council rather than the staff level.  If they
20  were simply going to be stamped, you know, yes,
21  it's in there automatically, then they would
22  already be in the main zoning text for the
23  particular use in a particular zone.  Because
24  they are a special, different circumstance,
25  that's why it comes to you.
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 1            If it were up to me as your lawyer, you
 2  wouldn't have conditional uses.  It would be A
 3  or it would be B.  But everybody has conditional
 4  uses, and that's the reason why.  But that's the
 5  reason why it comes back to you and not the
 6  staff.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Haeberlin,
 8  how many conditional use applications have you
 9  received that have been withdrawn because of the
10  fees?
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: None yet.  Actually,
12  we've only had -- we have a conditional use
13  going forward on May 26.  That's the first
14  conditional use we've had since this time.  But
15  that's in conjunction with a rezoning, so it's a
16  concurrent type item.
17            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So since you've
18  been on staff, we've not had any conditional use
19  applications that have been presented and then
20  withdrawn because of the conditional use fee.
21            MR. HAEBERLIN: That is correct.  But
22  now remember, your ordinance has been revolving
23  or evolving since October of last year, so some
24  of these only recently became conditional uses,
25  and your old code provided for conditional uses
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 1  but didn't have any fee for it.  So I don't know
 2  how some of the things were processed in the
 3  past.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, I think the
 5  better question is how many conditional use
 6  requests were never submitted in the first place
 7  because this evolved?  850 bucks.  I'm just not
 8  even going to submit it at all.
 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: You'll get that with
10  everything, sir.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Of course.
12  That's what I'm saying.  That would be the more
13  operative question, but I don't know how you'd
14  answer that.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I guess I
16  would like more information on how our fees
17  correspond to neighboring municipalities, some
18  type of comparison.
19            MR. HAEBERLIN: I'll tell you, if you
20  look at your adjacent municipalities, I don't
21  know how they're operating, but Dekalb County
22  must have a significant amount of new construc-
23  tion to be able to pay for their planning and
24  zoning department, which has numerous inspec-
25  tors, planners, staff assistants, et cetera,
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 1  because their fees are low.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: How low are


 3  their fees?
 4            MR. HAEBERLIN: Low.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: How low?
 6            MR. HAEBERLIN: Six fifty I think is a
 7  conditional use, but they were getting ready to
 8  raise it.
 9            But some of their other items are just
10  flat freebies, like zoning certifications are
11  like $25.00.  I mean you couldn't even cover an
12  hour of staff with that.
13            Like I said, they have a different
14  revenue strata than us, I mean, and certainly
15  they're in a crunch now because they're not
16  getting new building permit fees in the volumes
17  that they used to.  Generally, they're reaching
18  their life cycle.
19            We're a post-development city, so
20  everything we're going to get is redevelopment
21  or additions, et cetera.  They're in a situation
22  where they still have raw land and they're
23  building new houses, you know, 200-lot
24  subdivisions, and we certainly have nothing to
25  compare with that.  So their revenue basis is
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 1  entirely different than hours.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Following up on
 3  Ms. Alexander's question, how difficult would it
 4  be for you to compile a list of conditional use
 5  fees and appeals for Chamblee, Norcross,
 6  Dunwoody, Duluth?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Tucker.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Decatur.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And also with
10  that, find out the list of the number of
11  conditional uses that are in their ordinances.
12  Maybe they don't have that.  Maybe they have
13  twice as many as we do.
14            MR. HAEBERLIN: I will certainly tell
15  you that most zoning ordinances on the books in
16  Georgia don't even envision the number of
17  businesses that we have.  They leave it entirely
18  up to the interpretation of their planning
19  director.  Because I'll use an example, a
20  clinic.  A clinic could be an abortion clinic,
21  it could be a methadone clinic, it could be a
22  veterinary clinic.  So if their code just says
23  "clinic," the planning director has no other
24  option but to approve it.
25            Our code is so specific.  I'm going to
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 1  tell you, I will certainly look at these fees
 2  for you, but their codes are structured not as
 3  modernly as the City's are to accommodate all
 4  these items.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, we'd like
 6  to be a little smarter and maybe a little more
 7  accessible.  I mean I think government needs to
 8  be a little more accessible to the businesses
 9  and the citizens instead of constantly charging
10  for this and charging for that.
11            MR. HAEBERLIN: If you feel these
12  conditional uses in the Code are something you
13  want to make more accessible and you lower the
14  fee, I'm certain that you will have a number of
15  people flood you with applications for this.
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Well, but we
17  don't know that, because the fees are too high.
18  We're going in circles.
19            I will be happy to withdraw my motion
20  if we can put this on the agenda for next
21  meeting and perhaps get some more information,
22  if you can give us some more comparisons, the
23  list of cities that Councilman Bates mentioned.
24            MR. HAEBERLIN: I have Chamblee,
25  Norcross, Dunwoody, Decatur, Duluth.  Any
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 1  others?
 2            CLERK BLACKMON: Tucker.
 3            MR. HAEBERLIN: Tucker.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Tucker is not


 5  a city.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Norcross.
 7            CLERK BLACKMON: I was just repeating
 8  what was said.
 9            MR. HAEBERLIN: Chamblee, Norcross,
10  Dunwoody, Decatur.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: And I'll withdraw


12  it until next --
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Duluth.
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I'll withdraw
15  that motion and --
16            MAYOR JENKINS: We never did get a
17  second on it so it's not --
18            ATTORNEY WEED: The Councilman can
19  withdraw the motion.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I'm going to
21  withdraw it and make a motion or whatever.  We
22  can table this until the next --
23            CLERK BLACKMON: I've got it listed on
24  the next agenda.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Next agenda,
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 1  fine.  Thank you.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Do I get a second?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: We don't need
 4  one.  I withdrew it.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: But you're going to
 6  make a motion to table it.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: No.  Postpone


 8  it --
 9            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No.  We've
10  already done that.
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- to a date
12  certain.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: We're just
14  postponing it till next --
15            ATTORNEY WEED: He just withdrew it,
16  Mayor.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: We requested
18  additional information for the next meeting.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Move right along.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Thank you,
21  Mr. Haeberlin.
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Murray?
23            ATTORNEY WEED: Mr. Mayor, I'll take
24  the next item.  Our Recreation Director isn't
25  here.  She was otherwise engaged.  But I'm
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 1  authorized to discuss it with her today, as a
 2  matter of fact, and I'm authorized to discuss it
 3  with the Council, knowing that she wouldn't be
 4  able to make it tonight.
 5            Very simply put, the City of Doraville
 6  has got a recreation facility known as the Paul
 7  Murphy Boxing Club.  And with regard to the
 8  operation in the past, the Boxing Club and its
 9  operation was frankly not professionally run,
10  and the Recreation Department would certainly
11  agree with that assessment.
12            In an effort to more thoroughly operate
13  and more efficiently operate the facility, with
14  the Mayor's approval and the Recreation
15  Department's knowledge, a draft and then it was
16  finalized into a final-form bid was placed in
17  different areas for review.  Bids came back, and
18  Mr. Bert Wells, who has long been involved with
19  the Boxing Club, had the highest bid.  In fact,
20  I believe he had the only bid.
21            Therefore, at this point, in order to
22  continue the operation of the Boxing Club, I
23  have drafted a license agreement which
24  contemplates current State law, and on behalf of
25  the Recreation Department, I would encourage the
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 1  Council to approve the license agreement which
 2  has been previously sent to Council.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: The person
 4  running it now, how long has that person been
 5  running it?
 6            ATTORNEY WEED: My understanding is
 7  quite a while, at least three years, and I think
 8  even longer than that, but I feel comfortable
 9  answering at least three years.
10            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: The reason I ask
11  the question is that the security deposit's only
12  a hundred bucks, but I mean if someone's been
13  there for a while, that's --
14            ATTORNEY WEED: And that certainly --
15  that's a "Murray-Weedism."  We could have made
16  it whatever and certainly can still.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: No biggie.
18  Thanks.
19            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Now, we had


20  received your document and then a document
21  entitled proposed lease agreement.
22            ATTORNEY WEED: That is correct.  The
23  original, when I initially worked on the
24  project, I had contemplated trying to do a
25  traditional lease.  However, there's a Code
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 1  section, O.C.G.A. Section 36-67-6, subsection
 2  (j) which leads me to believe that when the land
 3  or the facility is a recreation-oriented
 4  facility, that it's appropriate not to lease
 5  that.  You can lease it, but you have to get
 6  some further authority arguably from the General
 7  Assembly.
 8            I don't think this situation can wait,
 9  and therefore my opinion would be a better way
10  of doing it would be to have a license.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: And Mr. Wells


12  has agreed to all of this?
13            ATTORNEY WEED: That is correct; he
14  has.  He's waiting upon your approval and he's
15  agreed to take it over retroactively back to May
16  1st.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Okay.  Thank


18  you.
19            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'll make a
20  motion to approve the license agreement.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
22            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Second.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Anymore
24  discussion?
25                      - - -
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 1                  (No response)
 2                      - - -
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
 4            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 5  Alexander?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
 7            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
 9            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
11            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
12            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
13            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
14            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
16  Spangler?
17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
18            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Memorandum
19  of Understanding.
20            ATTORNEY WEED: Mr. Mayor, I've got the
21  next item as well.  It's the Memorandum of
22  Understanding Implementation Ordinance.
23            The Council, the City hired a mediator
24  to deal with an employment situation and to make
25  recommendations to contribute to that employment
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 1  situation in March, I believe, March 19th.
 2            The Mayor and Council agreed to the
 3  recommendations set out in a memorandum of
 4  understanding regarding operations management,
 5  and part of that memorandum of understanding
 6  indicated plainly that a new system in writing
 7  would need to be put forward and reflected in
 8  the actual ordinances to cover two primary
 9  things.  One would be to deal with Council
10  concerns with regard to personnel, that they
11  would be clearly articulated in writing to the
12  Mayor, and, in turn, the Mayor would respond to
13  those concerns in a clearly articulated and
14  written format.
15            The other thing that came out of that
16  operations management memorandum of under-
17  standing was that the Mayor would be assigned
18  certain staff, or at least one employee particu-
19  larly as what would be called his immediate
20  staff, and that language was also in the memo-
21  randum of understanding.
22            It contemplated adoption by virtue of
23  an ordinance which I have drafted for your
24  review.  You will please note that the language
25  of the ordinance very closely tracks the
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 1  memorandum of understanding which was approved
 2  unanimously on March 19th.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I'd like to
 4  make a motion to adopt the Memorandum of
 5  Understanding implementing this ordinance.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Second.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: I think part of
 9  that agreement also was the performance plan.
10  Was that ever executed or signed?
11            ATTORNEY WEED: I don't know.  It was
12  certainly executed in the sense of the Mayor and
13  Council, you know, approved it here at the dais.
14            Whether it's signed or not, legally
15  it's irrelevant.  It's reflected in the minutes
16  and it's got the authority until the Mayor and
17  Council change it.  I don't know if it's been
18  signed or not.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Adopting this
20  Memorandum of Understanding will take care of
21  that; is that correct?
22            ATTORNEY WEED: No, sir.  They're two
23  completely different things.  This ordinance has
24  nothing to do with the performance plan.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Anymore
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 1  discussion on the motion?
 2                      - - -
 3                  (No response)
 4                      - - -
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
 6            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 7  Alexander?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
 9            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
11            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
13            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
14            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
17            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
18  Spangler?
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
21            ATTORNEY WEED: Mr. Mayor, I also have
22  the --
23            MAYOR JENKINS: You've got the next
24  one.
25            ATTORNEY WEED: I've got that one, too,
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 1  sir.  It's the CH2MHill contract.  I'm acting on
 2  behalf of Ronald Buice in this matter, Your
 3  Honor.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: To put it very simply,
 6  I'm going to give you a little historical
 7  background.
 8            Back in 2005, the City began to deal
 9  with, directly, stormwater fees.  As part of
10  that process, it was determined that an
11  independent consultant would be appropriate to
12  deal with issues of stormwater management, to
13  grid the system, to identify different storm-
14  water devices that were out there, to help
15  maintain those devices.
16            As part of that, the City adopted a
17  contract in 2005.  It was essentially put into
18  the format of a master agreement with CH2MHill.
19  What occurred underneath that agreement from
20  2005 up until about 2008, there were three task
21  orders that were issued underneath the agree-
22  ment.  They were essentially approved.
23            However, my concern as your legal
24  counsel was I was given task order four to
25  review.  When I looked at task order four, I
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 1  went back of course to the 2005 master agreement
 2  and felt that it didn't adequately cover the
 3  terms required by the multi-year contracts
 4  clause.  Therefore, I advised CH2MHill of that
 5  fact and have done a contract with their
 6  approval, talking to their contracts maintenance
 7  department, to reflect what in my opinion would
 8  be a legal, binding contract on both parties.
 9            We do have representatives from
10  CH2MHill here tonight if you've got any
11  particular questions with regard to what was
12  task order four which is now reflected in this
13  contract.
14            The other thing to bear in mind,
15  though, would be as they do future work for us,
16  there will be no reference back to the 2005
17  agreement; rather, they will come back and we
18  will do a new agreement each time, which is more
19  appropriate in my opinion.
20            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I have several
21  questions.  First, was this bid out?
22            ATTORNEY WEED: No, it was not.
23            In 2005, it was bid out, but the
24  records seem to indicate back then it was.
25  However, with regard to task order four, which
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 1  would be converted into this agreement, there
 2  was not.  The Council does have authority to
 3  make the determination that they are a sole-
 4  source vendor under 2-290 of the ordinances or
 5  you could elect to bid it out.
 6            However, I will say -- and certainly
 7  this is no commercial for CH2MHill; there are
 8  lots of competent engineers out there -- I
 9  believe I can speak for Ronald Buice when I say
10  that he has a long-term working relationship
11  with that group and they have the greatest
12  intimacy and familiarity with the project.
13            However, you can bid it out.  That's
14  fine with me as your lawyer.
15            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I understand
16  that.  That goes back to my second question
17  which is there are dollar amounts set under
18  Attachment A for per diem or hourly rates for
19  specific engineers, geologists, et cetera, and
20  then there's a total proposed amount as set
21  forth in Exhibit A under Compensation, which
22  puts the contract for 2009 at $35,878.
23            I don't have any comparative informa-
24  tion on what these rates were last year or the
25  year before or the original 2005 document.  Are
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 1  these increased?
 2            I'm guessing that based upon what you
 3  just said, that tasks one through three were in
 4  the previous agreements.  Were those deliver-
 5  ables delivered on time?  I'm trying to get a
 6  general sense of where --
 7            You guys are a very reputable firm.
 8  Please don't mistake this as --
 9            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Good question.
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: -- questioning
11  your competency.
12            I just want to make sure we're getting
13  the appropriate level of deliverables based upon
14  contractual agreements.  And we have an obli-
15  gation up here to make sure that we're getting
16  the best bang for the dollar that are is there.
17  I just want to make sure that I'm comfortable
18  with the general sense of the scope of the work,
19  and I'll just throw those out there.
20            ATTORNEY WEED: As I said, prior to
21  this agreement, draft agreement, there were
22  three other task orders.  I have researched all
23  of them, and I will attempt to tell you tonight
24  --
25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Were those tasks
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 1  the same?
 2            ATTORNEY WEED: No.  No, sir.  My main
 3  point was that each time, the tasks did vary.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: So that would not be a
 6  fair comparator to this contract.  They were
 7  different projects at different times.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.  So that
 9  leads me now to a subsequent question.  Who
10  identified the tasks?
11            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, ultimately the
12  Mayor and Council did because Mayor and Council
13  approved the agreements.  However, I would
14  assume that Ronald Buice or whoever his
15  predecessor was, if he had one, identified them.
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: This proposed
17  contract that we're looking at has now I'm
18  hearing new tasks one through four as part of
19  the contract; is that correct?
20            ATTORNEY WEED: No, sir.  Well, not the
21  way I've written it.  It has -- it may be
22  referred to as --
23            These are not the same tasks one
24  through three that were previously approved, if
25  you're asking that question.
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 1            Are there tasks listed in the exhibits
 2  in the contract, arguably one through four?
 3  Then yes, that would be accurate.  But are they
 4  the same three tasks that were approved from
 5  2005 until 2008?  They are not.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.  So these
 7  are --
 8            And Mayor, if we could have a represen-
 9  tative from CH2MHill?
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes.  Come on up to the
11  microphone, please.
12            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So we have four
13  tasks identified in this contract.
14            MR. BAUGHMAN: That's correct.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Could you state


16  your name, please?
17            MR. BAUGHMAN: Thank you.  My name is
18  Doug Baughman.  I'm the senior project manager
19  for CH2MHill, and Veronica Jarrin is project
20  engineer.  We've been working with the City
21  since the beginning, so.
22            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you.  I
23  appreciate it.
24            MR. BAUGHMAN: Now to your question.
25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So we've got task
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 1  one of GIS support and mapping; task two, storm-
 2  water infrastructure inventory; task three,
 3  stormwater utility update for 2009 billing; and
 4  then task four, on-call stormwater support.
 5            My general question is who identified
 6  and created these as the four tasks that should
 7  be included in this proposed contract?
 8            MR. BAUGHMAN: That's a very good
 9  question.  Let me first state that the work that
10  we've been doing for the City has all been
11  engineering-support related to two things.  One
12  is either compliance with your stormwater
13  permit, your stormwater discharge permit from
14  the Georgia EPD, or in support of developing
15  your working relationship with Dekalb County as
16  it relates to implementation of your stormwater
17  utility fees, how you're going to use those.
18            So what we have in the contract this
19  year are things that Ronald identified based on
20  revisions to either your permit or your
21  relationship with Dekalb County, okay, so these
22  are new tasks that he identified that were
23  beyond the scope of his skills to complete.
24  Okay.  And so we worked very close with him, and
25  we met with the Mayor as part of that process.
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 1            Does that help?
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: That answers my
 3  question.  Thank you.
 4            MR. BAUGHMAN: Very good.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore questions for
 6  Mr. Baughman?
 7            I know that Ronald has mentioned many
 8  times how these two people have worked with him
 9  to keep this in good order.  And this was new
10  when Ronald came in here, and these people have
11  really and truly helped him, and I would like to
12  see them get the new contract.
13            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I do have one
14  additional question, please, sir.  The storm-
15  water utility update, have you guys performed
16  that task in the past?
17            MR. BAUGHMAN: Yes.
18            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So you're
19  familiar with getting with Dekalb County and
20  getting their tax digest and providing that
21  information back to them on the stormwater?
22            MR. BAUGHMAN: That is correct.  We did
23  the original billing system for Dekalb County
24  back when they first set it up, and so that's
25  one of the reasons that the City came to us is
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 1  that we had the data and it was more efficient
 2  for us to update it.  For example, we've done
 3  the same thing for Chamblee and we try to do it
 4  at the same time that we update City of
 5  Doraville's because it's just more efficient.
 6  And as part of that process, we basically just
 7  sit down with Ronald, look at the most updated
 8  tax parcel information and update the billing
 9  database, and that's real important because it
10  affects your revenues from the stormwater
11  utility on an annual basis.
12            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: You won't take
13  offense if for next year I recommend that we put
14  this out for bid, just --
15            MR. BAUGHMAN: Absolutely not.  That's
16  your prerogative.
17            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you.
18            MR. BAUGHMAN: Thank you.
19            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Mayor, based
20  upon the time lines that are set forth in the
21  contract specifically to the stormwater utility
22  update and the 2009 billing cycle, I would
23  recommend that we adopt the contract.
24            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
25            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Second.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Anymore discussion?
 2                      - - -
 3                  (No response)
 4                      - - -
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
 6            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
 7  Alexander?
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
 9            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
11            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
13            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
14            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
16            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
17            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
18  Spangler?
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.
21            Thank you, sir.  I appreciate it.
22            MR. BAUGHMAN: Thank you very much.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: I want to commend how
24  you work with Ronald.  And Ronald's a very good
25  employee.  You'll agree with that.
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 1            MR. BAUGHMAN: Yes.  He's done a
 2  wonderful job.  He really has.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Mayor, I have to
 4  leave for about 10 minutes.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Ten-minute break?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yeah.
 7            MAYOR JENKINS: Let's take a ten-minute
 8  break.
 9                      - - -
10                 (Brief recess)
11                      - - -
12            MAYOR JENKINS: Maria, go ahead.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: The next item


14  on the agenda is the community gardens.
15            We started this several months ago.
16  Some citizens had expressed interest in doing
17  community gardens in various neighborhoods, and
18  I think Council's intent was to see about giving
19  the citizens permission to utilize City land for
20  these gardens.  And then I guess it sort of
21  morphed, if you will, and there's been some
22  discussion about putting it under the Parks &
23  Rec. Department and making budget adjustments
24  for the Parks & Rec. Department to be the -- I
25  don't know if you want to say the conservator or
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 1  the administrator of the program.  But I guess
 2  that's not really what I had envisioned, and I
 3  guess I wanted some further information from the
 4  City Attorney and some of the citizens involved
 5  and the garden groups themselves.
 6            And then some concerns have been raised
 7  regarding the Windsor Oak property.  The only
 8  access to that property is, unfortunately, the
 9  property -- the right-of-way of Plantation
10  Pipeline.  The City does not own that entrance
11  to the park.  We have had Plantation Pipeline
12  out there, and they have marked their right-of-
13  way, and Mr. Haeberlin has gone out there and
14  has taken photographs in case the flags and the
15  stakes that they installed disappear.  We want a
16  record of the markings of that.
17            And it's my understanding from the
18  gentleman at Plantation Pipeline that no
19  activity can take place upon their right-of-way.
20  If there's any type of digging, it cannot be
21  done without their supervision.
22            So I guess I have concerns about
23  Windsor Oak being considered a park when I don't
24  know that it could be ADA accessible through
25  that entrance with the pipeline markers there,
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 1  the permanent pipeline markers there.  I don't
 2  know if there's room to navigate a wheelchair or
 3  some sort of other device through those -- I
 4  don't know what you call those -- pipes sticking
 5  up out of the ground.
 6            So I have concerns about that property
 7  being considered a park.  I know it's been
 8  considered a park, I believe, since -- I don't
 9  know how long it's been considered a park.
10  1960, I guess.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Well, the right-of-way
12  has always been there, and the only thing you
13  have to do is stay off the right-of-way.  You
14  could walk in.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But I don't


16  know about the spacing between those pipes, if
17  you could make any of that handicapped-
18  accessible so it would be accessible to
19  everyone.
20            And I guess safety is a concern that's
21  been brought forth by several people also in
22  that area, and I'm just trying to get feedback.
23            So I'd like to sort of, you know, rein
24  everybody in and sort of, you know, make this
25  program happen.  I think this is a very good
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 1  thing for the city and its citizens, and we seem
 2  to be going in several different directions, and
 3  I'd sort of like everybody to sort of get
 4  together on a common playing field.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: You know,
 6  there's four vacant lots on Green Oak that, if
 7  the City were to buy, you could have access into
 8  that park.  And you know, we've been mowing the
 9  grass on the right-of-way part of those
10  properties for years.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: On both sides of the
12  street.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And I would


14  think that, you know, we should be able to work
15  out some kind of deal with the property owner,
16  who's someone in Conyers, I believe.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: And I think


18  Mr. Haeberlin said there's a piece of property
19  for sale on Windsor Oak.
20            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: That's got a
21  contract on it.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Oh, it does?


23            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yeah.
24            MAYOR JENKINS: You say there's four
25  lots on --
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: There's four
 2  lots right there on --
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: Open lots that go to
 4  the park.
 5            MS. FRAYSSE: Right there.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: They back up


 7  to the park.
 8            MS. FRAYSSE: That street's steep.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: They're steep,


10  but you could fix a roadway or some kind of a --
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Would you have to buy
12  all four lots?
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Mayor, how
14  much would this person owe us for all the years
15  that we've mowed that right-of-way?
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Oh, well, now you're
17  talking about the right-of-way.
18            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: No.  I'm
19  talking about the lots, the right-of-way on the
20  lots or that portion of the lots that we have
21  mowed that's not on the right-of-way.  If we
22  hadn't mowed it, he would have had to.
23            So have we charged him anything for all
24  these years that we've mowed?
25            MAYOR JENKINS: I'll have to look and
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 1  see.  I don't know.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I mean that's


 3  a solution to the problem of entering into the
 4  park without using --
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Four empty lots.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Okay.  I can


 7  show you that.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Tomorrow.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Tomorrow?
10  I'll show you tonight.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: No, not tonight.
12  Boogers out there tonight.
13            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Do you know


14  where I'm talking about, Ms. Fraysse?
15            MS. FRAYSSE: Yes, I absolutely do.
16            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Could you show


17  the Mayor tomorrow those --
18            MS. FRAYSSE: Sure.
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: -- four
20  parcels?
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  All right.
22  We'll check on it and see if they owe us any
23  back.
24            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, we
25  probably haven't filed anything on it, but, you
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 1  know, I don't see why we couldn't go back for
 2  the years that we have, again, mowed that
 3  property.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: And those


 5  properties back up to Windsor Oak Park?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I know one of


 8  them does not.  It backs up to a residence on
 9  Moss Oak.
10            MS. FRAYSSE: Yeah, that may be, but
11  there are four on Green Oak --
12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Green Oak,
13  yes.
14            MS. FRAYSSE: -- the north side, that
15  are undeveloped.  And I looked them up because I
16  thought it was so odd, and what were they trying
17  to do there?  Because they thought they were
18  going to make a bunch of money at some point
19  selling that land.
20            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Well, the
21  gentleman I spoke to that owns the piece of
22  property behind the residence on Moss Oak said
23  that that lot -- he referred to it as
24  topographically challenged --
25            MS. FRAYSSE: Yeah.  It's very steep.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: -- and that's


 2  why he never -- he and his father built most of
 3  the subdivision, and that's why they never
 4  developed that one piece.
 5            MAYOR JENKINS: Maybe they'll donate it
 6  to us.  We'll put a road in if they donate it.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Well, we
 8  don't want that one because it backs up to Moss
 9  Oak.  It doesn't back up to Windsor Oak Park.
10            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, you
11  could take all -- if you could get all four
12  lots, then it doesn't matter.
13            MS. FRAYSSE: Handicapped parking, and
14  you're going to need to deal with grading and
15  leveling.
16            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: But if we
17  can't use that park, Ms. Alexander, what other
18  properties do we have in Oakcliff that we could
19  make available for the garden club?
20            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What about that
21  lot where there was a fire?
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Excuse me.
23            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Do we own that?
24  Is that our property?
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Give her your name,
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 1  please.
 2            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, I have to
 3  get up there?
 4            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes, ma'am.
 5            MS. PETERSON: Michelle Peterson.
 6            Who owns that lot or what is that lot?
 7            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: That's 3951


 8  English Oak, and I believe the gentleman is
 9  looking at to rebuild a home there.
10            MS. PETERSON: Oh, they are?
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Uh-huh.
12            MAYOR JENKINS: Yes, ma'am.
13            MS. FRAYSSE: Can I just throw out an
14  idea?
15            MAYOR JENKINS: Come on up.
16            MS. FRAYSSE: Susan Fraysse.
17            I'm very excited about how things look
18  at the English Oak Park, the development that's
19  coming along there.  And I've been going and
20  visiting a lot of little community gardens and
21  looking at what people are doing, and it doesn't
22  take all that much.  I wonder if we couldn't
23  have a little designated area for some gardening
24  in the park.  I hadn't thought about this or
25  expressed this to anybody on the gardening
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 1  committee or anything.  I have no idea what the
 2  complications would be.
 3            But I've seen things that -- where Avis
 4  G. Williams Library branch is, that Life
 5  Enrichment Center, they have a community garden
 6  behind their area.  And they just took, you
 7  know, like three feet by six feet squares, and
 8  this is a plot, and then paving between it, and
 9  then another plot.  I mean they just have seven
10  or eight or ten of those.
11            My church, North Decatur Presbyterian,
12  has raised beds, you know, and it wouldn't take
13  much space.  But maybe the better thing would be
14  to work on English Oak Park or propose that to
15  people in the neighborhood as a possibility.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Maria?
17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I'm waiting


18  for feedback from the citizens of the gardening
19  group, and the City Attorney and --
20            MR. SUEVER: Mayor and Council,
21  Attorney Weed, Rhonda.  I'm here to talk to you
22  about the Northwoods site.
23            Dick Suever, (spelling) S-U-E-V-E-R.
24            Fortunately, we have an ideal site
25  there at Wheeler and Chestnut.
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 1            This all started two months ago.  It'll
 2  be two months already a couple days from now --
 3  the 20th of March, actually -- when the idea was
 4  presented by someone.  And I picked it up with
 5  the thought of unifying the citizens to get
 6  people out of their houses, working side by
 7  side.  And so I put it on the Northwoods -- the
 8  NNA, and I got responses, quite a few responses,
 9  "Oh, yes."  And a lot of mothers brought their
10  little kiddies with their buckets and their
11  shovels, ready to start digging.  "Show us
12  where."  I said, "Well, wait a minute.  This
13  doesn't happen quite that easy."
14            But gradually, we built a board.  We've
15  got a six-member board.  We've had several
16  meetings.  We've talked, we've argued.  We've
17  accomplished some things, too.
18            We selected this site at Chestnut and
19  Wheeler.  It's ideal.  It has creeks running
20  through it so we'd have a ready supply of water.
21  And it's highly visible, which we really like,
22  because of cars going by and they could see
23  people out there working.  And so we see this as
24  a real opportunity.
25            The problem we have is that this group
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 1  I put together has been on a roller coaster.
 2  We've been presented with a lease agreement that
 3  just overwhelmed everyone because it actually
 4  would be like you would present to an outside
 5  vendor who was going to lease your -- license
 6  your property to perform services for the City,
 7  and if you did that, then you would have to
 8  indemnify the City against losses.  So we were
 9  saying, "Well, look.  This is like we would be
10  outsiders coming in and asked to license the
11  property."
12            We're insiders.  We've lived here all
13  of our lives.  We're just a group of volunteers
14  who would like to get out there and, you know,
15  do something to beautify the city and bring the
16  city together.  So that just was impractical for
17  us to think about risking ourselves financially
18  to do something that we wanted to do as citizens
19  of Doraville.
20            So what I have to propose this evening
21  to you -- because you are the group that can
22  decide.  It's in your hands to decide whether we
23  can go ahead with this.  And I will just say to
24  you that this coalition of people that I have,
25  having been on a roller coaster, there are some
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 1  that are ready to get off the roller coaster,
 2  and I don't want that to happen and I don't
 3  think you want that to happen.
 4            Everyone I talk to is in favor of
 5  community gardens.  Are you guys -- are you all
 6  in favor of community gardens?  Let's see a show
 7  of hands.  Are you in favor of community
 8  gardens?  I'm not being disrespectful.  Let's
 9  see a show of hands.
10            Yes, yes, yes.
11            Attorney Weed, you're in favor of
12  community gardens; right?
13            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes.
14            MR. SUEVER: Okay.  Rhonda, you are.
15            CLERK BLACKMON: Yes.
16            MR. SUEVER: Okay.
17            ATTORNEY WEED: I've never been harmed
18  by a community garden.
19            MR. SUEVER: We want to do it.  We see
20  the benefit of doing it.  So let's see if we can
21  work together to make it happen.  I want to take
22  a good message back to these people and say
23  we're about ready to go.
24            What we're proposing is, first of all,
25  that this piece of property be designated as a
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 1  park.  I understand it presently is not
 2  designated as a park.  We want to get it
 3  designated as a park.  And the reason for that
 4  is if it's designated as a park, it can come
 5  under the Parks & Recreation under Carol, Carol
 6  Stephens.  I've talked to her, and she is
 7  really, really enthused about this.  She wants
 8  to see this happen.  You all know -- I mean
 9  you've known her a lot longer than I have.
10  She's enthusiastic about it.
11            Now, sure she's short-staffed, but she
12  has our assurance that we have the people that
13  are going to do the work.  We have the Extension
14  Service, who is willing to give us a master
15  gardener to help us get this project going
16  along.  She's not going to be expected to do the
17  work.  Okay.
18            Now, common sense tells you that
19  someone two years from retirement would not take
20  any kind of risks.  This is a smart lady.  Okay.
21  She would not take any risks.
22            Why would a 79-year-old guy like me
23  who's been a citizen of Doraville for 49 years
24  want to bring something for this community that
25  was that was going to crash?  I love this commu-
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 1  nity.  I want to see this community -- I want to
 2  see this community come together unified.
 3            Carol is willing to take this, our
 4  community garden, and I'm just speaking about
 5  Northwoods because that's the one that's ready
 6  to go.
 7            We've brought in Bobby Wilson from the
 8  Extension Service.  He is their expert.  He is
 9  the president of the urban gardening associa-
10  tion.  He told us at the very beginning, "Don't
11  try and start big.  Don't try to start a wild
12  garden.  Start small.  And if you don't start
13  small and you don't start getting something
14  going pretty quick, you're going to suffer
15  burnout.  You're going to want to say, 'Well,
16  this is just not worth it to have to jump
17  through all the hoops.'"
18            So help me get this started.
19            Two requests:  one, that the Council
20  agrees that this should be designated as a park;
21  number two, give us the authorization to come
22  under Parks & Recreation so we can get this
23  thing going.
24            So I ask that you do that, and if you
25  can do it, if you want to discuss it, ask me any
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 1  questions.  I don't know where to go from here.
 2  I'm not a politician.  But you guys'll have to
 3  guide on that.  You guys and ladies.  Sorry
 4  about that.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Suever, I
 6  have a real quick question for you.  If I heard
 7  you correctly, the largest or the biggest
 8  obstacle or concern was the indemnification.
 9  The participants were okay with signing the
10  waiver of liability but it was the indemnifi-
11  cation clause that was the biggest concern.
12            MR. SUEVER: The biggest concern is
13  two-fold.  One is we would be treated like
14  outsiders.  That was probably the biggest one of
15  all.  And the second one is that we would be
16  required to sign an indemnification.  We don't
17  want to lease or license the property from the
18  City.  Does that answer?
19            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes, sir.
20            MR. SUEVER: Thank you.
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Ben, do you want to
22  speak now or --
23            MR. CRAWFORD: Whenever Mr. Suever is
24  done.
25            MR. SUEVER: So this is narrowed down
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 1  to --
 2            MR. CRAWFORD: I said whenever this
 3  gentleman's done speaking, I'd like to speak.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
 5            MR. SUEVER: So we only want to --
 6  we're only addressing -- because we're ready to
 7  cultivate and plant.  I mean the property is
 8  ready, and Bobby and his group have already
 9  started clearing the kudzu around the creek, so
10  we're well on our way to -- we're ready to go.
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Suever, so


12  that I can understand a little bit more about --
13            MR. SUEVER: Sure.
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- your group
15  and what their responsibilities are and what
16  your expectations are of the City, I appreciate
17  your passion for Chestnut and Wheeler, but if we
18  designate it as a park to come under the Parks &
19  Recreation Department, each individual community
20  garden, then, that may pop up would then also be
21  under the Parks & Recreation Department.  So I
22  do have a little bit of reservation on that for
23  you, just so that you know that.
24            MR. SUEVER: Sure.
25            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: So tell me, if
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 1  you will, since I haven't been present at your
 2  meetings -- tell me what your expectations are
 3  of the City, of what you want us to do for the
 4  Chestnut and Wheeler property.  I'm talking
 5  about maintenance, buying materials.  I want to
 6  know what you want us to do to get you guys
 7  started.
 8            MR. SUEVER: Frankly, not much more
 9  than you're doing right now.  You're keeping
10  things mowed down and keeping the place, you
11  know, looking nice.  And so basically what we
12  would probably ask for is just help to cultivate
13  it.
14            As far as that, as far as the costs are
15  concerned, if that's a concern, first of all, we
16  have two people already applying for grants.
17  Two members of our committee are very -- you
18  know, very qualified and very astute, applying
19  for grants.  We've got people on our committee
20  who are committed to find sponsors to help pay
21  whatever the expenses are.  So there's not going
22  to be any additional expense on the part of the
23  -- you know, on the part of the City.
24            Now, Carol is in the process of
25  preparing a budget like all, you know, and so
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 1  she has asked for a number.  So I've been in
 2  contact with Dan McGee from Decatur because they
 3  have, you know, a community garden, and he
 4  showed me their annual budget request for this
 5  year is $600.  That's the maximum.  Last year
 6  they had an extra $500 because they needed to
 7  build a cistern.  So it's not much money, you
 8  know.
 9            And as far as they're talking about --
10  Lee Flier is our guru.  She is very experienced.
11  She does all the planning, designing and all
12  that.  She said we need to put a fence on the
13  side -- on the Chestnut side because diesel
14  fuels do damage to plants.  But we're talking
15  about trees, a live fence.  And I understand
16  that your Tree Bank -- that we may be able to
17  pull resources from that.
18            So we're not talking about a lot of
19  money on the part of the City.  If we get the
20  sponsors which we anticipate and the grants, you
21  know, there won't be any expense.
22            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.  But
23  let's talk about the grants for a second.
24  They're being applied for?
25            MR. SUEVER: They're being applied.
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 1  What my position in this is to get it organized
 2  and get the right leadership in place, and then
 3  I'll go onto the next thing for the benefit of
 4  the city.
 5            So one of the reasons for getting the
 6  grant is so we can afford to pay the supervisor,
 7  an experienced person who knows how to manage
 8  people and who knows about gardening.  So that's
 9  one of our goals.
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: But don't the
11  grants have to be applied by a nonprofit
12  organization?
13            MR. SUEVER: I am not --
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: You're not
15  sure.  Okay.
16            MR. SUEVER: I'm not.  I mean I think
17  that we can get some help on that, but I --
18            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.
19            MR. SUEVER: I'm sure we can overcome
20  whatever obstacles might be there.
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: But you need --


22  you comment about the fence.  That shouldn't be
23  an enclosed fence of the property?
24            MR. SUEVER: No.  Again, relying on
25  Decatur, the only fence that they have around
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 1  theirs is a chicken-wire fence to keep the
 2  rabbits out.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.
 4            MR. SUEVER: If you have it enclosed,
 5  there's security risks.  You can't tell what
 6  might be going on inside that fence, so you
 7  don't want -- we want visibility.  We want --
 8            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I didn't mean
 9  invisible.  I meant --
10            MR. SUEVER: Cost?
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- as far as a
12  locked, an enclosed --
13            MR. SUEVER: No.  We --
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Not enclosed --


15            MR. SUEVER: -- don't anticipate --
16            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- but a --
17            MR. SUEVER: No.  We don't anticipate
18  any sort of an enclosed or secured facility.
19            Very good questions.  Thank you.
20            Anything else?
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Tooling.
22            MR. SUEVER: Tooling?  We're going to
23  have a shed.  They bring their own tools.  We're
24  going to have spare tools, a few spare tools
25  there for people who bring in visitors or
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 1  whatever.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.
 3            MR. SUEVER: We're relying on the
 4  people from the Extension Service.  We're going
 5  to visit several like Susan has done.  We're
 6  going to visit several facilities.  We've
 7  already been invited.  We're going to go to a
 8  luncheon that Dan McGee has invited us to, and
 9  his supervisor/assistant's going to -- I mean
10  we're going to do it right.  I mean trust me on
11  that.  I am not putting my name on something
12  that's doomed to fail.
13            Thank you.
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I appreciate
15  it.  Thank you.
16            MR. SUEVER: Is there any way you can
17  try to give me an idea when you could be --
18            I need to take something back to these
19  people.  I mean they've been on a roller coaster
20  for two months, and I need to take something
21  back if I can.
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Do we need to have a
23  motion?
24            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I've got some


25  additional questions.
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 1            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: One of the


 3  things I have concerns about planting a tree
 4  fence is we had some residents from Northwoods
 5  express concern as far as visibility.
 6            MR. SUEVER: I'm sorry.  I don't hear
 7  real well.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: We had some


 9  residents from Northwoods express concerns as
10  far as visibility at that triangle.
11            MR. SUEVER: Oh, yes.
12            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So we need to


13  be mindful -- and I believe Mr. Weed even made a
14  comment to that.  We need to be mindful of how
15  far out into the triangle we go.
16            MR. SUEVER: Absolutely.  Absolutely.
17  I was raised on a farm, and I always got upset
18  that people planted corn all the way to the
19  corner, because you need visibility there.  We
20  will absolutely not go all the way out to the
21  very point.  We'll round it off so that, you
22  know, there's visibility there.  That's a good
23  point.
24            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I guess I
25  will go back to my question that I asked this
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 1  afternoon, because Mr. Weed sent us some
 2  additional comments.
 3            Any reason why you guys wouldn't get
 4  together and form a nonprofit?  Because I think
 5  you suggested Doraville Unity Gardens, DUG.  I
 6  mean is there just so much objection to forming
 7  a nonprofit or --
 8            MR. SUEVER: Well, it seems like -- I
 9  mean I guess I just look at it, keep it simple.
10  I mean it seems very simple to take some
11  citizens and let them work under the Parks &
12  Rec. and not have to form any kind of -- I mean
13  why would we go through that?  I don't under-
14  stand all that.
15            I understand terms.  I mean I'm a
16  retired banker.  I know the nitty-gritty and all
17  that.  I mean I know crossing the t's and
18  dotting the i's, believe me.  But also there's a
19  group of volunteers that really want to do some-
20  thing for the city, and I think we need to make
21  it as simple as we can because they start
22  frowning when I start explaining what's
23  required.
24            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I guess I've


25  seen how well the nonprofit works for the
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 1  Friends of the Doraville Library.  It also opens
 2  up additional avenues for you to take charitable
 3  donations.
 4            And regarding some of Mr. Weed's points
 5  regarding liability and indemnity, it looked
 6  like that forming a nonprofit would alleviate
 7  some of those worries that you guys have.
 8            MR. SUEVER: You know, that makes
 9  sense.
10            Attorney Weed, he explained that what-
11  ever's produced on city property really belongs
12  to the city property, and the City needs to
13  decide what they want to do with the produce
14  that's on that property.
15            Now, Decatur, what they do over there,
16  whoever -- whatever -- whoever owns the plot or
17  whoever -- they don't pay for the plots.  They
18  have a list of people who have a plot and then
19  they decide what they want to do.  Now, they
20  encourage the plot owners to contribute a
21  certain amount of what they produce to the
22  needy.  Matter of fact, there's some needy
23  people who live right around there that receive
24  some of the produce.
25            So could that be accomplished -- is
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 1  that what you're talking about -- through the
 2  nonprofit?
 3            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I believe so.


 4            MR. SUEVER: I mean I have no problem
 5  with that if that's the intent.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Forming the


 7  nonprofit, would it also alleviate the gray area
 8  as far as the produce?
 9            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes.
10            There are a lot of different pathways
11  you could go down, and depending on what the
12  gardeners want to do, that'll dictate what piece
13  of paper is applied to it to make it work.
14            It's really one of those things where
15  form follows function.  After some decisions are
16  made with regard to what the gardeners want to
17  do, what they want to grow, then you can apply
18  whatever paperwork you need to to make it legal,
19  make it happen.
20            I just would be careful of putting the
21  cart before the horse.  Some basic decisions
22  have to be made first in my opinion.
23            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: What about a


24  simple lease to lease them that parcel of
25  property for $1 for a year?
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 1            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, here's the
 2  problem.  And bear in mind oftentimes folks say,
 3  "Let's keep it simple."  I am of that mindset,
 4  too.  Unfortunately, all of us in the government
 5  are shackled by -- fortunately or unfortu-
 6  nately, we're shackled by the Constitution and
 7  shackled by State law.
 8            I'm just the lawyer.  I don't get into
 9  what's right, I don't get into what's wrong.
10  I'm just going to tell you what the law is, and
11  then Council will make a decision.  And I will
12  defend anything you decide to do.  That's my
13  job.  Anything at all.
14            So the answer to your question,
15  Councilman, is it all depends.
16            The statute I read before that dealt
17  with the Boxing Club would be applicable if the
18  decision's made to route this program through
19  the Recreation Department.  Then we wouldn't be
20  able to do a standard lease.  It would have to
21  be a license or we'd have to come up with some
22  other way of doing it.
23            I think what -- and I don't want to
24  speak for Mr. Suever.  He's certainly articulate
25  enough to do that himself.  But I think what
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 1  he's contemplating would just be a non-exclusive
 2  arrangement where people who wanted to volunteer
 3  would simply come onto the City property at
 4  will, without powers, without any, you know,
 5  checking in/checking out, no fence, and they
 6  would garden at will and leave at will, and they
 7  would be willing to sign an individual waiver of
 8  liability.
 9            And would that work legally?  The
10  answer is yes.
11            The problem of course would be -- also
12  my understanding from Mr. Suever is that people
13  want to -- they want to grow produce, not just
14  flower gardens, that type of thing.  And once
15  again, if it's produce, in order to not violate
16  the anti-gratuities clause, we would have a
17  contract with somebody -- the Salvation Army, a
18  church, some group.  It doesn't really matter
19  who, but we'd have to have a contract with some
20  group to get rid of the produce.
21            If people took the produce home with
22  them, technically that violates the law because
23  you're now taking what belongs to all the people
24  and giving it to some few of the people.
25            So that's as simple as I can put it.
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 1  But all these things are variable depending upon
 2  what you want to do, what the gardeners want to
 3  do.
 4            I can try to make it legal, and I
 5  probably can, but someone's got to decide what
 6  you want there first and then we worry about the
 7  paper.
 8            MR. SUEVER: Can I respond?
 9            ATTORNEY WEED: You don't have to
10  respond to me.  Talk to them.
11            MR. SUEVER: It's not as slipshod as
12  you kind of portrayed.
13            ATTORNEY WEED: Well, now, Mr. Suever,
14  let me --
15            MR. SUEVER: Just let me -- I want to
16  respond to one part of it.  Okay.
17            ATTORNEY WEED: It doesn't matter what
18  I think.  I'm not the decisionmaker --
19            MR. SUEVER: Yes.
20            ATTORNEY WEED: -- so we don't have to
21  -- we don't have to hurl insults.
22            MR. SUEVER: No, no.  What I'm saying,
23  if you plant the seeds in people's minds, they
24  envision a bunch of people running in and
25  playing around.
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 1            When a plot is awarded, they become a
 2  member of the club.  They have to attend three
 3  meetings a year.  They have to abide by the
 4  rules that this club has put together for them,
 5  and if they violate those rules, they lose their
 6  plot.  They lose their plot.  And there is a
 7  line of people always waiting because there's no
 8  charge for these plots.
 9            Now, they can grow flowers, they can
10  grow vegetables, but they have to be -- they
11  can't grow weeds.  I mean there's going to be
12  strict rules that these people have to follow to
13  be a plot owner, and we're going to see that
14  that happens.
15            ATTORNEY WEED: And Mr. Suever, you've
16  illustrated --
17            MR. SUEVER: Suever (pronouncing).
18            ATTORNEY WEED: Okay.  Pardon me.
19            You've illustrated my point perfectly.
20            MR. SUEVER: Okay.
21            ATTORNEY WEED: The community group
22  wants to set those rules.  You want to set them
23  but use the City's land, and so that's where the
24  disconnect is.  So the question is, how do you
25  accommodate both?
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 1            You can accommodate both by if your
 2  group forms a nonprofit corporation, the City
 3  could very easily contract with you.  Then you
 4  could have your rules, you can have your organi-
 5  zation, you can do what you want to.  And the
 6  contract would be a license.  That's perfectly
 7  legal.
 8            Or we could do it with every individual
 9  who wants to go on the property and use the
10  land.  Either one's fine.  And it doesn't matter
11  to me which way we go, how we structure it.  My
12  job is to try to help you do it, which I'll do.
13            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: So at that
14  point, we would, like Mr. Spangler said -- And I
15  mean you almost took it literally out of my
16  mouth about leasing the property to the
17  Doraville community garden club for a dollar.
18            ATTORNEY WEED: It couldn't be a lease,
19  it would be a license.  But the answer to your
20  question would be yes.  Can you do it that way?
21  Yes.  The question is it's got to be a real
22  entity.  It can be a club, but it's got to have
23  some legal status, meaning they've got to form a
24  corporation at a minimum or a corporation and
25  seek nonprofit status.  I mean it's got to be
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 1  something real.  It can't just be a group of
 2  people, like-minded individuals, which is great,
 3  but it would have to be a real group.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: We're from the
 5  government.  We're here to help.
 6            MR. SUEVER: You're not requiring --
 7            ATTORNEY WEED: Or you can do whatever
 8  you want to and I'll defend it.
 9            MR. SUEVER: I'm just saying that as
10  long as there's no indemnification that we are
11  required to make -- I mean the group as a club.
12            ATTORNEY WEED: It's up to them, not
13  me.  I mean --
14            MR. SUEVER: I don't know what else to
15  say, I mean.  All I need to say is I need to
16  take back to this group an indication of whether
17  it's -- we're at a crossroads, and so I'm not
18  saying a threat or anything.  I'm just telling
19  the truth.  I've held this group together for
20  two months, and if the City wants community
21  gardens, I need your help.
22            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Would the next
23  step, then, be for your group to go back and
24  pursue -- I mean incorporate and then pursue
25  nonprofit status?  I don't know how long that
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 1  takes or --
 2            MR. SUEVER: Well, I think whatever it
 3  costs, the City needs --
 4            We're doing this for the city.  We're
 5  not doing this for ourselves.  And if it costs
 6  something and if we're not required to
 7  indemnify, then I'm willing to go back to the
 8  group.  But if we're being treated like an
 9  outsider rather than citizens of this group, I
10  mean I won't buy it and I'm not going to
11  recommend they buy it.
12            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: But if you hurt


13  yourself with your own tool on our property --
14            MR. SUEVER: Yes.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- you feel
16  that you have the right to sue us?
17            MR. SUEVER: No.  I'm saying to you,
18  which I've already explained, we will give
19  waivers.  Every person who is a member of our
20  group will give a waiver.  Every person who
21  rents -- who has a plot will give a waiver.
22            The only exposure is for people who
23  haven't given the City waivers, that would come
24  on there and somehow something would happen or
25  whatever.  That's the only exposure.
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 1            Absolutely we would give waivers; sure.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: I think we need a
 3  special meeting on this.
 4            MR. CRAWFORD: I'd like to get to
 5  speak.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I would
 7  recommend that --
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: The five-minute rule,
 9  the reason he is up there so long, this is
10  Maria's item.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But I want to


12  hear what Mr. Crawford has to say.
13            MR. CRAWFORD: Well, maybe --
14            MAYOR JENKINS: I do, too.
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: But I feel
16  like that the best path for us to take is for
17  you guys to form a nonprofit, like I said, like
18  the Friends of the Library has done.  That way,
19  you can accept donations and also --
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Ben.
21            MR. CRAWFORD: That's all right.
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Please.
23            MR. CRAWFORD: It's not my time to
24  speak.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: No.  I want
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 1  to hear what you have --
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: You're not going to
 3  leave, are you?
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: -- to say,
 5  Mr. Crawford.
 6            That way, the indemnification is
 7  handled, the produce produced is handled, and I
 8  think that's the best pathway to go, and that's
 9  my recommendation.
10            MR. SUEVER: Well, the precedent has
11  already been set with the Library.  I mean I
12  don't see any problem.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: We're already over our
14  time, Maria.
15            MR. SUEVER: Well, I'm sorry.
16            MAYOR JENKINS: Can you come to some
17  conclusion?
18            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I just made


19  my suggestion, sir.
20            MR. SUEVER: Can I ask, what should I
21  take back to the people?
22            MAYOR JENKINS: Her suggestions.
23            MR. SUEVER: Hm?
24            MAYOR JENKINS: What was your
25  suggestions?
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I'd recommend


 2  that you guys research becoming a nonprofit
 3  organization.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Mr. Weed, from
 5  your standpoint, the time frame and costs
 6  associated with incorporating and becoming a
 7  nonprofit organization?
 8            ATTORNEY WEED: Based on my experience,
 9  having done it for different entities, I believe
10  that the filing fee is $500 to the Secretary of
11  State and I believe that -- and then you have to
12  apply to the IRS to get the nonprofit status.
13  It's very easy to form a nonprofit corporation.
14  That's very simple to do and that's where the
15  $500 goes.
16            The more time consuming process, and it
17  usually takes about 90 days, would be to
18  actually get your IRS status out of the IRS.
19  That's the hardest part.  But then after you've
20  done it, you've done it for life.
21            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: So then, the


22  other way is --
23            ATTORNEY WEED: And then having
24  donations tax deductible, et cetera, et cetera.
25            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: If they did a
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 1  license agreement, then we have to figure out
 2  what to do with the produce.  They can't take it
 3  home.
 4            ATTORNEY WEED: Correct.
 5            The bare minimum, the simplest thing to
 6  do, the absolute simplest thing to do if you
 7  wanted to take the risk would be that you don't
 8  have a fence, you don't assign plots.  You
 9  simply let people garden on the lot.  Anybody
10  who actually turns the soil would sign an
11  assumption of risk/waiver -- not an indemnifi-
12  cation but an assumption of risk/waiver -- and
13  those people garden to their hearts' content.
14  Then the only remaining problem would be if they
15  still insist upon growing produce and now
16  flowers, then you're going to have -- and the
17  produce will belong to the City and you're going
18  to have to either keep it, sell it at auction or
19  have an agreement with somebody to get rid of
20  it.
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.  I'll make
22  a motion --
23            ATTORNEY WEED: That's the simplest
24  thing you can do legally.
25            The other thing you can do is just let
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 1  it happen.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I'll make the
 3  motion for the City to cover costs for
 4  incorporating and filing for the nonprofit
 5  status.
 6            ATTORNEY WEED: I can't advise you to
 7  do that.  I mean you may choose to do that, but
 8  I think that would violate the anti-gratuities
 9  law there --
10            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: All right.  I'll
11  withdraw it.
12            ATTORNEY WEED: -- in my opinion.
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Well, Mr.


14  Suever --
15            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Mr. Suever
16  just left.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: I know.  I


18  didn't want him to leave.
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I mean I can
20  understand his frustrations, but at the same
21  time, we have to look at the information that
22  you've given us.
23            Okay.  It would be much easier for
24  these people to go lease a piece of property in
25  the city or outside the city and have their
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 1  little garden club.  And I guess it would be
 2  illegal for the City to donate money toward them
 3  leasing a little piece of property also.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: I think it's kind of
 5  bad that the City can't let them use the
 6  property.  It's sad that we can't let them use
 7  the property that we have that's not being used
 8  for anything.  We have to cut the grass, and
 9  they would keep it up.  But we have to go along
10  with what the Attorney says.
11            ATTORNEY WEED: I would like to clarify
12  that I am certainly -- I'm all for the community
13  garden program.  I just want to -- I'm trying to
14  give you advice to make it legal.
15            The simplest thing you could do would
16  be allow them to do it, get waivers from each
17  one of them; and if they chose not -- if they
18  just grew flowers, you no longer have anti-
19  gratuities clause problems at all.  It ceases to
20  exist.  You could do that just like that if you
21  chose to.  That's the easiest way of doing it.
22            And you could still do it very easily,
23  but the produce is still an issue, but that's
24  not an insurmountable issue.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Can I give the produce
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 1  that I'm growing in my back yard away?
 2            ATTORNEY WEED: Sure.  Yes, sir,
 3  because that's not the people's produce.  That's
 4  not everyone in the room's produce.  That's your
 5  produce, Mr. Mayor.
 6            MAYOR JENKINS: Yeah, I understand, but
 7  this --
 8            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: What do they --


 9            MAYOR JENKINS: -- will be the city's
10  produce.
11            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: -- do with
12  Dekalb's, Maria?
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: That's the


14  City of Decatur.
15            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Oh.  What does


16  the City of Decatur do?
17            ATTORNEY WEED: They let the people
18  take it home, the individual members.
19            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: So why isn't
20  that an option for us?
21            ATTORNEY WEED: In my opinion, it is
22  illegal and Decatur is violating the law.  I
23  don't work for Decatur.  That's just my opinion.
24            I could be wrong.  I don't think that I
25  am.  And you pay me not to be wrong most of the
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 1  time.  They haven't asked me my opinion.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Did you say
 3  you got a 90 percent track rate?
 4            ATTORNEY WEED: A little bit higher
 5  than that.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I thought you


 7  said 90.  So now you're changing it on us.
 8            ATTORNEY WEED: Once again, I don't
 9  want to -- You know, please.  I do not want to
10  be an impediment.  I just want to make sure it
11  happens legally.  And once again, you don't have
12  to take my advice.  You are not obligated to do
13  so.
14            MAYOR JENKINS: Come on up to the
15  microphone, Susan.
16            MS. FRAYSSE: Susan Fraysse.
17            I did have one more resource that might
18  not come all the way up to Mr. Weed's standards
19  but it might be something that would be more
20  workable that we could work with.
21            At the Life Enrichment Center, they
22  have a community garden.  And I gave Carol
23  Stephens the information to get in touch with
24  the director.  It is through Dekalb County.
25  It's through their parks and recreation.  It
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 1  might be a simpler, more straightforward, more
 2  basic approach for us to consider that would
 3  help us out of this.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: So we can de-
 5  annex that piece of land?
 6            MS. FRAYSSE: No.  I'm not at all
 7  associating myself with that proposal.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Life
 9  Enrichment, you said?
10            MS. FRAYSSE: Yeah --
11            MAYOR JENKINS: This is kind of --
12            MS. FRAYSSE: -- on McConnell Drive.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: -- like my accountant.
14  We've got to do something right away.  And I
15  will be glad to meet with anybody and work out
16  anything, and of course get advice from Murray
17  if this group wants to have a meeting, another
18  meeting.  And I think some of the Councilmen
19  would work with me on that, too, but we've got
20  to do something right away.  We can't -- in
21  other words, the planting season is here.  If
22  they're going to plant anything, they're going
23  to have to do it right away, within the next --
24            ATTORNEY WEED: Mr. Mayor and members
25  of Council, I will offer this:  Ordinarily, I
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 1  would be willing to volunteer pro se the effort,
 2  the time.  I would ordinarily write -- I'd
 3  create the corporation for them and I would
 4  write their bylaws for them.
 5            The only reason why I can't is because
 6  I represent you, and ultimately they're going to
 7  contract with you, and I can't do that, because
 8  once again -- And even if you agreed to
 9  volunteer my services for that, it would be a
10  violation of the anti-gratuities laws.
11            However, what I can do, I will make
12  every effort to find them a pro se lawyer who
13  would do this for them at low cost.  I mean I'm
14  willing to do that.  That's the most I can
15  offer.  I'd love to help them if I could,
16  directly.
17            MAYOR JENKINS: Come on up, Stuart.
18            MR. ANDERSON: Stuart Anderson.  I'll
19  make it brief.  I wish Dick had stayed.
20            I mentioned a 501(c)(3) to Dick at the
21  last meeting, and he didn't seem to understand
22  it, but it was considerable conversation, and so
23  he knew about it before he came here tonight,
24  that that was -- as Maria said, that's the easy
25  way to solve this, and I think that's what
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 1  Murray -- and Murray and Dick talked about it at
 2  length after the last meeting, and Dick didn't
 3  seem to want to understand.
 4            If you want to put it under the
 5  auspices of a group of -- a department, put it
 6  under the auspices, or the umbrella, in Dick's
 7  terms, of the Maintenance Department -- Public
 8  Works.  Those are the people that are going to
 9  do the digging and stuff, and Carol doesn't have
10  time to do a bunch of --
11            Get Carol's opinion about how much
12  involvement she wants to have.  She hasn't got
13  the time for this.  But the Maintenance
14  Department, who would be doing the digging,
15  might have the time and people, et cetera.  So
16  that would be -- if you're going to put it under
17  an umbrella of the City, that would be the group
18  that would be at least somebody that would have
19  time for this sort of thing.
20            Thank you.
21            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mr. Mayor, I
22  have one other question for Mr. Weed in regards
23  to this subject.
24            503(3)(c), Mr. Suever's talking about
25  Chestnut and Wheeler and their little community
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 1  garden group.  Now, does that mean that there
 2  would have to be another 501(c)(3) for the
 3  Oakcliff group and would there have to be
 4  another one for if we decided to have something
 5  at the end of Chicopee?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: That's one of


 7  the things that I was trying to reel those two
 8  gentlemen in.  I would like for it to be
 9  citywide --
10            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Correct.
11            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: -- and they


12  have one group and it involve all the neighbor-
13  hoods.
14            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Correct.
15            ATTORNEY WEED: I would prefer that
16  plan.
17            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: And that's


18  what I think was part of the citizens' original
19  intent was to -- I think he called it the
20  Doraville Unity Garden group, which I think that
21  would be a great name, DUG.  And I would like to
22  see the citizens work together like that and do
23  it.  And then, like I said, they could, you
24  know, take donations from maybe the business
25  leaders and things like that.
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Okay.  But in
 2  that respect, of course it would be better to
 3  have one.  But if we're just getting this, we're
 4  not going to have unity.  It's going to be the
 5  separate neighborhood type things.
 6            ATTORNEY WEED: The legal answer is no,
 7  you wouldn't have to do that.
 8            By having the one group form a non-
 9  profit organization, that wouldn't necessarily a
10  precedent that would mandate that the Council
11  would have to do that with everybody.  You could
12  take each individual park or area as it came
13  before you.  And you know, even this group
14  doesn't -- even Mr. Suever's group doesn't have
15  to form a nonprofit.  You could simply do it on
16  an individual basis.  But once again at the end
17  of the day, you still have to figure out, if
18  they want to do produce, what's going to happen
19  with the produce?  If they just wanted to do a
20  flower garden and have access to the property,
21  you could do that with one document, a one-page
22  document, which would be a waiver of liability.
23            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: But even if they
24  did form the 501(c)(3), it wouldn't necessarily
25  be restrictive for Northwoods.  They could
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 1  expand that to cover the entire city and
 2  incorporate other groups.
 3            ATTORNEY WEED: Sure.
 4            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: So there wouldn't
 5  be a restriction of it just being a Northwoods
 6  entity.  They could expand and include and
 7  cover, encompass all of the -- you know, we
 8  could have 17 in the city.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: And I think on


10  the committee, Mr. Suever did say, if I
11  remember, that there was people from Oakcliff
12  and possibly people from Winters Chapel/Tilly
13  Mill on this committee.  So it would be like
14  there's already a unity in the committee so it
15  wouldn't be a problem.
16            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Could neighbor-
17  hood associations help offset the cost of the
18  filing fees?
19            ATTORNEY WEED: Yes.  I mean anybody
20  can donate anything that they want to to get the
21  group going.  It won't be tax deductible until
22  such time as the nonprofit's formed, and then
23  persons could give money and it would be tax
24  deductible.  It would still be a charitable
25  contribution so it might be deductible, but in
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 1  case of an audit, it would be better for them to
 2  be a nonprofit.
 3            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Let me ask you
 4  this question from a process and a liability
 5  issue for the City.  At what point in time along
 6  the process is the City then protected?  Once
 7  they incorporate?  Once they get their 501(c)(3)
 8  status?  Where do these problems go away under
 9  that scenario?
10            ATTORNEY WEED: In my opinion, after
11  they form a nonprofit corporation -- which is
12  very easy to do.  As soon as you get the papers
13  and file them and file the fee, that's a matter
14  of days, and you could do that by virtue of the
15  Internet.  As soon as they do that, then we
16  could enter -- the City could enter into an
17  agreement with that legal entity.
18            And then the other thing I couldn't
19  quite explain to Mr. Suever was that the legal
20  entity -- you form a corporation so their
21  individual assets aren't subject to being gone
22  after.  That's why you form a corporation to
23  begin with.  So concerns about the indemni-
24  fication of the City, I don't think that's a
25  real problem, because that's why you'd have a
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 1  corporation to start with.
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Is there a
 3  requirement to be a 501(c)(3) or can merely a
 4  non-for-profit incorporation suffice?
 5            ATTORNEY WEED: It could be a not for
 6  profit corporation without necessarily getting a
 7  501(c) status; however, I would recommend you do
 8  both.
 9            But you could go -- and is very common.
10  Then you actually form your corporation, you say
11  you're going to be a not for profit.  The actual
12  code, when you look at the State law, indicates
13  that it's -- you usually say in your bylaws that
14  you intend to get your not-for-profit IRS
15  status.  There's that expectation.  But there's
16  also a reasonable -- the IRS is reasonable in
17  that they expect you to go on with the process.
18  So we could enter a contract with them as soon
19  as they form the corporation, and they could
20  work towards their status.  That would be legal.
21            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.  I'm going
22  to make two motions.  The first is to extend the
23  meeting by 15 minutes.
24            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Well, if you
25  extend it by 15 minutes -- it's already 9:30.
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 1  You're going to have to give the citizens time
 2  to comment, so it's going to take more than 15
 3  minutes.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Extend it 15 minutes on
 5  this subject?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: No, because the
 7  second motion hopefully will go very quickly.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: That's fine with me.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I second.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
11            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
12  Alexander?
13            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
14            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
15            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
16            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
17            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
18            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
19            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
20            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
21            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
22            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
23  Spangler?
24            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
25            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: The second is to
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 1  take Mr. Weed's offer of finding an attorney to
 2  help with the incorporate papers per se, to --
 3            ATTORNEY WEED: You don't need a motion
 4  for that.  In fact, I don't want you to make a
 5  motion for that.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.
 7            ATTORNEY WEED: I'll just do it.
 8            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Thank you.
 9            -- that we advise the Doraville Unity
10  group of the City's attempt to assist --
11            Can we say that?
12            ATTORNEY WEED: I wouldn't put that in
13  the form of a motion, Councilman.  I would just
14  say that somebody give them a call and say,
15  "Hey, we want to work with you.  We are
16  supporting the project.  Mr. Weed volunteered to
17  try to help find you somebody who can get this
18  going for you a little bit from the legal
19  aspect, you know, on his own time.  It has
20  nothing to do with the City," and leave it at
21  that.
22            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Okay.  Then, I
23  don't have a motion.
24            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Would you want
25  to do that in a special meeting, with a certain
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 1  number of people, or how do you want to do that?
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I don't think
 3  there's any meeting --
 4            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: There's no
 5  requirement.
 6            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: I don't think
 7  there's any need for a meeting to happen.  I
 8  think we need to -- I think we need to convey to
 9  them our willingness of helping them make this
10  happen in a form that is most conducive to it
11  being successful and protecting both them and
12  the City, based upon the law.
13            I'm frustrated that we haven't been
14  able to move this forward and congeal it into a
15  process, and I empathize with Mr. Crawford and
16  Mr. Suever's frustrations.
17            I will approach Northwoods Neighborhood
18  Association and ask them if they would be
19  willing to contribute to making this happen, and
20  I think I will be willing to contribute, myself,
21  into the fund to making it happen.  I think this
22  is an important step for our city, and I want
23  the Council to find a way to make this happen.
24            So no motion, but that's my position.
25            MAYOR JENKINS: Okay.  Thank you.  Will
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 1  you put that in writing for me?
 2            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes, sir.
 3            MAYOR JENKINS: All right.  Thank you.
 4            Do you have anything, Chuck, right
 5  quick like?
 6            CAPTAIN ATKINSON: I just need to
 7  present the Clerk.  We had a gambling operation
 8  and a seizure.  $9,799 was forfeited to the
 9  general fund.  I just need to provide this check
10  to the Clerk.
11            MAYOR JENKINS: Very good.
12            CAPTAIN ATKINSON: And all that will
13  need to be done is pay a $60 filing fee with the
14  District Attorney's Office.
15                      - - -
16                   (Applause)
17                      - - -
18            MAYOR JENKINS: The next item, citizens
19  comments, and I will start it off.
20            I went to the Eagles Club presentation
21  where they give moneys to our officers for being
22  -- we choose an officer each year.  Anyway,
23  after they finished with the officers and all,
24  they called the Mayor up and they gave the Mayor
25  $1,000, and I'm going to donate it to the
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 1  Mr. Seigler, who is our medic in the Police
 2  Department.  He needs a lot of equipment, and he
 3  has run up in some situations lately that he
 4  didn't have all the equipment he needs.  So I'm
 5  going to designate the $1,000.  Rhonda is
 6  putting it into a special fund for that, to
 7  update his oxygen tanks and everything like
 8  that.
 9            He stabilizes people until the medics
10  get there, and he stabilized one person last
11  week and also one the week before until the
12  medics got there.  So it'll be well worth that.
13  So I just want to tell the Council that I
14  personally gave that money to -- it'll be put in
15  a fund, not go directly to Mr. Seigler but to
16  buy materials to bring his vehicle up to date.
17                      - - -
18                   (Applause)
19                      - - -
20            MAYOR JENKINS: Who's first?  Citizens
21  comment.
22            MS. ROLLINS: I have one question.
23            MAYOR JENKINS: Microphone, please.
24            MS. ROLLINS: Linda Rollins, Oakcliff
25  Estates.
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 1            On the hiring of the accountant/
 2  financial director, you have said -- but I do
 3  have a question.  No matter how fast or slow you
 4  go with the process, is this person going to
 5  have a background check?  And I really would
 6  like this person to have a credit report check.
 7  Is that a possibility?  But most of all, the
 8  background check.
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: That's already
10  required.  Nobody comes here without a full
11  background check.
12            MS. ROLLINS: Full background check.
13            MAYOR JENKINS: That's right.
14            MS. ROLLINS: At the State, we even
15  have to have a credit report to hold a State
16  purchasing card.  So that wouldn't really be too
17  much for me, but definitely the background
18  check.
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I'd like to
20  ask you, Ms. Rollins, how long does it take for
21  the State to do their background check?
22            MS. ROLLINS: I am not sure how long it
23  takes.  It is a process that they're going
24  through now.  If you currently have a purchasing
25  card, you have to have a background check, you
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 1  don't have to have the credit check.  But if
 2  you're asked to start having a State purchasing
 3  card, they require you to have both.  But I
 4  don't know how long the process takes.
 5            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Could you
 6  please find out what length of time it would
 7  take to have a background check?
 8            MS. ROLLINS: Okay.  Because anybody
 9  working with finances, if they're having
10  personal finance problems or, you know, in
11  place, I think that could lead to --
12            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I think you're


13  a hundred percent --
14            MS. ROLLINS: -- some questionable
15  things.  Not that every person would, but I
16  still believe that it's important.  But
17  definitely I want the background check to be
18  done.
19            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: I agree with
20  you.
21            MS. ROLLINS: Thank you.
22            ATTORNEY WEED: The person will have to
23  be bonded.  It's a bondable position.
24            MAYOR JENKINS: Who's next?
25            MS. FRAYSSE: I just want to make an
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 1  open invitation.  Tomorrow at 2 o'clock, the
 2  ordinance-enforcement Quality of Life cases are
 3  heard over in the building that looks like a gym
 4  but it's really a courthouse.  There's three
 5  courtrooms, and when you walk in, you look for
 6  where Officers Martin and Morrow are trying
 7  their cases.  And if you want to hear how
 8  effectively we're pursuing ordinance enforcement
 9  -- and I've been very impressed with it so far.
10  It's very interesting.  Sometimes you learn more
11  about your neighbors than you want to know.
12            MAYOR JENKINS: Tom?
13            MR. HART: Tonight you talked about the
14  Boxing Club.  It took about 10 minutes to offer
15  a contract to someone.  Didn't ask any questions
16  as to how much, who, where, what and why.  It
17  took us six months and we still haven't done
18  anything about a hot dog stand.
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Tom, wait --
20            MR. HART: We complain --
21            MAYOR JENKINS: Wait just a minute.
22            MR. HART: What?
23            MAYOR JENKINS: The hot dog stand is
24  settled.  We're waiting on the gentleman to move
25  in.
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 1            MR. HART: Well, six --
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: We've got a contract --
 3            MR. HART: Six months, but --
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: -- ready for him.
 5            MR. HART: -- the Boxing Club took 10
 6  minutes.  Nobody asked any questions who the guy
 7  was and what his finances were, how he was going
 8  to do what, where or why.  Boom, done; 10
 9  minutes.
10            There's a double standard that goes on
11  in this city.  It's the private government and
12  the public government.
13            The I.T. contract, we've complained
14  about that for months.  But we have an I.T. --
15  somebody servicing the I.T. contract.  Don't
16  know who it is.  Didn't go out for bid.
17            The jail building.  We're subsidizing
18  Johns Creek that was written up as the richest
19  city in the state of Georgia.  And the City of
20  Doraville is subsidizing, and we don't know how
21  much it costs us to do anything about the jail.
22            They're building onto the jail.  We
23  have a design.  Was that out for competitive
24  bid?  How much does it cost?  Who's doing it,
25  when, where and why?
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 1            We don't know, because that's the
 2  private government.  That has nothing to do with
 3  the public.
 4            They sign off -- this GDOT thing across
 5  the street.  Every other contractor is required
 6  to get signed off within 500 feet of a public
 7  road, but the City of Doraville doesn't have to
 8  have site plans, doesn't have to be signed off,
 9  doesn't have to do any of it.
10            The City of Chamblee, because you can't
11  make a left-hand turn coming out of the Wal-Mart
12  is because they didn't get signed off by GDOT
13  and they wouldn't allow that because of the
14  traffic queue to make left-hand turns coming out
15  of the Wal-Mart.  That's the reason why.
16            The PIP agreement between the Mayor and
17  his assistant was never signed.  Again, that's
18  the private government versus the public govern-
19  ment.
20            It's like why are we still using Chuck
21  Entsminger's stamp to approve plans in the city
22  of Doraville?  He hasn't worked here in six
23  months.
24            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Is that legal?


25            MR. HART: It's not legal, but the City
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 1  of Doraville doesn't have any problem with it.
 2            So when's this government actually
 3  going to be run as a public entity instead of
 4  this little private old boys' club and girls'
 5  club you got going on?
 6            Thank you.
 7            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Are we building


 8  a building?
 9            MAYOR JENKINS: Excuse me?
10            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Are we
11  building more onto the jail?
12            MAYOR JENKINS: There is a building
13  being built.  It's been building for quite some
14  time, and it was brought to this Council that it
15  was going to happen.
16            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Where's the bid?
17            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: What building


18  is that, Mayor?  Do you remember, do you recall?
19            MAYOR JENKINS: Should be the new
20  evidence building.
21            Anymore comments?
22            Yes, sir.
23            MR. NOONAN: John Noonan.  In regard to
24  the Central Avenue sidewalk, I'm all for using
25  grant money or other government money, stimulus
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 1  money, whatever, but I'm dead set against
 2  spending $150,000 of City money on a County
 3  right-of-way.  Thank you.
 4            MAYOR JENKINS: Thank you.  Anybody
 5  else?
 6            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: I want to
 7  comment on something.
 8            MAYOR JENKINS: Go ahead.
 9            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Mayor, I would


10  like you to thank the Public Works Department
11  for putting up the memorial crosses.  My father
12  is one of them.  And I thank you very much for
13  doing that for this weekend.
14            MAYOR JENKINS: My brother will be one
15  of them this year, too.
16            So Maintenance does a wonderful job on
17  that, and anybody that lives in Doraville that
18  don't have a cross up there, let us know.  We've
19  still got three or four days to do it.
20            So I want to thank the Council for
21  working together tonight.  And some of the
22  comments that come in from certain people up
23  here are certainly unwarranted, and I'm getting
24  a little sick of it, and I certainly do hope
25  that this Council is getting tired of it.
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 1            We are elected here.  Certain people in
 2  this audience is not elected.  The people
 3  elected us to make decisions up here, and we do
 4  the best we can, and I think this Council does a
 5  wonderful job.  And some of the comments are
 6  just completely out of order, and I don't have
 7  to mention any names.
 8            Motion we adjourn?
 9            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: So moved.
10            MAYOR JENKINS: Second?
11            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Second.
12            MAYOR JENKINS: Call the roll.
13            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
14  Alexander?
15            COUNCILMEMBER ALEXANDER: Yes.
16            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Bates?
17            COUNCILMEMBER BATES: Yes.
18            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Fleming?
19            COUNCILMEMBER FLEMING: Yes.
20            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Pittman?
21            COUNCILMEMBER PITTMAN: Yes.
22            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember Roche?
23            COUNCILMEMBER ROCHE: Yes.
24            CLERK BLACKMON: Councilmember
25  Spangler?
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 1            COUNCILMEMBER SPANGLER: Yes.
 2            MAYOR JENKINS: Meeting adjourned.
 3                      - - -
 4       (Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at
 5  approximately 9:45 p.m. the same day.)
 6                      -o0o-
 7 
 8 
 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1             C E R T I F I C A T E
   
 2 E OF GEORGIA]
   
 3 TY OF DEKALB]
   
 4  I hereby certify that the foregoing transcript
   
 5 taken down, as stated in the caption, and the
   
 6 eedings were reduced to typewriting under my
   
 7 ction and control.
   
 8  I further certify that the transcript is a true
   
 9 correct record of the evidence given at the said
   
10 eedings.
   
11  I further certify that I am neither a relative
   
12 mployee or attorney or counsel to any of the
   
13 ies, nor financially or otherwise interested in
   
14  matter.
   
15  This the 28th day of May, 2009.
   
16 
   
17                  _____________________________
   
18                            Theresa Bretch, CCR
   
19                               Permit No. B-755
   
20 
   
21 
                                           [SEAL]
22 
   
23 
   
24 
   
25 
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		week (5)

		weekend (1)

		weeks (4)

		welding (1)

		Wells (2)

		wet (1)

		what's (8)

		what- (1)

		whatsoever (1)

		wheelchair (1)

		Wheeler (5)

		when's (1)

		Whenever (2)

		Where's (1)

		whereas (1)

		Whereupon (1)

		whichever (1)

		white (1)

		who's (5)

		whole (5)

		whose (1)

		widened (1)

		widening (1)

		wild (1)

		Williams (1)

		willing (9)

		willingness (1)

		Wilson (1)

		win (1)

		Windsor (5)

		Winters (1)

		wise (1)

		wish (4)

		withdraw (6)

		withdrawn (2)

		withdrew (2)

		within (6)

		without (10)

		wonder (1)

		wonderful (5)

		wondering (1)

		word (1)

		words (2)

		work (25)

		workable (1)

		worked (5)

		working (8)

		works (3)

		worries (1)

		worry (1)

		worth (3)

		worthwhile (1)

		wow (2)

		write (3)

		writing (5)

		written (4)

		wrong (5)

		wrote (1)



		Y

		yard (1)

		year (18)

		years (13)

		yes-or- (1)



		Z

		zation (1)

		zone (9)

		zoned (6)

		zones (1)

		Zoning (19)

		zoomed(1)










 


City of Doraville, Georgia 


Council Agenda 
May 18, 2009  Council Meeting                           7:00 PM City Hall 


    


 


1. CALL TO ORDER 


2. ROLL CALL 


3. MAYOR’S COMMENTS 


 Approve minutes for 05/04/09 


 Millage Rate Hearing 


            Resolution for Central Avenue Sidewalk 


            Oakcliff Elementary Resolution 


            Hiring Accountant/Finance Director             


  


   


OLD BUSINESS 


 


4. SCHEDULE OF FEES-appeals-Bob Roche 


5. BOXING CLUB LEASE-Murray Weed c/o Carol Stephens 


6. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING IMPLEMENTATION ORDINANCE-Murray Weed 


7. CH2MHILL CONTRACT-Murray Weed 


 


      NEW BUSINESS 


 


8. COMMUNITY GARDENS-Maria Alexander 


9. PARK RULES-Maria Alexander 


10. POLICE DEPARTMENT COMMENTS 


11. ATTORNEY COMMENTS 


12. DORAVILLE CITIZENS COMMENTS 


13. ADJOURNMENT 


 








 


City of Doraville, Georgia – NOTE: Tuesday due to Memorial Holiday 


Council Agenda 
May 26, 2009  Special Called Meeting                6:30 PM City Hall Council Chambers 


Tuesday   Draft (SAH) – 5/6/09  


  


1. CALL TO ORDER 
2. ROLL CALL 
3. OLD BUSINESS AS RECESSED FROM APRIL 27, 2009  
 (NOTE: PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED): 


                 Variances (Accessory Structures) 
     Applicant:  Kingport Kuo 
  Property: 3693 - 3695 Stewart Road 
  Current Zoning: O-I    
 
   4.     NEW BUSINESS (PUBLIC HEARINGS REQUIRED): 
 4A: PUBLIC HEARING: 


  
       Rezoning with Concurrent Variance(s) with Conditional Use   
  
  Applicant:  Jerome C. Yeh 
  Property: 2845 Clearview Parkway 
  Rezone:  M-1 to O-I with Concurrent Variance(s) 
   
  Conditional Use(s):  “club and lodge of a business character which are  
  non-profit, but excluding alcohol sales” AND “assembly halls and   
  community centers when operated on a non-profit basis.”  
   
 4B: PUBLIC HEARING: 
 
  Text Amendment:  Removal of Article XVII, Doraville Tree Protection  
  Plan from Zoning Ordinance and being placed within Building and  
  Building Regulations (Non-Zoning). 
 
 4C: PUBLIC HEARING: 
   
  Text Amendment: Removal and Deletion in Entirety of Article, IX,  
  Section 913, Planned Unit Development District (PUD), from Zoning  
  Ordinance. 
 
   4D: PUBLIC HEARING: 
   
  Text Amendment: Removal of Article VI, Section 607, Rental Provision  
  and removal of Article VIII, Section 809 from Zoning Ordinance and  
  being placed (as applicable) within Building and Building Regulations  
  (Non- Zoning). 
 
      5.     ADJOURNMENT 








 


City of Doraville, Georgia 


Council Agenda 
May 4, 2009  Council Meeting                           7:00 PM City Hall 


    


 


1. CALL TO ORDER 


2. ROLL CALL 


3. MAYOR’S COMMENTS 


 Approve minutes for 03/23/09, 04/20/09 


 Millage Rate Hearing 


  


   


OLD BUSINESS 


 


4. DRIVEWAY LIMITATIONS ORD. 5-40 AND 608 “PARKING, STORAGE OF RECREATIONAL VEHICLES”-Pam  


            Fleming 


5. EMPLOYEE POLITICAL ACTIVITY-Bob Roche 


6. OPEN MEETINGS, EMAILS, AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE-Bob Roche 


7. JOHNS CREEK JAIL CONTRACT-Murray Weed 


 


      NEW BUSINESS 


 


8. PARKING LOT LANDSCAPE ISLANDS-(Non-Zoning Ordinance) Discussion Only 


9. HALPERN PARK – SUBMIT RFP FOR CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS-Pam Fleming/Donna Pittman 


10. SCHEDULE OF FEES-appeals-Bob Roche 


11. BOXING CLUB LEASE-Murray Weed c/o Carol Stephens 


12. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING IMPLEMENTATION ORDINANCE-Murray Weed 


13. CH2MHILL CONTRACT-Murray Weed 


14. BILL ADAMS-Recall Petition, City Budget 


15. GLENDA-BERNADETT ALLEN-Police Complaint 


16. POLICE DEPARTMENT COMMENTS 


17. ATTORNEY COMMENTS 


18. DORAVILLE CITIZENS COMMENTS 


19. ADJOURNMENT 


 








MOTS[1]


                     CITY COUNCIL MEETING


                      CITY OF DORAVILLE


                       STATE OF GEORGIA


                         May 26, 2009


                      SUMMARY OF MOTIONS�                                                       2
 1       1.   A motion was made by Councilmember Pittman
    to recess variance request of Kingport Kuo (3693-3695
 2  Stuart Road) until Council meeting of June 29, 2009,
    at 6:30 p.m.  The motion was seconded by Councilmember
 3  Alexander.  The motion was passed by unanimous vote.


 4       2.   A motion was made by Councilmember Roche to
    adopt Tree Protection Ordinance within Building and
 5  Building Regulations and to authorize the City
    Attorney to change relevant sections regarding the
 6  Tree Board, appointing the Planning Commission to act
    as the Tree Board.  The motion was seconded by
 7  Councilmember Bates.  The motion was passed by
    unanimous vote.
 8
         3.   A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to
 9  adjust Appendix C of the Doraville Tree Protection
    Ordinance to reflect tree replacement cost of $500.
10  The motion was seconded by Councilmember Roche.  The
    motion was passed by unanimous vote.
11
         4.   A motion was made by Councilmember Fleming
12  to delete the Doraville Tree Protection Plan Sections
    1701 through 1708 from the Zoning Ordinance of the
13  City of Doraville. The motion was seconded by
    Councilmember Pittman.  The motion was passed by
14  unanimous vote.


15       5.   A motion was made by Councilmember Fleming
    to rezone 2845 Clearview Parkway, Tax Parcel I.D.
16  1831113-024, to O-I, with conditions recommended by
    staff.  The motion was seconded by Councilmember
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MOTS[1]
17  Roche.  The motion was passed by unanimous vote.


18       6.   A motion was made by Councilmember Fleming
    to approve conditional use of 2845 Clearview Parkway
19  to include club and lodge of a business character
    which are non-profit, but excluding alcohol sales, and
20  assembly halls and community centers when operated on
    a non-profit basis.  The motion was seconded by
21  Councilmember Roche.


22            An amendment was proposed by Councilmember
    Bates to exclude outdoor events.  The amendment was
23  then withdrawn by Councilmember Bates.


24


25�                                                       3
 1            An amendment was proposed by Councilmember
    Fleming for conditional uses to apply to only the
 2  heated square footage of the building.  The amendment
    was seconded by Councilmember Roche.  The amendment
 3  and the second were then withdrawn by the respective
    Councilmembers.
 4
              The motion was again made by Councilmember
 5  Fleming to approve conditional use of 2845 Clearview
    Parkway to include club and lodge of a business
 6  character which are non-profit, but excluding alcohol
    sales, and assembly halls and community centers when
 7  operated on a non-profit basis.  The motion was
    seconded by Councilmember Roche.  The motion was
 8  passed by unanimous vote.


 9       7.   A motion was made by Councilmember Roche to
    adopt ordinance to delete Section 913, PUD Planned
10  Unit Development Districts.  The motion was seconded
    by Councilmember Pittman.  The motion was passed by
11  unanimous vote.


12       8.   A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to
    delete Article VI, Section 607, Rental Provision, and
13  Article VIII, Section 809 from the Zoning Ordinance
    and place within Building and Building Regulations.
14  The motion was seconded by Councilmember Roche.  The
    motion was passed by unanimous vote.
15
         9.   A motion was made by Councilmember Pittman
16  to adjourn the meeting.  The motion was seconded by
    Councilmember Bates.  The motion was passed by
17  unanimous vote.


18                           -o0o-


19


20


21
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22


23


24


25�������������
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                     CITY COUNCIL MEETING


                      CITY OF DORAVILLE


                       STATE OF GEORGIA


                         May 18, 2009


                      SUMMARY OF MOTIONS�                                                       2
 1       1.   A motion was made by Councilmember Alexander
    to pass a resolution commending Oakcliff Theme School
 2  for being named Intel School of Distinction for 2009.
    The motion was seconded by Councilmember Bates.  The
 3  motion passed by unanimous vote.


 4       2.   A motion was made by Councilmember Roche to
    adopt resolution for Central Avenue sidewalk.  The
 5  motion was seconded by Councilmember Alexander.  The
    motion was passed by unanimous vote.
 6
         3.   A motion was made by Councilmember Pittman
 7  to approve the minutes of the May 4, 2009, Council
    meeting.  The motion was seconded by Councilmember
 8  Spangler.  The motion was passed by unanimous vote.


 9       4.   A motion was made by Councilmember Roche to
    schedule re-interviews for accountant/financial
10  director position.  The motion was seconded by
    Councilmember Spangler.  The motion was defeated by a
11  vote of 4-2, with Mayor Jenkins breaking the tie vote
    and with dissenting votes from Councilmembers
12  Alexander, Bates, Pittman and Fleming.


13       5.   A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to
    extend offer of accountant position to Mr. Darlow A.
14  Maxwell.  The motion was seconded by Councilmember
    Pittman.  The motion passed by a vote of 5-1, with
15  dissenting vote from Councilmember Spangler.


16       6.   A motion was made by Councilmember Roche to
    modify 2-261(c) to reduce the cost of applying for a
17  conditional use from $850 plus $150 per concurrent
    variance to $250 plus $150 per concurrent variance.
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518MOTS[1]
18            The motion was withdrawn.


19       7.   A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to
    approve license agreement for the Paul Murphy Boxing
20  Club (Mr. Bert Wells).  The motion was seconded by
    Councilmember Pittman.  The motion was passed by
21  unanimous vote.


22


23


24


25�                                                       3
 1       8.   A motion was made by Councilmember Fleming
    to adopt ordinance implementing Memorandum of
 2  Understanding which had been unanimously approved
    3/19/09, regarding operations management.  The motion
 3  was seconded by Councilmember Bates.  The motion was
    passed by unanimous vote.
 4
         9.   A motion was made by Councilmember to adopt
 5  the CH2MHill contract regarding stormwater for the
    year 2009.  The motion was seconded by Councilmember
 6  Pittman.  The motion was passed by unanimous vote.


 7       10.  A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to
    extend the meeting 15 minutes.  The motion was
 8  seconded by Councilmember Spangler.  The motion was
    passed by unanimous vote.
 9
         11.  A motion was made by Councilmember Pittman
10  to adjourn the meeting.  The motion was seconded by
    Councilmember Bates.  The motion was passed by
11  unanimous vote.


12                           -o0o-


13


14


15


16


17


18


19


20


21


22
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23


24


25�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
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                     CITY COUNCIL MEETING 


 


                      CITY OF DORAVILLE 


 


                       STATE OF GEORGIA 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                         May 4, 2009 


 


                      SUMMARY OF MOTIONS 


�                                                       2 


 


 


 


 


 1       1.   A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to 


    approve the City Council meeting minutes of 3/22/09. 


 2  The motion was seconded by Councilmember Pittman.  The 


    motion was passed by unanimous vote. 


 3 


         2.   A motion was made by Councilmember Pittman 


 4  to approve the City Council meeting minutes of 


    4/20/09.  The motion was seconded by Councilmember 


 5  Alexander.  The motion was passed by unanimous vote. 


 


 6       3.   A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to 


    have C.R. Jones put employee health insurance out for 


 7  competitive bid.  The motion was seconded by 


    Councilmember Roche.  The motion was passed by 


 8  unanimous vote. 


 


 9       4.   A motion was made by Councilmember Roche to 


    post on the City's Web site, on the Fridays prior to 


10  Council meetings, the same packets as given to Council 


    members with the exception of Executive-Session type 


11  items. 


 


12       5.   A motion was made by Councilmember Fleming 


    to send out RFP for construction documents for Halpern 


13  Park.  The motion was seconded by Councilmember 
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    Pittman.  The motion was passed by unanimous vote. 


14 


         6.   A motion was made by Councilmember Bates to 


15  adjourn the meeting.  The motion was seconded by 


    Councilmember Spangler.  The motion was passed by 


16  unanimous vote. 


 


17                           -o0o- 


 


18 


 


19 


 


20 


 


21 


 


22 


 


23 


 


24 


 


25 
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